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PREFACE 

• THE importance of the tanning industry to the Madras 
Presidency may be gauged froni the fact that there are 
believed to be from 400 to 500 tanneries giving wholetime 
employment in normal times to about 20,000 hands with an 
estimated wage roll of about Rs, 3S lakhs per annum. 
Tanned hides and skins have been one of the most important 
exports of Madras ever since figures of sea-borne trade 
were published, an export trade in tanned hides and skins 
valued at over six crores of rupees annually having been 
built up. As is well known, the bulk of the skins exported 
are tanned but not dressed, whilst hides are usually crust 
tanned for export and have to be subjected to further treat
ment after they reach foreign markets before they can be 
regarded as finished leather. Reptile skins, however, in 
which a lucrative trade has been developed during the last 
ten years, are generally exported in a finished condition and 
do not require any subsequent treatment. 

Although a number of bulletins on various aspects of the 
tanning industry of the Madras Presidency have been 
published from time to time by the department, no compre
hensive account of the organization and technique of the 
industry has hitherto been available and the lack of any such 
publication has been felt by the trade. When therefore the 
mstructional side of the Leather Trades Institute was closed 
down in 1930 and Major Guthrie was placed on special 
duty to study in detail the problem of eradicating stains on 
tanned hides and skins it was arranged that, in addition to 
the prosecution of this research, he should also undertake 
the preparation of a Handbook of the Tanning Trade of 
South India. This task he completed shortly before he 
left India in April. 

The Handbook which embodies Major Guthrie's 21 
years' experience of the Mad!"3~ t3J.lIling in~ustry is divid.ed 
mto two parts, the first contammg InformatIon and statistIcs 
of general interest to the trade which have been extracted 
and brought together from a number of different publica
tions and official records and the second part dealing with 
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the technique of the industry and containing a good deal of 
unpublished information collected by Major Guthrie during 
his service at the Leather TrlIdes Institute .. 

It is hoped that as a result of the· publication of the 
Handbook the magnitude and importance of the tanning 
industry of this Presidency will become more widely known 
and that the tanners and others interested in the trade will 
derive benefit from the information in regard to the technique 
of the industry given in it. 

v. RAMAKRISHNA, 
DirectOT of Industries. 



INTRODUCTION 

THIS book is the result of an order from the Government, instruct
ing me to prepare a book on the "tanning trade" that will be ·of 
value to South Indian tanners. . 

Mter consulting a number of well-known tanners, I drew up 
a scheme, with a list of chapter headings, and circulated this to the 
trade asking for any suggestions that would improve the wor k. 
Several replies were received and wherever possible the proposals 
have been carried out. 

In a few cases, where there is no exact English equivalent, it has 
been found necessary to use the Tamil expression, but wherever this 
is done the meaning has been explained, except in cases where it is 
obvious from the context. 

Much of the information given has already been published else
where but as in many cases the publications, in which it appeared, are 
either out of print or not usually available, I have considered it wise 
to include it. The original matter is taken from notes made by me 
during my connexion with the trade since 19I1. 

The term "hides" when used refers to the outer covering of 
fully grown cattle and buffaloes and for customs purposes since 1919-. 
1920, also includes- those of cow and buffalo calf, whilst .. skins .. 
refers to those of goat and sheep and other small animals including 
reptiles. .. Kip" was originally used to denote that of an animal 
too large to be considered a calf but not fully grown. When during 
the latter half of last century Indian hides began to arrive in England, 
they were found to correspond in size and weight to the "English 
kip" and hence became known as "kips" or "East Indian 
kips." As the number of these far out-distanced those of the local 
kips the term became more and more to indicate a hide of Indian 
origin and it is now usual to speak of an .. English kip" when 
referring to one of English origin, whilst .. kip" used alone is 
usually understood to refer to that from India. 

I wish to thank various members of the department for help 
given to me in various ways and especially my assistant Mr. Subra
mania Sastry. I also wish to thank the Collector of Customs for 
kindly permitting me to examine certain records in the Custom House 
in order to get some of the information required for Chaptet II. 

A.GUTHRIE. 
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Handbook of the:' tanning trade of 
South India. 

PART I-GENERAL, 

CHAPTER I. 
History. 

The ancient, writings of India contain little or nothing to give 
any idea as to the state of the leather trade in the early days. There 
is however no doubt that tanning was one of the earliest industries 
other than agriculture that developed in India. The Rig Veda 
refers to the use of tanned deer skins so that it is evident that tanning 
was understood and carried out in India at a very early date. 

Although it is impossible to say when the tanning industry of 
South India reached a stage where it was of more than a purely village 
industry there is evidence to show that there was an export trade 
in skins if not in tanned skins about the middle of the first century 
A.D. From researches made by E. H. Warmington (The Commerce 
between Roman Empire and India) it seems fairly definite that direct 
trade existed between the Malabar ports and Imperial Rome, and that 
amongst the' goods sent were 'Madras tanned skins" as can be 
shown from the fonowing extracts from this book. "The Periplus 
says that 'Chinese' hides and furs were exported from Barbarican 
on the river Indus and Pliny says that iron made by the 'Chinese' 
was sent by them with the tissues and skins to Rome, and the dyed 
skins obtained from the 'Chinese' were' the most valuable of the 
coverings furnished by animals." Later on he remarks: "Now, 
Pliny's reference to 'Chinese' iron, tissues and skins is now taken 
to refer in reality to products obtained not from the "Chinese" 
but from the 'Chera' kingdom in South India so frequently 
visited by Greek merchants in the reign of Claudius onwards." The 
" Chera" kingdom (Kerala) consisted of the west coast from 
Calicut to the south and extended inland through Coimbatore to 
Mysore, both of which districts sti11 produce very large nUinber of 
skins and carried out a considerable amount of tanning. ' Prevjous to 
about 40 A.D. trade between the Roman Empire and South India 
had only been carried out by vessels coasting as far as Barbarican 
and from there along the coasts of Persia and Arabia. About this 
date a ship was caught by the monsoon winds near Socotra and 
landed on the coasts of Ceylon and from this accident a direct trade 
route was developed which greatly increased trade between Malabar, 
and Rome. 

The first definite evidence of export of skins from the Coromandal 
coast is mentioned by Moreland in his 'From Akbar to Aurangallib.' . 
" Up to the year 1643, I have found no record to show that skins 
from the Coromandal coast were carried to Japan, though small 
supplies were going to Batavia for local consumption. In 1644 
samples of these skins which had been forwarded to Siam, were 
reported on favourably by a Japanese merchant engaged in the 



trade of that country and from this year onwards we find the Dutch 
exporting regularly to Japan. The importance of the trade during 
our period was much less than that of silk; I have not found figures 
to indicate its extent, but probably it would be measured in thousands 
rather than lakhs of rupees." That even a trade valued only in thou
sands of rupees existed points to the bulk of the trade being fairly large 
as the value of the skin at this time was most likely very small indeed. 
According to the chronicles of Famao Nuniz which dealt with the 
Vijianagar Empire about 1530 A.D., the price of live sheep was only 
about 4 to 7 annas so that the skin must h:we been much less than 
this. .. It is said that in the market they give twelve live sheep for a 
Pardao and in the hills they give 14 to IS for a Pardao." The value 
of the Pardao has been variously estimated at 4 to 7 shillings. It is 
unfortunate that it is not shown whether these skins were tanned or 
raw, but it is of interest to note that ever since export figures are avail
able considerable quantities of tanned skins have been sent to Japan and 
to Singapore for distribution in the Far East, whereas there has been 
little or no export of raw skins to these destinations. As early as 
1875, the Straits Settlements was the next best customer to the United 
Kingdom for tanned skins and during the last 2.0 years the value of the 
trade in tanned sheep skins to the Straits has varied from 5 to IS lakhs 
per annum. Strange to say the trade reached the higher figure 
during the post war slump of I 92.Q-2,2.. 

That in Roman times skins were not the only export from India 
connected with the tanning trade, is shown by Warmington who says 
that myrabolams were an important item of trade between India and 
Rome. This trade seems to have been in the hands of the Arabs 
who acted as Iniddle men. Whether these myrabs were exported 
from the south or north of India there is no evidence to show. It 
is however certain that by the sixteenth'century myrabs were an impor
tant export from South India to Europe. Bar.bosa,1 a Portugese 
trader and historian, who left Portugal in 1501 for India writing of the 
trade of the Vijianagar Empire, which then more or less corresponded 
to the present Madras and Mysore, states that the chief exports 
through the port of Bhatkal consisted of iron, spices, drugs and myra~ 
bolams. 

There is no doubt that a village tanning industry has existed in 
most parts of Southern India from the very early days, which supplied 
not only leather for local use, chiefly agricultural, but also for the 
military requirements . of the age. Close examination of pictures· 
depicting scenes of Tuppu Sultan's and other arInies show that 
horses, bullocks and elephants were equipped with harness which 
from its appearance was apparently made of leather, and as none of 
the early accounts of the East India Company show leather as an' 
important import it is evident that his must have been made locally. 
Whether this leather was manufactured in • tanneries of consider-, 
able size '1 or collected from village tanners is doubtful; but 

Reler~nee. 

1 Chatterton'. monograph, P"i" 3, line I). 



judging from the organization of the trade at present in parts of India 
where export tanneries are not as numerous as in Madras, the chances 
are more in favour of the village industry than of organized tanneries. 
In several parts of India there are still villages" where large quantities 
of hides, etc., are tanned, but in which no family does more than 
they can do themselves, i.e., only a few hides weekly. 

Little is known' about the state of the trade during the first half 
of the nineteenth century but the records of Messrs. Parry & 
Co., sbow that their founder, Thomas Parry, started a large 
tannery at San Thome in the year 1805 and that within a few years 
of this there were from 300 to 400 workmen employed there. 
Leather was supplied from this tannery not only to the local cavalry 
regiments but exported both to America and England. 

The history of the trade during the second half of the nineteenth 
century was carefully collected by Chatterton for his monograph 
written in 1905 and as no further information has since become 
available, I cannot do better than quote the part of his first cllap
ter dealing with the history of this period :-

.. The European methods of tanning hides were first introduced 
by the military authorities who established a tannery at Hoonsur for 
the purpose' of manufacturing superior leather suitable for harness 
and other military equipment. Contemporaneously, a French
Eurasian of Pondicherry named Charles de Susa introduced improve
ments in the native methods of preparing skins. He is said to have 
visited the Isle de Bourbon or Mauritius sometime in the forties and 
to have there acquired a practical knowledge of the French processes 
of tanning. On his return to Pondicherry about the end of forties 
he started a tannery there and a little later he came to Madras to set 
up several small tanneries, the products of which were probably 
exported to England. At that date the supply of both hides and skins 
was greatly in excess of the demand and from the Trade Returns of 
1846 it would appear that the raw hides exported from Madras were 
of the average value of As. 7-8 each, whilst the raw skins were 
worth As. 3-z each. These were probably selected hides and skins 
as the value of the exported tanned goods was even less. The tale 
is told that when De Susa first came to Madras he made a contract 
with a Muhammadan tanner to supply him with goat skins for a 
number of yean at Rs. 14 per 100. 'fhe skin dealer thought he 
had made a remarkably good bargailf but eventually as the result 
of De Susa's enterprise, the price of skins rose so rapidly that 
being compelled to adhere to Ius contract he was soon ruined. De 
Susa introduced many important improvements in the native pro
cesses of tanning and he was probably the first tanner in this 
Presidency who succeeded in producing skins which on exposure 
to the· air showed no' tendency to that fawn red discolourization 

Rder,IU'. 
, Guthrie'. Report on the Leather Industry of the Bombay Presidency, 1910. 

page 18, line 7, and Report on the Hide and Leather Industry Survey of Hyderabad 
State, 1931, page 16, line 6. 



... 
which was previously one of the distinguishing features of country~ 
tanned leathers. This important improvement was effected by 
immersing the tanned skins in a bath of myrabolams for two or three 
days after the ordinary tanning had been completed. With raw 
materials at such an exceedingly low price, with cheap labour, and with 
the comparatively small capital outlay which was necessary to establish 
a tannery, it is not surprising that the vastly improved tanned skins 
found a ready market in Europe and that the export trade which he 
started grew rapidly to considerable dimensions. Following De Susa 
this new tanning trade was at first largely in the hands of Eurasians 
but their lack of energy, improvidence and inferior business capacity 
enabled Muhammadan and native tanners to cut them out, so that at 
the present day there is scarcely a single tannery in this Presidency 
worked by Eurasians." 

In the Report of the Madras Exhibition of 1855 it is stated :-
"The manufacture of leather in this Presidency is by nb 

means so thriving as it might be, considering the great abundance 
of tanning materials at command. This is probably owing to the very 
low rank of the artisans, for the art of leather production is well under
stood and successfully practised by European tanners in Pondicherry, 
Hoonsur, Guntur, Bangalore and Madras," the leather being scarcely 
inferior to that made in Europe. Goat skins, sheep skins, buffalo 
and bullock hides are much used and are generally procurable but are 
very badly dressed; currying the leather being the province of the 
shoe-maker's wife, while manufacturing it for the market belongs 
to the husband. Inferiority of Indian leather may be ascribed to 
want of skill on the part of the currier and to the use of quicklime." 

The following remarks of the Jury on class 16 which included 
leather, saddlery, harness, skins for feathers and hair, are also of 
interest :-

" The tanned hides and skins exhibited are nearly all of excel
lent quality and wi1l bear comparison satisfactorily with the same 
kinds of leather prepared in Europe. They have been thoroughly 
saturated with tanning materials, are free from animal odour, and their 
sections do not show the white line between the outer and inner 
surfaces, indicative, in bad leathers, of a hasty and imperfect inhibition 
of the tanned liquor. The collection comprises the tanned hides of 
bison, sambur, bullock, horse, cow, goat, kid, dog and iguana. The 
last is the only kind requiring any special mention here, as all the 
others are well-known articles of trade and commerce. The inguana 
skins which have been tanned and dyed black or left of their natural: 
colour; are thin, evens oft, tough, elastic, granular or shagreen-like 
in external appearance. From the absence of gloss the appearance 
of this leather is not much in its favour but it bids fair to be a durable 
article for light slippers and a good covering for the commoner': 
kinds of instrument boxes such as are still done over with shagreen. ~ 

" Tanned and coloured skinS.-Skins coloured and uncoloured, 
for book binding purposes and book linings are generally even, soft 
and pliant and very suitable for their intended uses. Some of these' 
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coloured leather are very brilliant. Sheep and goat skins, tanned 
white, are exhibited here in much perfection. None of the specimens 
are fine enough for the better kinds of glov:es but they are all as well
suited as European skins of the kind for the purpose of the apothecary. 

" Wash leather.-The skins prepared with oil in imitation of 
chamois or wash leather are all excellent specimens of the kind so 
far as thickness, softness, pliance and colour are concerned. In all 
these respects they will bear comparison with the European article, 
but as every one of these leathers is tainted with the odour of the fish 
oil employed in their preparation they cannot be recommended for 
household purposes such as cleaning plate, though they will be found 
very suitable for cleaning brasses and harness." 

A second Industrial Exhibition was held in Madras only two years 
later.and the Jury on leather then reported asfollows :-

.. At a moment when the manufactures of this Presidency are in 
a transition state, passing from the old unaided manual labour system 
to all the great advantages conferred by the introduction of steam 
machinery it seems imperative that one of the most important should 
not be overlooked. The manufacture of leather in this Presidency, 
whether regarded with reference to the requirements of the public 
service or from a commercial· point of view, is scarcely second to any 
other manufacture, either in extent or importance. But, before 
entering on the question of tanning, it may not be uninteresting or 
uninstructive to submit a brief sketch of the exports of hides and 
tanning substances, shipped at Madras for the last three years. 
Commencing with the years 1853-54, the number of untanned hides 
exported chiefly to England, Holland and France was 236,876 with a 
money value of· Rs. 1,33,295; in the years 1854-55 there were. 
shipments of 2,495,465 hides with a value of Rs. 6,42,035; and in 
1855-56 the exports were 1,238,079 hides valued at Rs. 3,71,736 j 
exhibiting a total number of hides, exported during the last :3* years, 
of no fewer than 6,003,086 of the estimated value of Rs. 24,71,379. 
It has been before observed that the largest exports have been made 
to England, Holland and France, and to these may be added, Arabia, 
the Persian Gulf, the Indian French ports, Sind; and strange as it 
may appear, to Bengal for re-shipment to North America. Looking 
into these facts it is unquestionable that this Presidency possesses 
within itself the most ample means for meeting its requirements so 
far as the supply of raw hides is involved; and in concluding these 
remarks one very striking fact may be added, that the declared value 
of the hides exported from Madras during the month of February 
last (1857) reached the very large amount of Rs. 2,04,996. 

" From the same report we learn that the Jury of 1857 did not 
take so favourable a view of the condition of the industry as was done 
at the previous exhibition, for they state that 'of the tanned hides 
and skins exhibited, although several of the specimens are of a very 
satisfactory quality, it is unquestionable that the manufacture of leather 
in the Presidency is till capable of great improvement and develop
ment.' At that date the leading tannery. in the Presidency appears 
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to have been maintained by the military authorities ·at Hoonsur, 
closely followed however by the Horse Artillery tannery at Bangalon 
and the Bodyguard Pits in Madras. A list of the exhibitors who 
obtained awards at one or other of these two exhibitions, include, 
probably all the more important tanners in the Presidency and 
amongst them we find the names of Mr. Crowe of Madras,Narasin
gadu of Ellore, Kullappa Qf Bellary, Rungacharlu of Saidapet, Chingle
put and Pallavaram, Veeraswami Mudaliyar of Palghat, Meerapillal 
Labbai of Chingleput and Kasi Rao of Salem • 

.. I have been unable to trace in detail the subsequent histol') 
of the leather trade in this Presidency. But from the .informatio~ 
given in the statistical tables appended to this chapter it will be see~ 
that the industry continued to steadily develop till nearly the middI. 
of the seventies, when various causes operating at the same tim( 
led to a very rapid expansion. Up till that date the skins were con
signed to dealers in England who disposed off them privately, bU1 
then, a change was made and public auetions were established. Th( 
conclusion of the Franco-Prussian war waS followed by great activit) 
on the part of Germany and about 1875 German tanners commencee 
buying East Indian skins in large quantities. Further in Augusl 
of that year the export duty of 3 per cent on skins was repealed; and 
followed, as this was, almost immediately by the great famine 01 
1876-77, which was attended with immense mortality among th( 
livestock, an enormous expansion in the export trade in hides ane 
skins took place and has ever since been maintained. 'Lastly; am 
perhaps of the 'greatest importance~ was the completion of the Il\air 
trunk lines of railways which enabled the Madras tanners to obtair 
supplies of raw thaterials from greatly extended areas." 

From the statistics and graphs given in the following chapter i1 
will be seen that the export trade in hides and skins in Madras i, 
pre-eminently one of the tanned product whereas all other centre, 
in India export raw goods with the exception of Bombay whic1 
exports considerable quantities of both raw and tanned. 

Chatterton on page 6 of his monograph states "It must b, 
remembered that large as the Madras business is in hides and skim 
that of Calcutta is much greater and nearly the whole of the Benga 
trade has always been in raw hides and skins." The first part of thi, 
statement continued to be true. until the war when the Calcutta', 
pride of place was lost to Madras. In 1912-13 the total exports 01 
hides and skins from Calcutta amounted to about 8 crores as againsl 
4 crores from Madras. In 1928-29 Madras exported 81 crore, 
as against Calcutta figure of under 51 crores. It is however stU 
correct that the exports of Calcutta are almost all of raw materia 
while those of Madras are almost all tanned. Graph No. 9 in th( 
following chapter shows how this change has taken place. , 

The outstanding landmarks of the Madras trade may be con-
sidered to be- " , 

(I) The introduction of improvements in tanning methods 
by Charles de Susa. 



(2) The opening of a military tannel'Y at Hoonsur (both between 
1840 and 1850). . 

(3) The abolition of the export duty of 3 per cent advalorem 
on tanned hides and skin in 1875 that had been collected 
'from 1859. . 

(4) The introduction of chrome tanned glace kids in America 
and Europe about the end of the last century and the conse
quent greatly increased demand for raw goat skins for 

. export which developed about 1898 and the subsequent 
falIing off of supplies to the Madras tanner. 

(5) The control exercised by Government during the war 
period in 1917-19 and the stoppage of tannage of skins and 
the practice of plastering the flesh of hides. 

(6) The introduction in 19'9 of IS per cent export duty on raw 
hides and skins with a rebate of 10 per cent on goods tanned 
within the British Empire. . 

(7) The rt!duction of this export duty to 5 per cent. in March 
1923 •. 

(8) The introduction of imported wattle bark to supplement 
supplies of avaram and the steady increase in the use of this 
material until in 19~8 practically all hides exported were 
tanned with it. 

19) Agitation, chiefly in Northern India, for the repeal of the 
5 per cent export duty and the counter one for its increase 
chiefly in Southern India, leading to the appointment of the 
Hides Cess Enquiry Committee in 1929. 

(10) The ever-increasing tariff barriers raised in many countries 
. in order to encourage the importation of raw hides and skins 

rather than tanned one. These culminated in the American 
tariff of '930 which caused an immediate cessation of direct 
shipments to the United States of America and also greatly 
decreased the demand for certain classes' of tanned hides 
from English curriers who had previously been exporting 
large quantities of lining leathers made from Madras kips 
to America. 

CHAPTER' II. 

StatistiCll. 

Although there has never been a census of production of the tan- . 
ning trade of South India much more can be learned regarding its 
size and importance from a study of the export figures than can be 
done in most other trades, as for many years the trade has been 
primarily one of production for export. 

The first actual customs figures I have been able to find are those 
given in Chatterton's Monograph for the port of Fort St. George 
for the year 1846-47. These are given in Table I. . ' 



Table 1. 

Exports by sea from Fort St. George during 1846-47. 

Foreign ports . . , 
United Kingdom. America. Other foreign Total 

porta. 

(I) (0) (3) (t2..,. (5) . . . 
NO. RB. NO. llS. NO. llS. NO. RS. 

Raw hid .. 48.2Ia 22,483 386 425 48.598 22,908 
RawBkins 67.845 8.545 157,500 31,500 2,490 065 2'7.835 4°,3 10 
Hid .. and leather 9.358 4.797 4.807 l,no 14. ,6i 5,901 00 
Skins. tanned 13.838 1,459 13,83 1,459 

Home ports . . 
Bengal. Other home portl. Total. Grand rotal. 

(6) (7) (8) (9) . . , . -, • 
NO. RS. NO. RB. NO. ... NO. RS. 

Rawhides 1,860 1,326 1,454 600 3,3 14 1,9z6 51 .913 04.834 
Raw.kina 916.946 1,84,382 6,500 700 923.446 1,85,082 1,151,281 2,25,392 
Hid .. and leather J,cH8 .. 8 553 235 1,641 453 15.806 6.360 
Skins, tanned ... ... 87044' 9,808 71 ,3 10 7,308 158,75 1 1,,116 172,589 ,8,575 
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Tabk II. Tabk III.· 
Statement showing the quan- Statement showing the total 
tity and value of hides and value of the trade of the 

skins exported to foreign Madras Presidency in 
ports from the hides and skins. 

Mad ... Presidency . 
• , • Yean. Number in Value in Nmnber in Value in 

thoussnds. thousands. thousands. thousands. 

RS. RS. 
185S-56· ... 2.522 753 
1856-57 3»412 i,lS, 
185?-58 4.276 2,206 
1858-59 4.656 1,,65 
185~ 4,283 J,S51 
1860-61 3,868 1,653 
1861-62 3,loS 1,368 
186M3 2.809 1,210 4.200 1,885 
1863-64 3.379 1,478 4,469 2.062 
1864-65 3.52 7 l,s69 4,'78 1,939 
1865-66 3.470 1,512 4.443 1,1}81 
1866-67 4,052 1,920 • 4.869 2,359 
1867-68 4.536 a,55? 5,IS8 2,898 
1868-69 4.846 2,580 5,925 3,174 
186rr'7o 5,619 3,081 6,559 3.649 
1870-'71 5,-658 3.144- 7.120 4.093 
1871-'12 7.063 3.999 8,360 4.725 
187>-73 8,390 5.239 10,840 6.667 
1873-"14 8,256 5,277 9.524 6,197 
1874-"15 6,615 4.445 7,gBl _5,626 
1875-76 8.987 IO.o&f. 9.909 10,815 
1876-77 I ••• g,Sa? 11,898 11,316 12,946 

• For eleven months only. 
Note.-l have been unable to find any satisfactory explanation for the enonnOU8 

increase in value of hides and skins which took place in 1875-76. The 'increase ia 
almost 100 pel' cent ; and though the reasons stated on page 6 powerfully operated to 
raise prices, 1 am inclined to think that the sudden change is due in part to a 
dlfferent method of estimatiog values haviog been adopted when the export duty was 
abolished. 

These figures are extremely interesting in that they show that 
(I) the chief exports were of raw hides and skins which were valued 
at roughly ten times the amount of tanned goods, and (z) that three
fourths of the goods exported went to other parts of India. The total 
exports to foreign countries were then under three-fourths lakh, 
but as can be seen from Table II, also taken from Chatterton's 
Monograph, this had increased to IZ lakhs (for the whole Presidency) 
by 186z-63 and reached over a crore in 1875"""76. . 

During that year raw goods only accounted for about zl lakhs 
and were almost entirely from ports like MangaIore and BimIi
patam which were then not connected with Madras by rail. There 
were no exports whatever of raw hides from the chief port. 

Like Chatterton I have been unable satisfactorily to account for 
the immense increase in the value of goods exported in 1875"""76 
compared to 1874"""75: In the earlier year the average value of the 
tanned skins exported was As. 8 and of the tanned hides Rs. z-8--o 
whilst in the following year values had increased to about As. J4 
and about Rs. 3-8-0 respectively. The proportion of hides to 
skins remain just about the same. It is possible, however, that in 

a 
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order to simplify the collection of the export tax of 3 per cent on tan
ned hides and skins that Government had fixed a tariff value for these 
goods, in the same way that is now done to .collect the S per cent 
export duty on raw hides and skins and that during 1874-'75 this 
had been fixed at Rs. 2-8-0 and As. 8. It may be a coincidence 
but in no other year where I have worked out the average values 
have the figures been exactly round figure in both cases as they were 
this year. During the period April to August 1875-'76 goods were 
still taxed and values worked out at Rs. 3-4-0 and As. 13! whereas 
for .the rest of the year they worked out about Rs. 3-9-0 and about 
As. 16 (Table IV). This looks as if there had been a quickly rising 
market during 1874-'76 due to trade boom following the Franco
Prussian War; and that as tariff values were only changed yearly the 
increased values did not show in 1874-'7S. In this connection it 
is interesting to note that America became a buyer of tanned skins 
in 1876-'77 taking just over half a lakh worth. After this date 
direct trade to America in tanned skins continued and increased 
very considerably until it reached a maximum iii 1892--«)3 after 
which it fell off considerably and was replaced by a demand for raw 
goat skins due to the introduction of chrome tanned glace kid 
which replaced combination tanned leather made from Madras 
tanned skin which had previously been used. 

That Madras still carried on a certain amount of trade with other 
parts of India in addition to that of foreign ports can be seen by 
comparing the total values shown in Table III and Table II whi5'h 
have been placed alongside one another so as to facilitate comparison. 



Tabl, IV. 
Export from the Modr .. Pre.idency to foreign porta. 

llawhld ... Tonned hid ... RAw.kln •• Tannod ,kin •. , . 
• , • , • , • 

V .. n. Welaht. Numbor ValUtln W.I.hl Numh.r V.lu. In Wel.ht Numb.r Valulln Weight Num'- Valut III • 
In 100 Dr in 1,000. 1,000. ID 100 or in 1,000. 1,000. in 100 of in 1,000. 1,000. In 1000' in 1,000. 1,000 

owl. owt. 
_. 

OWl. 
h) (a) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ( 0) (10) (II ) (II) (13) 

... ... ... hi. 
I R75-'76 , .. oeI. ... .. , ... 170 141 7HI a66 3,037 

.' ... ~o NOMtaocl 108 I~: 149 IQ~ I'~: 
I,SHS , II 16 438 I,IOJ 4,9 t 

1H71>-7~ ... 68 101 74 4,0:1' 4 .1 .0 "0 1!~3 7074 

1~?5 ". 0' 1~3 17' 1,3\11 1,1:18 7,au 4 41 .6 ,II R.!oa 7,:140 

IH, 0 ... II 10 440 l" I,ll I 4 ;z •• i'S 8,03' 7",6 
IH~ ... 7 10 13 190 ., 1,411 

X 
64 " 0,09- 9,109 

IH I 17 3
' g~ g~ ?ax 10737 43 43 8Ho 10,011 lo,oa' 

IHHI-8. ... ., 31 0' 3,34' 6 
~l 4' 1,044 II,S" 11,(') 7 

IHH0-83 II 19 40 '~R .,OC,6 4,IQI 6 '4 1,1, 11,017 14,104 .. .. 
IHH3-114 II 

~ i6 6 R I,~ 3,K18 6 3' ,0 I,ll, 1I/7H6 IM?3 
IHH~ ... !X ,86 I,' 4,3'~ 6 ~i 4' .,010 11,571 11,·430 
IHH5 ... 16 5· 100 1,001 ... :11 I " 1,147 13t9~9 14,' 10 
IHKtHl~ ... , 3 

I. 
631 ODD 3.5('9 3 19 10 .,310 '4,40' 14,764 

IHK7-11 ... 7 , g08 131 ,,04! 4 aD '4 1,3A, Ig0774 ,«,630 
IHKII-80 ... 4 5 II (,8 I,a!! 4,70 1 a I, 33 1,411 , ,6'l I ,:t!O 
IHH_ ... ... , , 8,. I,' 4,438 3· g~ .,350 16,01 ""30 
1890""01 ... 3 , 0 8'4 1,006 _hi11 '0 , ... 1,39l 1!,6~1 'g" 0 
I HO'4/I ... ." 3 • 035 1.406 ,,60, 8 ,0 '9 1,47 16,7 3 I ,715 
181)a-03 ... ... " . ... .,011 I,!log 5,!lo~ II 3H 77 1,498 16,571 18,483 
IH03-94 ". I 64 .,;?JO 3'r 

8 19 " l,n6 "1316 .I,~QO 

IH04"'9g ... , I I 8r'K 4, 14 8 14 g: ','190 IO,~' .g"~' 
'Hf/t: I a 6 I,IA 1,0~0 1,oM7 II 31 . 1,'19' 10,~t.3 I ,064 
IH,) i ... I I I 1,1 5 I" 0 6,h4 5 II 30 1,6+5 Il' '7' 13006& 
'"O~ ... I , I IJS~1 1,1~3 8,66, 3 16 

a:.g .",61 , ,843 .I'~ 
I HI) 0 ... ... I 4 1,094 'n 6,0"t 65 '70 1,,17 '4ID~2 19. ~ 
IHoO'".OOO ... ... ... , ',141 I, , 6075 "g , ... 6 I, I, l,t03 I!;I! 10,5 7 
1900"'01 ... , I , 1,107 3,4'4 "'lOO 06 1,5" 1.010 I, 60 " Oq III, .. ". 
'001- 01 ... 10 10 03 ,,104 1,055 6.94 640 4,.18 BoOoe l,oe5 11,0" 14,011 
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Table IV shows exports of raw and tanned hides and skins to 
foreign ports :from the Madras Presidency from 1874 to 190z. A 
.study ilf the report of the sea-borne trade of the Presidency during 
this period shows that during the seventies and eighties the export 
trade of the Madras Presidency in hides and skins was normally 
higher in value than that of any other class of merchandise. It 
-however feU in certain years to second place as for example to coffee 
in 187B-79 and to cotton in 1889-90. 

The imports of raw hides and skins by sea from other parts of 
India ;with the exception of Calcutta were always negligible. Even 
from Calcutta they were so until 1880-81 when the trade in raw skins 
reached about one lakh in value. This trade continued to increase 
until 1893 to 1896 when it averaged about seven lakhs per annum 
but immediately after this feU quickly_ again till it was only two 
lakhs two years later. It was just at this time that the American 
demand for raw goat skins for chrome tannage develOped and there 
is no doubt that this fall in values was due to _this cause. (See 
Table IV.) 

During the whole of this period America took considerable 
amount of tanned skins amounting in 1892-93 to Rs. 58 lakhs or 
over 30 per cent of the exports of tanned skins. 



Tobie v. 
(Weight in 100 ewt.) 

Statement showing exports of different cl ..... of tanned hid .. and skins from Madras Presidency. 

Cow 
Total, 

y"", Buffalo Buffalo Cow Total. Goat Sheep Other Total, hid .. and 
bides. bides. calf. calf. bides. skins. .kins. skins. skins. skins. 

p) (.) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

1I}OI-:I 13004 10004 
1<)0:1-3 97.0 1]1,2 214.3 
1903-4 , .. 93,9 124.9 218,8 
1904-5 112.5 101,6 214,0 
1905-6 177.7 4B.1 4B.3 40' 100" 278,4 
1906-7 197,5 52 ,6 52,2 4.6 10 9.4 306,9 
1907-8 I14,O 50,6 55,3 '.4 108,3 222,3 
1908-9 144,8 5404 55.5 '4,3 iI4,Z 259,0 
lC)09-IO 151,3 47.9 53,' 4.3 105,9 257.2 
J910-1I ]24.5 58,3 54.4 400 116,8 241 ,3 
19]1-12 ... 150,2 64,6 54.7 7.5 126,8 277,0 

, .. 
191:Z-13 1407 177,5 192,2 47,' 52,8 7.5 108,0 300,2 ... 
1913-14 14.1 128.3 142,4 59'6 44.4 6.8 lID,S 252,9 
1914-15 . .:12,2 148,0 170,3 47. 39,8 10,1 97.5 267,8 
1915-16 ". 23.5 198,9 222-'6 5,,0 40,8 7 •• 105,1 327,5 
1916-1, ... 30'a 244.' . .. 274. 68.6 51,9 12.5 133.0 407.6 
1917-18 ... 17. 283,1 300,8 3.7 6.6 5.9 16,2 3]7.0 
1918-19 H- 7.5 443,0 450 ,5 6.5 12.7 .7,3 .6.6 477,1 
19]9'""'20 .29,5 332,6 3.1 9.8 375,0 25,3 56.8 ... 82,2 557,3 

(Weisht in tons.) 
1920-21 197 2,778 60 '3· 3,258 691 1,677 ... 2,368 5,626 
1921-22 360 3.784 49 a4B 4.44Z 1,007 2,516 .6 3,523 7.965 
1922-23 598 6,792 175 510 8,0'75 1,156 2,869 7 4,016 12,091 
'923_ 744 9.569 160 65· 11,127 997 3,287 I 4,285 15,412 
1924-25 '797 9,276 214 570 10,875 2,504 2,783 9 5,287 16,144-
1925-<z6 377 9,147 287 600 100411 2,490 3,083 8 5,523 15,934 
I92M7 38. 8,515 .60 611 9.770 3,051 3,014 5 6,070 IS,s...o 
1927-28 1,042 11,609 494 750 13,877 3,199. 3,123 39 6,36 1 20,238 
1~9 1,293 12,327 573 659 14.854 3,0'72 2,941 8. 6.095 20,947 
1929-30 1.009 10,7°8 530 599 J2,B46 ·.674 3,001 74 5,749 18,595 
193<>-31 605 9,236 386 500 10,727 2,779 •• 678 3-4- 5,491 16,218 
'93 1-]2 555 8,]oS 304 44B 9,612, 2,394 2,501 53 4,9 ... .,8 140560 ... 
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Tab/. VI. 

(Number in 1,000.) 

Statement showing export of different classes of tanned bides and skins trom Madras Presidency. 
Total, 

Vur. Buffido Cow Buffalo Cow Total. Goa! Sheep Othet Total, hid .. and 
hid ... hid ... calf. calf. hid ... • kiru. skin •. .kiru . skin •. skins. 

(I) (a) (3) (4) (5) (6) 17) (8) (9) (.0) (n) 

190I-\l J,9SS 11,922-
1_-:1 1,559 13,883 15.443 -
1903-4 1,453 n' 14,519 15,972-
1904-5 1,715 11,710 13,425 
1905-6 ... , .. .. . 2.668 5.3a3 7,041 237 12,602 15.'7' 

:~ 2,941 5,972- 7,770 266 14,008 16,950 
1,691 5,620 8,3.8 '46 '4.085 150775 

190~ a"9~ 6,068 8.4'4 ~ 14,726 16,921 
1_10 2,17 5,118 8,llo 13.456 15,628 
1910-u: 1,7.6 6,6.6 8,437 228- 15.282 .6,997 .. 
1911-12 2,094 7,430 8,783 49- 16,695 lK,789 .... 
'9.2-13 '57 a,s8x 20738 s,sa3 8,771 453 '4,74~ 17,484 
1913-'4 '54 1,751 1.906. 7,055 7,50 7 435 '4.997 16,903 
'9

'
4-

'
5 239 2,079 2,3 X8 5,938 6,759 737 '3,434 15,782 

1915-.6 262 2,791 3,05t 6,995 7,063 476 '3.535 17,589 
1916-17 ... 319 3,-56 '" ],63 8.607 9,000 761 I .367 22,003 
191?-18 200 3,888 t,088 552 1,336 401 2,289 6.37~ 
1918-19 ." 92 6,249 

"i80 
.341 923 2,335 519 3.777 10,n 

19'9-\lO 292 4·m 674 5,820 3.945 10,190 '" '3.135 19.955 
1920-21 40 73 364 1,280 1,996 6.648 I ,645 19,925 
1921"""22 72 1,158 59 391 1,683 2,77Z 9,776 4 12,552 14,235 
1922-23 131 2,077 206 760 3,]75 3,]05 10,]39 2 13,247 ]6,422 
1923-24 170 2.867 192 928 4,158 2,747 12,25] 5 15.004 19,]6z 
1924-25 171 2.787 a68 863 4.°92 7.3.8 11,133 I 18.454 22;"546 
1925-26 83 a.750 344 97° 4,]5] 7.953 11,945 9 ]9,907 24,058 
192M' 86 2,740 317 964 4,]08 9.,87 ]],857 113 4>158 _5.866 
1927-28 234 3,642 614 I,Z]4 5,706 10,197 12,748 564 23,5]0 29,216 
1928-29 289 3,839 665 1,023 5,8]8 10,346 11,374 I,I5Ci az,878 28.696 
1c)z9-30 229 3,616 597 900 5,343 9,170 11,875 1,IZI 22,167 27,5 10 
1930-31 157 3,094 427 713 4.38, 7.948 10,990 431 19,367 2-3,754 
1931-32 129 2,785 341 536 3.792 S,331 9,402- 737 18,471 22.263 



Tabi. VII. 
(Value in thousands of rupees.) 

Statement showing exports of different classes of tanned hides and skins from Madras Presiden~y. 
Total 

Year. Buff Cow Buff Cow Total Goat Sheep Other Total hides sod 
hid ... hides. c:aIf. c:aIf. hid ... • kins. ,kina . skins. skins. .kins. 

(I) (z) ( 3) (4) (51 (6) . (7) (8) (9) (.0) (II) 

IQOl~ 66.94 ... ·I,4?,I1 

19"%-3 54.55 1,,6,49 Z,31,.o3 
1903-4 54,81 1,89.3-4- Z,44,IS 

1904-5 740.8 '044.86 2,19.0.;-

'905-6 1,33,59 82,79 63044 3,99 1,50,:n :z.83,~1 
I9Q6-7 1.51,98 1,07,35 96.85 4,11 2,08.3% 3.60,29 
190'1-8 ... . 88.47 l,07.oz 1.00.96 2,16 2,16,J4 3,04,6( 
.908-9 1,12-,3:1 1,15,55 l,oS,OI 3,96 2,27.5Z 3,39.74-
190')-10 1,15.16 1,02 .... ' 1,02,66 3,65 2,08,78 3,28,94 
19I~11 96.53 1,29,96 J,04.Z4 3.78 2,37.99 3.34.51 
1911-1:1 ";:80 1,20,13 1 .... 3,°4 I,OS,I1 6,88 2,55,03 3,75,16 .. 
191a-ra 1,50,46 1,60,27 1,05,s6 1,02,87 7.26 2,15.69 3075.96 ... 
1913-14 9.93 1,13,31 1,23,25 1,3' ,19 85.70 6.83 2,23.71 3046.96 
1914-15 19,88 1,60,00 1,79,88 1,02,64 75,21 lapo3 1,89.88 3.,8,,6 
1915-16 20,98 2-,15,60 2,36,58 1,22-,00 81.48 8.06 2,11,$1 So48,09 
1916-17 33,94. 3.29,70 • 3,63,70 • 2,12,3S 1,65,96 19,1 3.97.:7 7,61,17 
191?-IS 17,93 2,95,10 • 4,t3,04 • Z5.86 3 •• 86 7,91 • 65. 5 • 4.,8.69 
1918-19 6,23 6,40,38 6.46.63 3 1,93 36,00 10,.41 98.34 7.~97 
1919-20 33,02 "'",97,01 5.24 , ZS,15 5,59.43 1,51149 2,57,61) 4,09,18 9,6 ,61 

'~I 3.74 71,39 2,15 9,03 86.33 64.35 l,r6,26 3 1,80,64 I a,66,97 
11)Z1-2Z 4075 7z.67 94 6,25 84.64 i··3z 1r4Z,09 4 2,13~7 a,98.11 

I~3 9.84 1041,60 3.51 14,9S 1,70,01 8.06 l,sl,a: 3 2,39,31 4,09,3Z 
.9%3 ...... 11,97 Z,13,81 3·%9 19,87 Z.48.9l 65.86 1,7S.30 6 2»41,22 4,90,19 
I9%Y"5 Js,I'O 2,[5,66 5.34 22,16 2,58,2 1,70,04 1,61,53 4 2,31,61 5,89.89 
19%5-26 7.41 2,12,8z 7.6% .21.91 2,49.76 1,68,78 1,81,6a 9 3,50 ,sa 6,00,%6 
19%617 7P7 1,93,00 8,23 Z3,20 a.31,S2 2,09,79 1,94.43 a,IZ 4,06.;14 6,37,86 
19%,-.,8 ao,S6 2,83,$0 14.17 30,01 3.48.26 2,23,82 1,95,s8 10,80 4,30,21 1,7.il,47 
1928--29 27.29 3,14,20 17,67 .16,27 3.85.46 2,17.75 1,83,$6 20,91 4,:12,203 8P7,69 
19%9-30 19,86 2,4.1.37 15,19 22045 2,98,90 1.91.90 1,79,20 19,42- 3,90,54 6,89,44-
19300-31 11,14 2,01,45 9,5t 14,62 2,36,75 1.57,35 1,57.93 6.32 3,21,65 $,58,4° 
193'-33 0,60 1,66,03 6,33 12,78 , 1.94,76 1,50,96 1,:14,8.1 5.74 2,81,53 -.,76,29 

• Entirely or partly shown as Government stores. 
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These tables give the weight, number and value of. tanned hides 
and skins shipped from Madras to foreign ports from 1901 to 1932. 
The study of masses of figures like these is exceedingly difficult 
and hence they have been put into graph form which pennits of easier 
study. Graphs showing several other items of interest have also 
been prepared.-Vide Appendix in the end. . 

Graph I.-This shows the course of the export trade on tanned 
hides from I87S to the present date. In I9I'}-zo tanned cow and 
buffaloe calves which previously had been shown under the head 
tanned skins were included as hides so that from this date there 
should be a considerable increase in numbers compared with weight. 
This should also tend to show a considerably lessened average weight. 

Most of the apexes in the first half of the graph are due to famines 
in some parts of India and to the consequent increased mortality 
amongst cattle. those of 1877--78. IB97--<)8 and Ii)oo-oI being the 
most prominent. Later on the very high summit of 1918-19 and the 
ascent leading to it was due to the war demands for tanned hides. 
The apex of 1928-29 was due to combination of causes (I) a shortage 
of leather in all parts of the world. (2) the poorer economic condition 
of countries usually buying raw goods compared to those buying 
tanned goods, i.e., Germany to England, (3) the export duty on raw 
hides and skins, (4) the possibility of tanning more hides due to 
the importation of wattle bark. Depressions have been due usually 
to either the decreased avaiIability of raw hides after periods of famine 
or the lack of demand on account of trade depression often following 
wars; examples of the first type are I87crSo. IB9~ and 1902-04. 
whereas 1920-22 and 1932 are example of the second kind. 

The two most noticeable tendencies during the wholo period has 
been the greater relative increase in numbers and values than in 
weight. There are several reasons for both of these (I) until the last 
three years there has been an irregular but pronounced increase 
in leather values, (2) owing to greater demand for lighter weights 
of hides at higher prices and to the inclusion of calf skins under the 
heading .. hides" the average weight of the hides exported has 
decreased, (3) the sale ~f finished leathers is now almost entirely 
by area and not by weIght SO that demand for lighter weighing 
leathers has increased. (4) the discontinuing of the application of 
plaster of grease, flour and other weighting materials to the flesh 
side of hides which was normal until the war control period, when 
it was prohibited, since then it has not been re-started, (5) the much 
greater use now being made of heavier hides for use in India due to 
the increased wearing of shoes. 

Graph 11.-TJ.tis .shows export of tanned skins from 1875 to the 
present day. This mcludes goat and sheep skins throughout the 
whole period and calf both cow and buff up to I91'}-zo when 
~ey were record~ separately an~ transferred to the heading tanned 
hides. Other skins such as reptiles were also included under this 
head, but would make no perceptible difference except in 192 7-29-
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The most noticeable point is the fairly steady rise to the highest 
weight apex in 1894--96 which was due to increasing demand from 
England and America and to the increased availability of raw goods 
owing to the opening up of India by railways. The faU after this 
was undoubtedly due to the increased demand for raw goat skins 
from America and Eruope on account of the introduction of the 
chrome tanning process. * The second apex in 1900-01 was most 
likely caused by the great famine in Northern India which was 
naturally followed by a very low point. It is of interest to note 
however that the famines of 1877""18 and 1897--98 showed no in
crease in export of skins although there was a very large one in 
hides. The price apexes of 1916 and 1919 were due to war 
conditions and the depression between them was due to the prohibi
tion of tannage and export in order to conserve avaram bark for the 
tannage of hides. The depression of 1920-22 is due to the post 
war slump. The very high price and number apexes of 1927-28 
which corresponds with the much less noticeable weight apex shows 
that skins of much less weight were being exported from Madras 
at that time than during the nineties. This was due to the foUowing 
reasons:- . 

(I) The proportion of goat to sheep tanned was greater in the 
nineties than later on and goat skins weigh considerably 
more than do sheep ; 

(2) many more skins of common oily and fleshy type were 
exported at the earlier date, whilst later on skins of prime 
and middle class tannage have been the bulk and these 
on account of better fleshing, etc., weigh much less ; 

(3) the goat skins exported in 1927-28 were of lighter type as 
most of the heavies were then being exported raw for 
chrome tanning abroad. 

Graphs III and IV.-These two graphs show the export of 
tanned goat and sheep respectively from 1905 to 1906 when they 
were first recorded separately. The most noticeable difference be
tween the two graphs is that the yearly variations in the goat graph 
are much greater and more noticeable than those in the sheep graph. 
This is due to the fact that supplies of raw goat skins available for 
the South Indian tanner depends not only on the number of animals 
slaughtered in India but also on account of the demand for raw skins 
for export varying, more or less, inversely as this demand. A greet 
majority of the skins tanned by the Madras tanner are those rejected 
by the raw export trade. The large faU in the export of tanned 
sheep skins in the year 1913-14 is difficult to explain as there was 
no increase in the export of raw sheep skins and no other explanation 
for small supplies of raw goods. "-

The reasons for the variations during the war period have been 
dealt with in graph 2, but it is of special interest to ·note that the 
19:" depression affected sheep skins much leas severely than it did 

11<1""'" . 
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goat, and that sheep skins re<.'Overed much quicker, than did goat. 
From 1922 to 1929 there was little differenCe'in the export of tanned 
sheep but goat varied very considerably. Since that time the trade 
depression and the falling values has not only made less demand 
for tanned skins from aborad but has made the supply of raw skins 
considerably less as the people of India especially the agrit;Ulturists 
have been able to spend less money on food and hence have eaten 
less meat. 

Graph V.-This small graph of the export of tanned reptile 
skins shows the extraordinary rise from nothing to over 20 lakhs 
in value in the five years and of the fall to about one-third of this 
value in the following two years. The rise shown in this graph 
is actually much less than did take place as large quantities of these 
goods were exported by parcel post, which is shown under a separate 
heading, in which different classes of goods are not divided. This 
is a good example of how" Dame Fashion" can affect commerce. 

Graph VI.-Shows the export of raw skins from Madras. It 
can be seen that with the exception of the years when tannage of 
skins was prohibited and a few years following that, the export of 
raw sheep has always been negligible. It may be noticed that most 
of the various apexes during the pre-war period in the exports of 
raw goat coincide with the depression in Graph III, that is, in tanned 
goat skins. The sheep apex of 1819 and the goat one of the following· 
year are no doubt accounted for by the prohibition of tannage during 
1917 and to the stocks of skins collected during that period. The 
freeing of shipping from control was also an additional factor. 

. Graph VII.-Shows the export of myrabolams from Madras 
Presidency. These were mostly from the Northern ports such as 
Bimlipatam. During the war there was very little shipping available 
for these ports with the result that the direction of export was de
flected to Bombay and Calcutta, especially as about that time much 
better railway facilities became available. Madras has not recovered 
this trade since the war and it is unlikely to do so. Most of this 
trade was from the ports of Bimlipatam and Calingapatam. The 
trade of the former has decreased very considerably whilst the latter 
is no longer a recognized port. 

Graph VIII.-This graph shows how Madras holds pride of 
place amollgst the Presidencies in the export of tanned hides and 
skins from India but it exports relatively very little of raw goods. 

Graph IX.-This graph shows relative value of the total export 
trade of the different Presidencies of India in hides and skins, both 
raw and tanned. It shows how Madras has gradually replaced Bengal 
as the chief exporting centre and how Bombay, Sind and Burma 
have kept about the same position except during the war period when 
Bombay improved its position due to the greater availability of ship
ping and the increased tannage of hides for War Office purposes. 
At one time during the control period a considerable quantity of 
Madras tanned hides were sent by rail to Bombay for export as no 
Shipping was available from Madras. 
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Graph X.-This graph is intended to show how the imports 
of wattle bark increased till 19z8-z9 when it reached practically 
the same level as the export of tanned hides which may be considered 
the saturation point. As explained in Chapter VIII (wattle bark) 
it is unlikely under present conditions that imports of wattle bark 
will ever be much greater than the exports of tanned hides as the 
tanner who uses wattle bark only uses about I to 11 pounds of wattle 
bark for each pound of leather produced and many tanners still use 
a small proportion of local barks either avaram or konam to improve 
the quality of the leather. 

Graph XI.-This graph differs from all the preceding ones in 
that it is an all-India graph. It shows how the tendency for the 
last zs years has been irregularly but surely tending to a greater 
proportion of the hides and skins available for export to be exported 
tanned rather than in the untanned condition. As South India 
is the great exporter of tanned goods it shows as does graph IX 
that the chief exporting centre has travelled South. 

Graph! XII and XIII.-These show the bulk and value of the 
inter-Provincial trade in different classes of raw goods from Burma 
to Madras. . Madras has .bought roughly 40 times as many raw hides 
and skins from Burma as have foreign countries. Goat skins and 
cow hides are of almost equal importance, the imports of buff 
hides and sheep skins always being much less. 

Graph! XIV, XV and XVI.-These graphs show the proportion 
of tanned sheep, goat and hides exported to different countries. 
The most noticeable feature is that direct exports to any other 
country than the United Kingdom are relatively quite small except 
in the case of tanned sheep skins where before the· war America 
took considerable quantity and since the war Japan has taken second 
place. The effect of the American Tariff of 1930 is shown by the 
almost complete stoppage of direct shipment after this date. 

These graphs must not be taken to mean that the United King
dom uses all the hides and skins sent there, as in some cases there is 
a considerable re-export. This is especially so in the case of tanned 
goat of which there is a very large re-export from the United Kingdom 
amounting in 1930 to about 60 per cent' of the amount imported. 
These re-exports go chiefly to the continent of Europe, especially 
to Germany, but a certain quantity goes to America and elsewhere. 
The proportion of tanned sheep skins re-exported from the United 
Kingdom is much less being only ao per cent * and for tanned hides 
being under 10 per cent. * In addition to the immediate re-export, 
there is, in many cases, a further export from England after the goods 
have been further treated. In the case of hides this was very large 
before 1930 as America took very large quantities oflining sides which 
were made from Madras tanned ki ps. 

Graph! XVII and XVIII.-These show the declared value of 
different classes of tanned hides and skins since tiIey were separately 
recorded. The figures for skins do not vary as much as those for 

Rqernru. 
• The Leather 1iad .. Year Book, 1931, p880 0')8. 



hides which i: think may be accounted for as the declared price for 
skins is rather an estimate of value than actual value. Skins as will 
be explained later (Chapter XIII) are usually sent to the United 
Kingdom on commission sales to the public auctions and hence the 
value that they will fetch is not known when they are exported. 
The hides are much oftener exported C.I.F. sO that the price is in 
their case accurately known. 

Graph XIX.-Shows weekly prices of avaram bark from January 
1922 to July 1927.. • 

Graph XX.-Is a combination of the various lines of the above 
graphs and shows ayerage value each week of the year during the 
same period. 

Graphs XXI and XXIl.-These show the export of tanned 
buff and cow calf skins since they were separately recorded 
and for "other tanned skins" which were almost entirely calf 
before that date. The rapid rise in the amount of trade after war 
is the most noticeable feature of these graphs. From the time they 
were separately recorded they have been included under the chief 
heading hides, but before that date were included under skins. 

Diagram 23 shows at a glance the relative number of cattIe, 
buffaloes, sheep and goat that are in South India compared with the 
whole ot India. The figurest for all India are a little low as a certain 
number of Indian States do not take any cattle census, whilst figures 
for South India are complete. As these figures are of importance 
to the leather trade they are given also in the form of a table. 

Table VIII. 

Numbers in thousands. . 
Cattle. Buffs. 

South India-
Sheep .. Goat. 

Madras Presidency .,. 16,447 5.994 12,864 70406 
Hydersbad ... 9,6sa 4,10a 5,744 3.0 54-
Myao'" .. , 4,050 843 2,821 1,594 
Madras Stat .. 1,331 18a 49a a l 4 

Total, South India 31 ,480 II,IZI ::11,921 , 12,2168 

All-India-
British India ... . Izz,98s 31,645 a5.540 35,943 
Indian States 33,8219 9,378 16,259 12,381 

Total, All-India 156,814 41,023 41,799 48,324----
The most interesting feature of this diagram and of these figures. 

is that whereas Madras and the neighbouring States have only 
about one-fifth of the cattle population of India and one-fourth of 
the buffaloes and goats they have over half of the sheep. If we 
take the figures of the average length of life of sheep and goat as 

Rq ....... "'. 
• Hide Cess Inquiry Committee Report, volume I, page '31 (originally supplied 

by Meaan. Best & Co.). 

t India-Livestock StatUti.., 1929-30. 
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must under three and three and·~ half years, respectively--as was 
estimated by a livestock expert before the Hide Cess Enquiry 
Committee-it follows that South India should produce about seven 
million sheep skins and three and a half million goat skins. As 
there is little demand for these skins for local use practically the 
whole are available for export and almost the whole of the sheep 
skins are tanned by export tanners whilst the goat skins are either 
exported raw or after tannage. 

As very few cattle are slaughtered for food in South India and 
considerably less in proportion to North India, where beef is eaten 
by most of the Muhammadan population, it is likely that the average 
life of cattle is longer in South India than for India as a whole. If 
we estimate them as six or eight years for South India, we get a hide 
supply of five or four millions. As the use of hides in the districts 
is considerable, though in quantity, it is estimated that only about 
half this quantity reach the export tanners and as many of these are 
badly branded or otherwise defected, many of these are sold locally 
and still fewer finally reach the exporter. • . 

CHAPTER III. 

South Indian Tanneries. 

Tanneries working for export are found in most districts in 
South India. In several places a considerable number of these are 
found grouped together within a very short distance of one another 
whilst in other cases single tanneries exist widely separated from 
one another. Madras City is the centre of the largest group of 
tanneries, as although tanning is not permitted within the' municipal 
areas practically all the surrounding villages contain a number of 
tanneries. To the north near the Coast, Thangal, Tiru vottiyur, 
have a large number engaged in skin tanning and it-is in this district 
that practically all the fresh skins from the Madras slaughter-houses 
are tanned. At Madavaram and Sembiem on the north trunk road 
there are also a number in which both hides and skins are tanned. 
At Kodambakkam, the second station from Egmore along the South 
Indian Railway line, there are a number of tanneries within a small 
area chiefly engaged in the tannage of hides, although a few of them 
also do skins. Further along this line and on the south trunk road 
there is Pallavaram which together with Meenambakkam and 
Chromepet contain over hundred tanneries working both hides and 
skins. This is the largest and the most remarkable group of tan
neries in South India and at times of good trade, may employ several 
thousands of workmen. On the Madras-Calcutta line, several 
important tanneries exist- at Bezwada, Ellore, Rajahmundry and 
Vizianagram, practically all of which are engaged in hide tanning 
whilst on the line from Bezwada to Wadi there are two important 
centres, Mutwada, a suburb of Warrangal, with J8 tanneries and 
Hyderabad City with 8 tanneries, where both hides and skins are 



tanned in considerable quantities. On the Madras-Bombay line 
there are no large centres of tanning, but important tanneries exist 
at Cuddapah, Gooty, Adoni, Bellary and Raichur, all' of which are 
engaged in skin tanning; there is also a large hide tannery at Bellary. 
Following closely on the immediate neighbourhood of Madras, 
another important centre of tanneries exists in the North Arcot 
district on the south-west line of the Madras and Southern Mahratta 
Railway, extending from Ranipet to Vaniyambadi. In this neigh
bourhood there are well over a hundred tanneries chiefly situated 
at Ranipet, Vellore, Ambur, Gudiyattam, Pemampet, Vaniyambadi, 
but many of the other towns and villages in this neighbour b.ood 
have at least one tannery. In this district about equal numbers of 
the tanneries are employed in the tannage of hides and skins. 
Slightly to the north of this, Chittoor has a number of tanneries 
chiefly employed on hides. Bangalore is a very important hide 
centre and is considered by many exporters and users of tanned 
kips to turn out the best tanned kip produced in South India, but 
up to quite recently they tanned very, few skins. On the broad 
gauge South Indian Railway line several tanneries exist at Salem, . 
Erode and Coimbatore, chiefly engaged in the skin tanning trade, 
although one at Erode is one of the largest hide tanneries in the 
Presidency. On the -narrow gaulle South Indian Railway line, 
Trichinopoly and Dindigul are extremely important skin tanning 
centres and in both cases many of the tanneries are concentrated 
in a very small area on one of the road leading from the town. In 
the case of Trichinopoly eight important tanneries are found within 
half a mile of one another about 5 miles out of Trichinopoly on the 
Pudukkottai road, whilst the same state of affairs exists at Dindigul 
where about the same number of tanneries are crowded just outside 
the municipal limits on the Madura road. In addition to the 
places mentioned, single tanneries exist in villages both' near and 
far from the various railways, those south of Madras being more 
often engaged on skins whilst those to the north more often tan 
hides. 

Almost all tanneries in South India are built on square plan 
described by Chatterton in his monograph as follow :-

" A typical Madras tannery consists of tiled sheds built on the 
four sides of a square or ~ectangle with a blank wall externally and 
opening on the inside to a quadrangle. A wide doorway in the 
middle of one of the shorter sides of rectangle gives access to the 
tannery. One half is devoted to the reception of the raw materials 
and to the carrying out of the process preliminary to tanning. The 
soaking pits are usually constructed below the ground level along 
the outer walls. They are generally square in plan and three or 
four feet deep, built of brick and plastered. For the removal of tJ.1e 
lime after unhairing, tanks of bricks and plaster are usually bwlt 
above the ground level with masonry aqueducts or channels to supply 
them with water. Skin tanning is invariably carried on in wooden 
tubs from 3 to 4 feet in diameter or more, and of about the same 
depth. Of these there are often more than one hundred. 
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In well arranged tanneries the coolies engaged in the preparatory 
processes are not allowed among the tanning tubs so as to avoid 
the risk of lime being carried over. 

Hide tanneries are generally much smaller than those devoted 
to skins, but the arrangements are otherwise very much the same 
except that the tanning is often carried on in pits similar to lime 
pits. The capital outlay involved in setting up a tannery even of 
the largest kind is not much and there are numerous small tannerie" 
in which a few hundred rupees would probably cover the whole 
cost. As a natural consequence, the work is carried on in tanneries 
very irregularly, all the more so as the tanners themselves have 
very little capital and are almost entirely dependent upon advances 
wherewith to buy skins or hides and carry on their business. In 
the past the profits of the Madras tanning trade were very considerable 
and this led to a reckless system of advancing money which naturally 
ended in heavy losses and during the last few years the system of 
financing the trade has materially improved. An enormous number 
of small tanneries have shut up and the greater part of the trade is 
now carried on in the larger tanneries under more competent manage
ment." 

A few tanneries have been built during the last ten years and 
in cases where this has been done this square plan has been developed 
somewhat by increasing the size so that it has been possible to have 
three or four bays in the centre. The following plan although not 
that of any actual tannery that I am acquanited with is more or 
less typical of the better arranged tanneries built during the last 
twenty years. As the work follows the direction of the numbers 
it can be seen that there is little crossing as on the whole the goods 
follow on in a left-handed circle round the tannery. 

PLAN I. 

The work' in a tannery built on the square plan is exceedingly 
easy to supervise as practically the whole area is visible from the 
raised pial at the entrance where the office is situated. In the same 
way everything that is brought in or taken out passes under the' eye 
of the manager or his assistant. This plan has also several other 
advantages, the chief of which are the prevention of theft and the 
regular forward flow of the work. There is, however, one great 
disadvantage about this plan as it is almost impossible to increase 
the size if this is found necessary at any time. Where this has 
been attempted it usually has led to chaos and the building of an 
additional unit has been usually found much more satisfactory in 
every way. South Indian tanneries are, as a rule', when compared 
with some of the large tanneries in Europe and America, quite 
small, and although it has been the usual practice in Europe and 
America to increase the size of the unit the policy in South India 
has been rather to increase the number of small units working under 
the same management than increasing the individual units. This 
is more or less necessary on account of the question of water-supply 



whil:h is usually the limiting factor in the possible size and outturn 
of tanneries. As it is, many tanneries have at times to reduce the 
amount of work they can do on account of the scarcity· of water. 

. The drying space in almost all tanneries is only sufficient for 
normal working in dry weather with the result that almost all tanneries 
have had to build extra drying sheds outside the tannery for use 
during wet weather. These are usually built of thatch and are of 
• temporary nature. All drying sheds depend entirely on air drying 
none having any means for warming or drying the air. This leads 
to considerable damage being caused by mould whenever periods 
of wet weather prevent drying of the hides and skins. At the normal 
temperature of the South Indian plains a healthy growth of mould 
appears and forms spores on tanned hides and skins in from 48 to 
72 hours and when drying takes longer than this great care should 
be taken to prevent this growth. The two most useful antiseptics 
tested by the writer have been found to be "Fomalin" which at 
a strength of about 5 per cent keeps down the growth of mould for 
24 to 48 hours and "Preventol" which at a much lower concen
tration, say one per thousand, keeps growth down for a considerably 
longer period. The only fault that the writer has found with" Pre
ventol .. is the original cost of the material which is considerable. 
During wet periods when leather wiIl not dry out without the forma
tion of mould it is wise to keep back the goods in bark liquors as 
less damage is done by delay at this stage than at any other. 

Five export tanneries have installed fleshing and fluffing machines 
worked by power in their tanneries. In each case the machinery 
is in a separate building and not in the normal tannery. The instal
lation of these machines has brought these tanneries under the 
Factory Act. In other tanneries little or no power is used, but 
recently several of the Bangalore tanneries have instalIed electrically
driven pumps, as the Electrical department of the Mysore Govern
ment have offered electric power at a very cheap rate for this purpose. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Processes. 

The process employed by the South Indian tanners varies little 
from tannery to tannery except in detail and as far as the writer 
has been able to find out from the oldest people connected With the 
trade it has varied very little during the last 60 years. He is inclined 
to think that the important improvement made in the process by 
De Susa as mentioned in the first chapter were most likely the intro
duction of the present process and of the tools used in it. It is 
likely that no very noticeable changes have been made since his 
time except in the care taken and in the skill of the workmen. .. This 
naturally has improved considerably during the _ four generations 
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'Who have been employed since he taught them how t() lISe certain, 
tools and how to carry out certain processes. The general outline 
of the. process IKlW used are as follows. 

Raw goods received either fresh, wet salted, dry salted or dried 
are first of all washed in water to bring them to soft and clean condi~ 
tion. This washing is done in pits built ahnve the ground level 
so that the wasle water can be run I)ff qUlCkl:y and easily. It may 
extend for a few minutes or fl)[ almost two days according to. the 
nature of the material being worked., Details of this process. are 
given in Chapter IX. Follo~ the. washing process the goods 
are. limed that is left in pits (usually below ground \evel} together 
with Vlater and lime ill order to loosen the' hair and tn swell up the 
hide substance and flesh sc> as tn make it possible to cut or scrape 
off the lieah by means of a suitable knife. The method of liming 
varies .. good deal as can be seen in Chapter" X. accc.rding to the 
class of goods worked by the tanDer, but up to the present there 
has been no. other material than lime used at this stage. U nhairing 
and fleshing are in the great majority C>f cases, still done by hand. 
The equipment for this process is of the simplest, consisting only 
of semi-cylendrical heams made of palmyra wood oa which the 
hides or skins 'are thrown and soft iron knives that vary slightly in 
sbajle according tn the process and class of goods being worked. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter fo.ur or five tanneries noW 
use machinery for fleshing. " < 

The limed and fleshed skins are next treated hy alternateJy 
washing in water and working over the beam, with the same type 
of knife as is used for unhairing and fleshing. This alternate working 
and washing takes the place of what is knnwn as' bating' in Western 
tannery practice and removes the lime -from the hide or skin together 
with the hair roots, pigments and other unwanted material. ,The ten
dency in Europe and America is to cut down the costs by saving 
labour especially at this stage ofthe process, whereas in India it is still 
often possible to increase the value of the material by using extra 
labour. It'is the extra work put into the hides and skins at this 
stage and during the 'tanning process, which immediately follows 
that makes Madras tanned hides and skins suitable for such a large 
number 'of uses_ On completion of this process which is known 
as "Elangaram" the skin or hide is in clean condition free from aU 
extraneous matter and is ready fOl" the tanDing process.. As with 
washing the pits in which this process is carried out are always above 
ground level S~ as to permit of quick drainage. Details describ
ing this process will be found in Chapter XL 

The. tanning prO':eSS 'is carried ..... t by what is known as the 
Contact Process, that is, the tanning material and the prepared 
hides or skiDs are immersed togeth.,. in water which acts as a media 
of tnnsfer of the tsnnin from the bark or other material to the 
!I!tin. The peculiarity of the method as compared with Western 
ptactice is the extreme weakness 0( the. liquors whi<:h seldom exc:ee4 
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about 10 per cent Barkometer, i.e., specific gravity of 1'010. The 
result of this is that the leather produced is usually of an extremely 
mellow nature and is also light weighing and consequently gives a 
large area for weight. Up to 1917, practica)\y only Avaram (Cassia 
Auriculata) and Konam (Cassia Fistula) were used by the Madras 
tanners. During the world War when an immense amount of 
Madras tanned kips were required for military purposes the quantity 
of these barks was too small for the outturn demanded. Several 
other local barks were consequently tried and wattle bark was 
imported from South Africa. None of the local barks used were 
found to exactly suit the tanner but wattle bark was found to be 
a very good substitute and considerable quantities were imported 
during the trade boom following the War. In the slump of I9ZI 
the import of wattle stopped to again begin in 1923 and steadily 
increased till 1929 when it was estimated that 95 per cent of the 
hides tanned were chiefly wattle tanned. When wattle bark alone 
is used about I to Ii pounds of bark is required for each pound of 
leather produced and as the import of wattle are now almost equiva
lent to the exports of tanned hides and last year were actually larger, 
it can be seen that only an amount of kip leather corresponding to 
that used locally is now tanned with local barks. Up to the present 
wattle bark has only been used on hides, skins being still invariably 
tanned with Avaram. Details· of the tanning process will be found in 
Chapter XII. Most skins are tanned in wooden tubs whilst many 
of the large tanneries use masonry pits for the same process, but 
others use tubs similar to those used by skin tanners but slightly 
larger. Whilst the hides or skins are being tanned they are worked 
over the beam once or twice which process tends to give the good 
pattern and well set out nature for which Madras tanned goods are 
noted. As practically all finished leather is now sold by measure
ment, it can be seen how this extra work may more ·than pay for 
itself. The combination of the hide or skin substance with the 
tanning from the bark completely changes the character of the 
material, so that what previously was exceedingly putrifiable :when 
wet, and bone-like when dry, is changed into a material very stable 
when wet and reasonable flexible when dry. In other words the 
raw hide or skin has been changed into leather. 

Skins or hides tanned by either local bark or wattle unfortunately 
are easily affected by light and change considerably in colour from 
th, light almo:t white colour to deep red. This tendency is con
siderably reduced by .finishing the tannage of the hides or skins 
with a different type of tanning material and the local tanners use 
myrobalains for this process. Many of the tanners do not consider 
myrobalams as a tanning material but rather as a bleach and colour 
fixer and i: is inter sting to note that in the case of one prosecution 
during the control period, a tanner prosecuted for: anning skins 
pleaded as his defence that soaking skins in myrobalans which he 
was doing was not tannl,lge but only Dhori. (See Chapter VII.) 
On removal from myrobalans skins and hides are weIl worked out 
and then oiled and hung up to sam (i.e., half-dry) in which condition 



they are set out and then thoroughly dried. This completes the 
process in the case of hides, but skins undergo two further processes 
staking and fluffing in order to soften and c1~ up the flesh side. 
Details of the work done after the tannage may be found in Chapter 
XIII. . 

The leather produced by the Madras tanners is what is known 
as • crust' leather, that is, leather that has been tanned but not 
finished. The finishing is usually carried out in other countries 
after export. Unfortunately many laymen do not know that.tanning 
and leather finishing and dressing are two distinct trades and these 
may be interested to know that at one time it was penal offence for 
a tanner in England to dress his leather as this was the guild right of 
another caste, the leather dresser. In some cases Madras tanned 
leather has been called • half-tan' which is quite misleading as 
can be seen from Appendix VI of the Report of the Hides Cess 
Enquiry Committee, Volume I, .. A note on the term Half-tan and 
its synonyms." 

CHAPTER V. 

Tannery Owners, Staff and Operatives. 
Almost a1l the tanneries in South India are owned or worked by 

Muhammadans. Those in the Southern districts are usually natives 
of the district in which the tannery is situated, but the owners of 
tanneries elsewhere are usually natives of the North Arcot district 
who seem to take a particular interest in the tanning trade. Tan
neries may be divided into four types according to ownership-

(I) Tanneries worked, owned and financed by a single owner 
or by two or more in partnership. 

(2) Combines of several tanneries in which a firm or individual 
may be considered as the controlling partner whil<t one or 
two other individuals connected with the management 
of the different tanneries are the junior partners and have 
an interest in the particular tannery in which they are 
employed but not necessarily so in any of the other tanne
ries of the combine. This type of combine is more 
important in the skin section than to the hide section. 

(3) The third class is that of the tannery owned and managed 
by one or more individuals but financed by a Commission 
or Export House in Madras. 

(4) In the Southern districts, there are a large number of 
traders who visit out-of-the-way districts and collect skins 
and hides for some time. When their available capital is 
exhausted, they return to Dindigul or elsewhere, hire a few 
pits and tubs in a tannery and proceed to tan the hides 
and skins collected. When this process is finished, they 
give up the tannery and take the skins to Madras for sale. 
The proceeds of the sale are then used to start another 
tour for purchasing. 



The &taft" '<if most Gf the tanneries coosist of the owner and IUs 
relati<Jns and in many ases they are po an interest in the business 
rather than a ddini~ salary. In tbe ~ way the ~ 
supen>isors an: Gften relatr.- of the stll1f or managers but the actu:al 
supervision of labour is usually carried out by ex-workmen-maislris 
who have beea picked _ acoount of long senrioe oc special ability. 

The actuaf laboou is almost always done by Hindu or <l>.ristian 
_IaUett. 'lbere an: bGwevec iD. a few cases a few Muhammadans 
....,.tring in the futishing process. A good deaf of infunnatioo 
regarding the castes and classes wOO do the work is given in 
Otap4lel" II of (lu;trert'Go's monogntph and in the District Manuak. 
These may be oonsulted if any information _ this point is required. 

As few of the South Indian tanneries are factories coming under 
the Factory Act, there are no Tegnlar returns uf the labour empl~d. 
The following table givoes extracts from the latest available Census 
RetuTnS showing the number of tannerers, curriers and leather 
dressers in the districts in which tanning is most import:mt ~-

TantleTs, Curriers. fL.etkr /)rasers and Dyers. 

Total, Madras Presidency- 19" 
Men 
Women ••• 

Disfritts ;" 'fD1ticIJ u.- _ ........ tlta" JOO at ... y «ftS .... 

Bellary _ 122. 61 
Anantapur •.. I 3'0 4 
Chingleput 2,970 2,6&2 
CbittoCll' •.. 414 522 
North Arcot 835 324 
CGiuo ..... e 745 "9 
Tricru..opc.ly 3.332 404 
Mad ..... _ 829 866 
TiADevelly 1,16. 850 

Ahhaogh the 1921 Census was takeR ata time of unprecedented 
d-epression in trade as ~ be seeR by the grap'hs iR Chapter II, some 
of these fignTeS are diflico!t to understand. As an example the total 
labour employed in North Aroot district in 1921 is _ly given as 
3Z4- Wbem we ClOIlsider that in this district there are about 100 
_..,. many of ..-.. are of cODsdenh.ie size it is difficult to 
account for the smallness of tlais ;ligure. OIl. the other hand the 
-liguces 4f ~,I6.I and 8sa for Tinneve:Uy for f9l' ana l!)al respec
tivdy £eeU). excee~ly high as there are 110 =port taJJ.neries of 
coueq=noe iD. that distrid: aad it is Wllikely that there are so many 
\'illage wmczs. 

As odte aftIOlmt of material t~ and !be conditiGns under which 
it is ciu= ~ fair'ly well k_. it is possible to tmIke .... estimate 
wtth Tea9On1lb1e IlOCbiac, 't'he 1I'ITIoant of Iaboul" empleyed and the 
wages eamt:d ""ring any period, taking the expmt of leat'her as the 
basis for the calculation. In this way, I trnoe made an esti!Ilate for 



the yell" 1928-29 when expol1E were a ~d. F.,.. other,.,an it is 
simple IlO make a proportionate estimate using these figures for the 
purpose. 

The cost of labour in practically aU the hide tanneries works out 
at slightly over 6 pies per pound ofleather produced so that during 
1928-2<) it may be estimated IMt the tabolU' in hides tanneries 

• ---' 14 800 x • 2;40 Rs. In the recelveu J 6' or 10,00,000 as wages.. 
• x J 

same way if we consider that skin tanners pay their labourers about 
It annas fur eaclt skin tanned the amount paid in the same year will 
he 21,50(',000 x Ij or about little over Rs. 20,00,000. These .. 
figllres arw: based on leather exported and to this may be added at 
least an extra 10 per cent or 3 Iakhs for Ieathec used in India. . 

In acUlitton to this the trade 6nds employment indirectly msy 
other ways. As an example of this I may m~tion the collection ·of 
tanning materials. In 1928-29 most of the hides were tanned with 
imported wattle bark so that the amount of awram ba:rk used may 
be alleulated. from the skins exported. 

The exports of tanned skins were about 6,000 tons and as each 
pound of leather tanned used about 3 Ib.1'if bark, it => be estimated 
that at least 18,000 tons of avaram bark were used on skins exported. 
Bark is sold by the candy of 500 lb. and these cost from Rs. 30 to 
Rs. 45 per candy of which the labour employed in <:ollectio.a received 
about Rs. 10 or more per candy. As 18,0(1) tons is equivalent to 
about 80,000 candies the cost of the :labour employed in collection 
of this material was at least Rs. 8,00,000. 

Practically all the hides and skins exported. are ..dected and 
packed by firms in Madras and many also pass through a mundy in 
Periamet. Considerable labour is employed in both of these types 
of godowns and if we estimate the cost of labour in handling, carting, 
selecting and packing each hale of hides at Rs. 2.-8-0 .and about 
Rs. 3-8-0 for skins, we get an amount of Rs. 1,10,000 for hides and 
Rs. 70,000 for skins for the year for which the estimate is taken. 
The labour employed in the curing and handling of the raw skins 
is another important item and although much more difficult to 
estimate with anything like accuracy, I.do not think a figure of 
It lakhs for hides and skins procluoed in South India is too large. 
We can thus get a minimum total as shown in the foHowing table :_ 

LAKHS. 
RS. 

I Direot labour in hide tanneries ... 
2 Diroot labour in skin tanneries 20 
3 Plus r/lo for leather used in the countlY J 
• Collection of avaram... ...... 8 
5 Packing of bides rr 
6 Packing of s'ms 0'7 
'7 Caring""" Inmdlmg of ft'W goods rs 

TotoI. 44'3 
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An estimate of the number of men employed may be made in 
a similar method. Enquiries made by me in various tanneries ail 
over South India show that for each man employed and working 
regularly in a hide tannery there is an outturn of about 16 to 20 lb. 
of I,eather per day pr say 21 tons per annum. We can thus estimate 
the number employed in 1928-29 as 14~~OO or say 5,500. Esti
mating in the same way and taking as the standard six skins per day 
for each workmen or 2,000 skins per annum we estimate that there 
should be about 22,000,000 or II ,000 . men working full time. 

2,000 

The whole of the labour employed in the collection of bark is 
part-time labour as the work is a subsidiary occupation so that it is 
impossible to make any calculation as to the number of people 
employed in it. On the other hand handling any packing of goods 
for export in Madras gives regular and whole-time employment to 
a large number of men and boys which I think ,may be taken at a 
minimum of 800 to 1,000 for the year under reference. In the 
curing and handling of raw hides and skins both part-time and whole
time labour is employed so that here again it is impossible to do 
more than guess the number of people employed. From these 
estimates we can see that the whole-time labour employed in the 
trade in the year 1928-29 was about-

In hides tanneries 
In skins tanneries 
Plus for leather not for export but used in 

the country, say ... 
Packing, etc., in Madras 

Total 

5,500 

1~,OOO 

2,000 
800 

As in the previous table these figures may be taken as rather on 
the low than high side. 

CHAPTER VI. 

Technical Education. Advice and Research. 

In 1910, the Government of Madras were asked by Mr. Chatter
ton, the then Director of Industries, to engage a Leather Expert for 
the Presidency, and the writer was engaged from September 1911. 

When he arrived there was no laboratory accommodation in which 
he could work so that after drawing up a scheme for a teaching 
institution he spent a considerable time in various tanneries in South 
India in order to become acquainted with the processes and peculiar 
difficulties of the local industry. After about Ii year a small chemical 
laboratory was equipped in the office of the Department of Industries 
and the Leather Expert did considerable work on water, spent 



barks, etc., of local tanneries especially of that of the German firm 
Carl Simon, who at that time tanned a large number of skins in 
Madras. 

The Department of Industries at that time were putting before 
the Government a scheme for a technical institute to deal with the 
large number of subjects of which the leather trade was one. The 
heart of the scheme was that a central institute should be formed 
which would contain the necessary laboratories, class-rooms, etc., 
for all departments whilst -each trade would have a workshop in a 
separate building in the same compound. In I913-14, Government 
sanctioned the formation of the Leather Trades Institute (i.e., the 
workshop of the Leather .Industries Department) but rejected the 
proposals for tlte general institute. The building of the present 
Leather Trades Institute was completed in I915 and the first course 
was started in June of that year when three students joined the 
classes. Soon after this, the Leather Expert went on active service 
with the volunteer unit to which he belonged and the institute was 
then carried on by Dr. Marsden, t·he Dyeing Expert of the Depart
ment, with the help of Mr. Mason, the tanner of the Chrome 
Leather Company. In 1916, Mr. Kurup, a returned scholarship
holder, who had studied in the Leather Sellers' College, London, 
was engaged and took over control of the institute and remained 
as Officer-in-charge till December 1917 when he left to join a firm 
in Calcutta. In June 1917, Mr. Rajamanikkam Nayudu, the pre
sent Superintendent, who had also been trained in the Leather 
Sellers' College, London, was engaged as Assistant and when 
Mr. Kurup left he was appointed Officer-in-charge. The writer was 
recalled to Madras in 1917 by the Army Authorities to act as Deputy 
Controller of Hides, but whilst doing this work he found time to 
take certain classes at the Leather Trades Institute to which he 
returned as Principal in June 1920. On his return the course of 
the institute was revised and brought more into line with the courses 
in Leeds and London, which up to that time was impossible on 
account of the insufficiency of the staff. The demand for admission 
at this. time was very great and the number of students had to be 
limited to the space available in the institute laboratory which had 
been placed in a room originally intended for other work. By making 
further additions to the laboratory it was possible in 1920-21' to take 
42 students which was the maximum ever reached in the institute. 
As this was the year of the great slump in the leather trade it is not 
to be wondered at that requests for admissions fell off. During 
19"2-24 the fees, which up till then had been Rs. 80 per annum, 

. were raised considerably to Rs; 150 for Madrasis and Rs. 300 to those 
from other Provinces. From this time the number of admissions 
decreased v ry considerably and in 1924-25 fees were again reduced 
to Rs. 100 for Madrasis and Rs. 150 for students from the other 
Provinces. Even this reduction did not stop the faU in the number 
of students till in 1926-27 there were only three students attending 
the institute. The following year proposals were made to take a 
certain number of students without fees and sanction for this Was 
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only obtained after the session should have. started and at a time 
when most st1J:dents had joined some college or made other arrange
ments. To this offer six students responded and joined the insti
tute for a two years course. Of these, five completed the course in 
March 1929 of whom four obtained employment in the trade. When 
the number of students in' the institute was very large and there 
were many more demands for admission than could be admitted, 
proposals were sent to Government for increasing the building 
accommodation of the institute by the addition of two class-rooms and 
a laboratory and in 19z4-iS the extension was sanctioned and was 
completed the following year. This building contained a very weI/
fitted up laboratory for students and a research laboratory in addition 
to class-rooms, stores, etc. 

In 1922, the Principal pointed out that on accoUnt of the large 
number of st\ldents and the smallness of the staff t!tere was little 
chance of any research being done in the institute and asked for 
assistants for this purpose. In January 1923 Government employed. 
Mr. K. Seshachalam Choudari, M.A., M.SC., as Research C!temist. 
At that time the laboratory accommodation was extremely limited 
so that it was impossible to have other assistants but in 1925 an extra 
assistant was also employed and a sc!tolarship given to an old student 
permitting him to continue his work for an extra year in the labora
tory as a research student. This scholarship was given regularly 
for four years but was discontinued in 1929. During the course of 
its existence the institute trained over 100 students of which over 
30 are still known to be connected with the trade in positions-o£ 
trust and responsibility and in some cases run business of their own. 
It i& interesting to note that the prospectus of the training courses 
at the Punjab Governmenb Tannery, Shadara, 1926, which has since 
been dosed down, showed that the three tanners on their Tannery 
staff were all trained in the Leather Trades Institute, Madras. 

Although the examination for the City and Guilds Institute 
certificates takes place during the vacation when most students 

. were away from Madras four students of the Leather Trades Insti
tute appeared for eight Final Examinations in Leather Manufacture 
at the-Madras Centre. Of these four passed in the First Class, 
three in' the Second and one failed. The four First Class certifi
cates include two in Light Leather, one in Hea~ Leather and one in 
Leather Dyeing, which shows the all-round nature and quality of 
the instruction given. 

The extensions completed in 1925-26 were handed over in January 
1929 to the Textile section of the department and consequently 
the Leather Trades Institute is at present housed in the building 
originally constructed in 1914-15 so that the laboratory is small for 
the work. that is being done in it. 

In addition to research and r~utine work on leather the staff 
of the Leather Tudes Institute has alway.i had to carry oUt most of 
the chemical work of the department except that connected with 
ooaps and oils and fats, which baa been done in the Soap Institute 
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at Calicut. As this general chemical work has always been very 
considerable it is impossible to expect a large amount of research 
work to be done. 

In addition to the full courses for the students given in the Insti
tute, the Principal on three occasions delivered series of lectures on 
Madras tannages open to the public and quite a number of young 
men both Indian and European connected with the . tanning and 
export trades took advantage of these courses and attended them. 
One of the assistants also took two courses in Tamil for the maistris 
employed in Pallavaram tanneries. The Chrome Leather Company 
kindly lent the school hall for these classes and a large number of 
departmental maistris attended. 

Much of the work of the Institute has been of an advisory nature 
and not of a type on which it was easy to publish bulletins with the 
result that the actual printed matter published by the Institute has 
not been great. A list of the chief publications of the Institute is 
shown at the end of this Chapter. Copies of some of these are. still 
available. It may be of interest to point out that the Chrome depart
ment of the N. Muhammad Mian Ravuttar Tannery was up till 
quite recently staffed entirely by ex-students of the Institute and 
may be considered to be a direct outcome of the training provided 
therein. The product of ~ tannery is well known in all the boot 
making centres of India and its leathers are considered quite as 
good, as those made by any other firm in India. 

It has been pointed out in a previous chapter that the tannage of 
reptile skins in the Madras Presidency is now a considerable trade 
and exports during 1928-29 amount to over 20 lakhs of rupees in 
value. The Institute has trained many of the men doing this trade 
and it can claim directly to be one of the pioneers of this trade, for 
as early as 1917 it exhibited samples of various tanned reptile skins 
in the All-India Exhibition held in Madras and in 1919 a ·student 
sent a number of consignments to England to test in the market. 

During the Control period the scarceness of bark was the principal 
cause of the limit to the amount of leather tanned in Madras and when 
wattle bark was first i'llported into Madras experiments were carried 
out in the Leather 7 .. 1 des Institute to show tanners the way in which 
it could be used Ii. t.upplement or a substitute for avaram and the 
experience gained during these experiments was shown to many 
tanners. A number of those who afterwards became the pioneers 
in the use of wattle obtained their first knowledge of its use and 
properties in the Leather Trades Institute. No bulletin about its 
work was published by the Leather Trades Institute but the Munition· 
Board issued a note to tanners who bought wattle bark based 
on the work done in the Leather Trades Institute giving information 
as to the methods of use. Unfortunately no copy of this communi
cation is now available. As at the present time practically all the 
tanned hides exported from Madras are to a greater or less extent 
wattle tanned it can be seen that the lead given by the Institute has 
spread allover the Presidency. . 

5 
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During the course of its existence, the Institute ha; been visited 
by tanners from all over India for advice and information and in one 
case two Cawnpore tanners came ail the way from C,awnpore in order 
to consult the Principal regarding defects in their processes, and on 
their return to Cl/wnpore wrote a letter thanking the Principal for 
the information given them. -

Mr. N. F. Nichols of Joppa, Leeds, one of the largest English 
tanners and curriers-on visiting the Institute on January 8th, 1923, 
wrote in the visitors' book 

.. This is the most interesting and instructive Institution of the 
kind I have seen in any country." 

The reason for the falling off in the numb~r of students 'from 
1920-1928 is a matter for speculation. However the ·causes sug
gested below may be considered as having something to do with it. 
Up tiIl 1921-22 quite a large proportion of the demands for admis
sions came from students from other provinces and this ceased 
almost entirely when their fees were raised to Rs. '300 per annum. 
Added to this students from other provinces were kept away by the 
opening of the Calcutta Research Tannery and later the Punjab and 
United Provinces leather departments and also the starting of 
apprentice classes in the Government Harness and Saddlery Factory, 
Cawnpore. The prospectus of ,the Punjab Government Tannery, 
1926, shows that free tuition was given and no fees charged. A second 
reason was that a certain number of the people applying for admissions 
in the early days of the Institute had looked upon technical education 
as a means of quickly becoming rich and when they found that it 
meant hard work after they left the Institute they were disappointed 
and consequently did not recommend their friends to take up the 
courses. Thirdly the Madras tanners had normally been paying 
exceedingly low salaries to their maistris and foremen and did not 
Bee the advantage for paying a much higher salaries for a trained 
man until he had proved his value, with the result that for some years 
the men employed in Madras were poorly paid and consequently 
parents were unwilling to send their boys to the Institute. This of 
course is a thing that should have been foreseen and it is only since 
the closing down of the teaching side of the Institute that the men 
trained in the Institute are beginning to make a name for themselves 
II}ld to be drawing reasonable salaries or making a good profit on 
the work they are doing. A fourth cause may be that other depart
mental Institutes, for example the Textil" Institute, took students 
without fees and had in addition a certain number of scholarships. 
Fifthly the students had practically no chance of Government 
employment or employment in schools, etc., that are State-aided. 
Sixthly the fees Rs. ISO charged to Madrasis from 1923-24 to 1925-26 
were as high as those charged in the first-grade colleges for degree 
students. Again the slump of 1920-21 may be mentioned as the 
losseS made by the trade were so collosal that people not connected 
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with it ·were· frightened away from it. Lastly the educational qualifi~· 
cation of the sons of most of the local tanners was not high enough 
for them to take advantage of the courses of the Institute. 

In January 1930 the Government issued orders dismissing 
certain of the staff and dividing the remainder into two water tight 
compartments one of which was to deal solely with stains on Madras 
tanned hides and skins, whilst the other was to deal with al1 other 
matter~. 

A few months later however in another Government Order the 
preparation of this book was added to the work of the Stains Section • . , 

Nos. 23 to 28 in the follqwing list of publications are the work of 
the "Stains" section. . Number 29 has been issued by the general· 
section. ' 

List of Bulletins, ei(., publishea by the Leather Trilaes Institute. 

1 A Note on the Manufacture and cost of "One Bath" Chrome 
Liquors:· 

2 Researches conducted in the Leather Trades Institute. * 
3 The Re-tannage of Dhori Hides for sole leather. * 
1- Detection' of Mineral Oil in Vegetable Oil. • 
5 A Simple test for the presence of Epsom Salts in Tanned Skins. • 

'6 A Simple method to get rid of Sediment containing iron from Tannery 
Waters: * 

7. Wattle Gum Stain. * 
k A Note on South Indian Divi Divi. t 

9Fermentation of Divi Divi Liquors I. t 
10 Fermentation of Tan Liquors. § -Il South Indian Tanning Materiala. A Comparative Study. II 
rrFermentation of Divi Divi Liquors II. Acidity of Divi Divi Liquors. II 
13 Wattle Bark-Its Use and Cultivation in South India. - . 
I4Studies on Avaram Bark I. ~ 
IS Divi Div; (Caesalpinia Coriaria). -

IliBark of Hope. Parvillora as a Tanning Material (1928). ** 
--;;-Bark of Hopes Parviflora as a Tanning Material (1929). -
-;S-South Indian Myrabolams-A Study. -

19 Soaking of Salted Skins. tt 
20 The Weight of Madras Tanned Kip.. n 
21 The Madras Leather Trades Institute. H 
az A Preliminary note on Chlorine in Indian Tannery Watera. §§ 
23 Stains on Madras Tanned Hides and Skins. 1111 

24 Preliminary Report on Stains Developing on Packed Hides. * 
2S Renloval of salt stain during the Tanning Process.· (English and 

Tamil). 
a.,6 South Indian Tannery Waters.- (English, Tamil and Telugu:) 



27 The Effect of various additions to Marine Salt for use as a Cure for 
Hides and Skins. ~~ _ 

28 .. Chipped Grain" on Madras Tanned Sheep Skins (in press). * (Eng-
lish and Tamil). -

29 Note on a Simple Test for the presence of Epsom Salts in Tanned 
Skins. * 

Refer,,,,, ... 
• Departmental Publication. 
t Journal of the International Society of Leather Trades Chemists-April 

1924· . 
l Ibid-January 1925-
§ Ibid-March '925. 
II Ibid-June '926;' 
'V Ibid-February 1928 • 

•• Indian Forester-8eptember 1928. 
tt Proceedings of the Indian Section of the Intemationai Society of Leather 

Trades Chemists-January 1929. 
U Ibid-April '929' 
§§ -Ibid-January '930. 

1111 Ibid-Decunber '93" 

CHAPTER VII. 

Miscellaneous. 
Although the staple trade of tanners in Southern India is the. 

manufacture of leather for export, as has been explained in previous 
chapters, there is also a considerable amount of leather tanned for 
local use and for sale in other parts of India. Amongst the chief 
classes of leather manufactured for this purpose are : 

(I) Dhori hides. 
(2) Chrome leather 

i For gin rollers, 
ii For sale leather. 
iii For upper leather. 
iv Others. 

i3) Bark sale leather. 
(4) Fancy leathers. 
(5) Miscellaneous leathers. 
I. Dhori hides.-The tannage of dhori hides most likely 

existed as a village industry allover South India long before the tan
nage of skins and h;des for export developed. Since the develop
ment of tanneries, this trade has been a common side-line in many 
of them allover South India but it is still also carried out as a village 
industry in certain places. The process consists in tanning the hides 
after sewing them into bags (hence the name) and hanging them 
so as to cause the weak tan liquor which is poured into them to per
colate through the hide thus causin~ a quicker tannage than when 
the goods remain still in the liquor. This method may be considered 
the indigenous method of tannage in India and is still common 
all over the country from the extreme north to south and east to 
west. The chief difference in this process found in different parts 
of the country is in the nature of the tanning material employed. 

• Departmental Publication. 
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In most parts, some bark of local origin or a mixture of the bark and 
myrabolams are used. In South India however it is usual, though not 
universal, to use myrabolams only. Heavy buffalo hides of local 
origin are the usual material tanned and the leather is chiefly soled in 
the locality for sandals and soles of cheap quality shoes. In some 
places, the leather is also used for well buckets (kavalais or mhotes) 
and for water bags (pukals) where these are used. The myrabliquor 
used. in the. last process of the export leather trade is usually not 
fully expended and this forms the chief material used in this tannage, 
when carried out in tanneries, although in many cases it has to be 
supplemented by further material. Owing to the introduction of 
chrome leather during the last zS years, and its cheapness and popu
larity for sandals, the manufacture of dhori leather has considerably 
decreased though the tatmers in Bangalore and certain other places 
still tan a considerable amount. The leather is always very absorbent 

. and is hence. unsuitable for soles of boots likely to be used in the 
wet weather. It can however be turned into a much better article 
by laying away some time in strong liquor when quite a useful sole 
leather is produced (Leather Trades Institute Bulletin No. 2-
Retannage of Dhori Hides for Sole Leather-19z6). Dhori hides 
in the tanned condition are never set out and flattened so that they 
appear extremely rough and crude. 

z. Chrome Leather.-Unlike the normal trade of the Presidency 
which is carried out with very simple equipment, the tannage and 
finishing of chrome leather, other than that of cheap quality sole 
leather, demands considerable machinery and hence can only be carried 
out in factories equipped with machinery of which are at present three 
working in the presidency and immediate neighbourhood. There 
have, however, at times been other factories working of which an 
account follows: At the time Mr. Chatterton wrote his Mono
graph on the Leather Trade of the Presidency, Mr. G. A. Chambers 
had been and was still experimenting on chrome tanning in his 
tannery at Tondiarpet. For several reasons he later on decided 
to move this tannery outside the City of Madras as the neighbour
hood where it was then situated, was very unsuitable on account 
of its malarial nature and difficulties regarding water and eIHuent. 
He then chose a site at Pallavaram and started a factory which has 

,since developed into The Chrome Leather Company, one of the 
largest tanneries manufacturing finished leather in the East. 
During this time, this factory has turned out very large quantities 
of all classes of leather for which there is any demand in India and 
also large quantities of other types of leather finished and unfinished 
for export. 

About ten years ago Mr. N. Kajamian Ravuttar of Trichinopoly 
after some experimenting on chrome tanning engaged an ex-student 
of the Leather Trades Institute to assist him and shortly afterwards 
added 8 chrome leather factory to his tannery which had previously 
turned out skins for export. This factory is still working and is 
the only one of its kind in South India that has always been owned 



and managed by Indians. The chief outturn of this factory has been 
chrome kip sides for boot uppers, but other classes 1>f goods have 
also been made. . . 

About four years ago Messrs. Gordon, Woodroffe & Co., built 
and equipped a tannery at Pallavaram turning out chrome upper 
leathers, both chrome and bark sole and various other types of leather. 

Some twenty years ago a limited company, the Mysore Tannery, 
Ltd., started a chrome leather tannery near Bangalore City which 
manufactured certain classes of chrome leather for over ten years. On 
account of the financial difficulties of the Calcutta firm who acted as 
the managing agents during the post-war slump, production had to 
be stopped and although a Madras firm tried to revive this at a late 
date, they were unable to make it a paying proposition and hence 
the building and machinery were sold about six years ago. The pur
chasers of the building and machinery have kept· them in tact but 
have done little or no work during the last six years. 

The South Indian Leather Company started a factory at Mada
varam shortly before the war and turned out considerable quantities 
of chrome leather for a period of about six years. They also pro
duced considerable quantities of equipment leather and manufactured 
equipment of various types for the Munition Board during the war. 
They· however closed down during the post-war slump and the 
factory has not been restarted. 

The Cochin Tennari"es, Chalakudi.-This limited company 
was floated at the end of the war and machinery, etc., purchased 
during the period of exceedingly high price. Production, however, 
only started during the severe slump of 1920-21. The factory 
suffered considerable damage during the great floods of 1923 and 
this together with the financial difficulties caused it to be closed 
down. 

The prospectus of at least other two companies for the tannage 
of chrome leather in Madras were issued 1919-20 in but fortunately 
did not obtain sufficient capital to go to allotment and hence did 
not lose it in the slump of 1920-21 as did the other companies 
formed in Calcutta and other parts of India about that time. 

Chatterton in his Monograph considered that one of the chief 
features for chrome leather in South India was for well buckets, 
but although it has been shown in certain districts to be much more 
economical than ordinary leather in other districts it has proved an 
entire failure due to the difference in the character of the water, 
so that this trade has never become as important as envisioned by 
Chatterton. Other classes of chrome leather have however become 
of great importance and have almost entirely replaced bark tanned 
leather in India for gin roller leathers and for the upper of better 
class boots and shoes. 
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Cotton ginning rollers made from bark tanned leathers quicklY 
polish with a resultant reduction in outturn whilst chrome leather 
keeps its fibrous nature for a long period and hardly polishes at all 
and consequently keeps production at a higher and more steady 
level. Three main types of chrome leather washers are in demand 
according to the nature of the cotton. These are (I) whole washers, 
(2.) sectional washers and (3) composition washers. There is a 
demand for· each of these from different districts according to the 
nature of the cotton and the relative efficiency of the particular roller 
for this type of cotton. Generally speaking the longer and finest 
staple cotton gives the best results with whole washers whilst for 
short staple composition washers are used. As the name implies 
whole washer rollers are made up of full circles of chrome leather 
the diameter of the roller perforated with a hole slightly larger than 
the steel shaft on which they are placed and compressed. 

Sectional rollers are made up of smaller pieces of leather of full 
substance such as the cuttings from whole washers which are sewn 
together in the form of rough circles and are then stamped out to 
the propersize. 

Composition rollers are a by-product of the shoe leather" trade 
and are made up chiefly from the flesh splits removed from the upper 
leather. These are made into discs of about one inch thick by both 
pasting and sewing and are then stamped out to the size required. 
So great has been the demand for these composition washer that 
a considerable amount of chrome splits have been imported from 
other countries. Some idea ·of the quantity of leather used in cotton 
gins in India may be obtained when it is considered that most ginning 
factories estimate the cost of the leather used in the rollers at from 
2.i to 8 annas per bale according to the quality of the cotton and class 
of leather used. If we take 5 annas as the average and 6,000,000 

bales as the production of cotton the value of leather required for this 
will be about 20 lakhs per annum. Madras and especially the 
Chrome Leather Company, fortunately holds a very important 
position in the production of these supplies. 

Chrome sole leather.-The material has to a great extent re
placed dhori hides for sandals in most parts of South India. It has 
been manufactured not only by firms equipped for chrome leather 
manufacture but in many small tanneries where a small overhead 
charges have made it possible for them to under-sell the factory
made materials. Much of the leather produced in the small tanneries 
has been of a very iPw quality but on account of its low price has 
met with resdy sale. 

Chrome Kip Side leather for uppers of the box and willow types 
are the chief outturn of factories specialising in shoe leathers. The 
popUlation of South India unfortunately uses extremely few shoes 
or boots, so that the greater part of the outturR of the South Indian 



Chrome leather. factories lias to be Sent to other parts ·of India chiefly 
in the. North or weSt or to he exported. The Indian demand for 
upper leather has at any rate during the last few years been exceed
ingly difficult one t~ satisfy as. demand has usually only been for one 
selection, inaking it extremely difficult to work a tannery as. it is 
impossible to buy hides giving. one selection only. At the present 
time the demand is for the very lowest selection possible whereas a 
few years a.go a much better .selection was required . 

. A certain amount of glace goat has ~so been manufactured but 
demand for this leather in India is very limited whilst eXports have 
never been of any consi.derable consequence.· .. - . 

Bark sole leather.-Two of the factories making chrome leather 
have manufactured considerable quantities of heavy buffalo hides 
for bark tanned sole. Trade in this is badly handicapped in South 
India as there is little demand for this class of material locally anq the 
railway freight to the centres where it is required is very heavy. A 
certain amount was however been exported .. 

Fancy leathers.-A certain amount of many classes of fancy 
leathers have been made but as demand is small and erratic in India 
it has been a very irregular trade. Finished reptile skins have b~en 
exported in large quantities by the Chrome Leather Company, and by 
Messrs. Gorden Woodroffe Leather Manufacturing Company, since 
the demand of this class of leather arose. A number of other firms 
have also exported large quantities of unfinished tanned reptile skins 
either bark tanned or white tanned by alum or a combination of 
alum and aldehyde. 

Miscellaneous leathers.-During the war considerable amount 
of harness and equipment leathers were carried and made into equip
ment . in Madras but since then very little of this ·type of leather 
has been made. However as in the case of fancy leathers small 
orders of bark leather for boot uppers are occasionally received and 
are carried out. Mill leathers are in the same way occasionally made 
to order. These include such things as belting, ·roller leathers, 
laces, etc. 





PART II-TECHNIQUE OF THE INDUSTRY. 

CHAPTER VIII 

Raw Materials. 

In most parts of the world the tanner' • chief raw materials consist 
of the hides and skins from animals slaughtered for food. South 
India i. as far as skins are concerned no exception to this rule; but 
with regard to hides, a very different state of affairs exists. A great 
proportion of the inhabitants of South India are vegetarians and 
amongst meat eaters there are very few that will eat beef. In other 
parts of India the Muhammadan population, as a rule, are beef 
eaters, but the South India Muhammadans although they eat mutton, 
will not touch beef. The result of this is that very few cattle are 
slaughtered for food in South India, so that, there are very few 
slaughtered hides available for tannage and it has been estimated 
that about eighty or ninety per cent of the hides tanned in South 
India are those from fallen animals whilst most of the slaughtered 
hides are i1:nported from other districts. 

Hides.-The number of hides available from slaughter houses 
in South India is with one or two exceptions negligible. 'The only 
places of any conseqdence except the West Coast which will be 
dealt with separately are Hyderabad including Secunderabad 
(about 30 hides daily), Madras (50 hides) and Bangalore (100 hides), 
where due to large garrison and European and miscellaneous popu
lation a certain amount of beef is consumed. Elsewhere the number 
of cattle slaughtered is infinitesimal. The West Coast, however, 
is quite different as there is not only a large Christian population 
who are beef eaters but also a large proportion of the Muhammadans. 
the Mappillas who do the same. The difference can well be seen in 
studying the returns from certain slaughter houses when it can be 
seen that in certain West Coast Towns there is one beast slaughtered 
for every two or three sheep or goat, whereas in the South Western 
districts the average is about I to 60 or even more. In certain 
places, i.e., Bangalore, the hides are dealt with in a very peculiar 
method. In most parts of the world the butcher buys the auimal 
and after slaughtering it, sells the hide to the tanner. In Bangalore, 
however, the tanners themselves inspect the live auimal> and buy 
the hide from this inspection; later on the animal is slaughtered 
and flayed by the butcher and the hide afterWards delivered to the 
tanner. In all parts of the world except in the highly organized 
slaughter-houses, suc4 as the packing house of America, there is 
always great difficulty in getting the butcher to use sufficient care 
in flaying to prevent damage to the hide, .nd it can easily be seen 
that bad flaying is still more likely in Bangalore, where the butcher 
has no interest whatever in the hide except in having to remove 
it, which he naturally does as quickly and as cheaply as possible. 
In Hyderabad, Bangalore and Madras, the slaughtered h,de, are 
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usually sent direct' to the tanneries and are sent to them either fresh 
or very slightly salted as they are put into work almos~ immediately. 
On 'the West Coast where there are no tanileries working for export 
it i much more common for them to be bought by hide dealers 
who cure and pack them and export them to tanneries in other parts 
:>f South India. 

- The hides produced in different parts of the country either 
slaughtered or fallen vary very considerably according to the nature 
of the cattle in the district. It is impossible in a book of this scope 
to go into the question of different types of hides fully, but a few 
examples may be mentioned; Bangalore hides are usually well grown, 
fairly plump hides of medium size weighing about 8 to 9 pounds 
when tanned, whilst the Hyderabad type are noted for their square 
shape and good pattern. Madras hides have no distinct character
istics as Madras is the centre of a district with a very great variety 
of cattle, bordering as it does on the district where there are large 
Nellore animals which often run as high as I shands, whereas to the 
South a much smaller type of animal is found. In addition on accOl,lQ,t 
of the large demand for draught and milch animals in the city. 
cattle are often imported from considerable distances. West Coast," 
hides are, as a rule, both small and light in weight and are hem'!' I 
much sought after by tanners as light weight hides are, as a rult 
of much higher value than the heavier weights. As West Coal!. , 
hidfl\l have to be exported to considerable distances it is necessal'j{ 
that they be thoroughly salted. The normal method of salting ~ " 
is as follows ;-

Hides are from both slaughtered and fallen animals and are 
brought to the dealers either fresh or after a preliminary salting. 
After purchase they are freed from excessive flesh and arc; then spread 
flesh up on the ground and are sprinkled with finely ground salt 
which is then rubbed in by hand. The hides are then folded as 
shown in the diagram. 
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They are then put into piles and are left thus for a few days. 
During this time the salt withdraws the water from the fibres of 
the hide, from the blood, etc., forming. brine. This escapes by 
being forced through the hide substance chiefly at the folds and 
trickles down to the floor where it either stagnates or escapes. . This 
brine not only contains salt but the putrifactive matter from 
the blood, dung and any soil or other matter adhering to 
the hair. After 4 to 7 days the bundles are opened out, the hides 
placed in pile and further salt rubbed in as before. Hides are then 
rebundled as before, piled and stocked till sold or despatched 
to the tanneries. Examination of the brine shows that it usually 
contains from 20 to 27 gr. of salt per 100 c.c., that is, it is not quite 
saturated-large quantities of putrifactive organic matter and very 
large quantities of bacteria, chiefly of the types common in soil 
and the halophilic ones. The godowns in which the hides are 
stored vary very much in efficiency of drainage and in some cases 
the accumulation of brine is encourged. Here and there the hides 
are actually stored in pits in which several of the bottom layers are 
covered with the brine. In most cases the godowns are kept closed 
as much as possible in order to prevent the drying of the hides with 
the result the air is saturated with moisture and much suited to 
bacterial -growth. Ordinary marine salt is normally used after being 
ground. During the wet weather this salt absorbs considerable 

. quantities of water and consequently has to be dried before 
grinding. Mter it has been dried by heating it in iron or earthen 
vessels over open fire, the grinding is done by women pounding 
the salt in wooden mortars by means of wooden pestles. 

This method of salting together with the long period for which 
hides are stocked often leads to the hides being badly salt stained. 
These salt stains are particularly prevalent towards the end of the 
rains as usually hides are stored longer at this period: on account 
of difficulty of transport whilst the excessive moisture in the air-also 
tends to help the bacterial action which seems necessary to form these 
stains. The stains are chiefly found along the lines of folding and 
often form square patterns on the hides, stains on one side being, 
as a rule, much more intense than those on the other. Another 
common defect on West Coast hides are the depressions caused 
by the tick insect which is very prevalent in certain parts of West 
Coast. In addition to the. hides slaughtered on the West Coast 
the hide merchants there also buy considerable numbers of hides 
from fallen animals and these are mixed with and treated in the 
same way as the slaughtered hides. 

The last livestock census showed a cattle population of the 
Madras Presidency of about 16 millions together with 6 million 
buffaloes so that we may expect a production of about 2 million 
cow hides and half to one million buffaloes. As Madras exports 
about 3 million tanned cow hides and it is estimated to use about one 
million chiefly for kavalai (well buckets) it can be seen that the 
local supplies should be about half the requirements, the remainder 
being brought from other parts of India. Most of the buffalo 
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hides do not come into the hands of the export tanners but are 
either tanned by the Dhori or chrome method for local use. (See 
Chapter VII.) -

The hides of animals that have died a natural death are usually 
removed from the animal by the village scavenger and are then 
dried by him and sold in the neighbouring shandy (weekly market) 
where they are bought by small hide merchants who in tum take 
it to other markets or sell directly to local tanners. Where, however, 
the cattle die in the neighbourhood of a tannery the scavenger will 
in most cases take the hide direct in the fresh condition to the nearest 
tannery. South Indian hides are on the whole exceedingly heavily 
branded and in many cases the brands are so extensive that the hide 
is worth little or nothing as the cost of tanning is often equivalent 
to the value of the tanned leather. Some years ago, the writer 
read a paper to agriculturists at the Agricultural College, Coimbatore, 
in which he pointed out the economic loss to the country on account of 
this branding. An important Zamindar, who was present, in discuss
ing the paper pointed out that with the present village system of South 
India branding, in his opinion, at any rate, was far from being the cause 
of economic loss. By the village system the carcass of the dead 
animal becomes the property of the village scavenger, although 
the animal when alive belonged to some ryot, and the income of 
the village scavenger depends considerably on the number of animals 
that die during the year. Unfortunately in many cases the village 
scavenger is not above increasing his income by the . judicious use 
of poison and naturally chooses animals, for whose hides he will 
get a good value. This Zamindar stated that his own experience 
showed that unbranded animals had a considerably less chance 
of old age than heavily branded ones and that under these coildi
tions he considered it economically sound to brand all his cattle 
sufficiently to make the hide valueless, as by doing this he· was more 
or less insured from having his animals poisoned. The illustration 
shows a very normal branding, the animal illustrated belonging 
to a Madras tanner. The great majority of animals that die are 
either old or are suffering from some disease with the result their 
hides are poor in quality and in many cases are badly thorn scratched, 
or otherwise damaged, as is natural with animals that have had 
a long and hard struggle for existence. Practically no South Indian 
hides are exported in the raw condition, on the other hand, South 
India imports very large numbers of hides from other parts of India, 
the chief classes imported being dried hides (sukhi) from Cawnpore 
and Calcutta, dry salted hides from Dacca and Calcutta and arseni
cated hide from Agra and Cawnpore. Rangoon hides are received 
chiefly in the wet salted condition. It is impossible here to describe 
the faults and damages of hides from other parts of India as the 
subject is far too big for a book of this scope. Considerable informa
tion, however, on the subject can be found in the report of the 
Hide Cess Enquiry Committee 1929-30. Normally, the Madras 
tanner can only purchase poor quality of hides from other parts 
of India as the demand for export is always greatest for the better 



quality hides with the result that the difference in price between the 
different qualities of raw stock is very much greater than between the 
different qualities of tanned hides as can be seen from the following 
examples. 

Statement showing cost of leather made from different classes of dry 
hides from Northern India and to what class of leather in Madras it 
corresponds (November 1929)' -

Class," 

(I) 
F,,,,,,,,d. 

Purab Agno slaughtered 
Hubli selections 
Mixed Purab 
Desd framed 
Rejects ... ... 

Unfr""",d, 
Chsuri Chsura 
Desi 
Rejects 

Class," 

F,,,,,,,,d, 
Pursb Agra slaughtered 
Hubli selections 
Mixed Pursb 

Desdframed 

Rejects 

Unframed, 
Chsuri Chaurs 
Desi 

Cost of 
Price • Per centage Cost of I8.W railway 

(per ofleather hide for lib, freight, 
Salb,). expected. leather. tannage, 

etc. 
(a) (3) (4) (5) 
RS. AS. AS. 

75-80 105 13'_'4'S S'S 
60-6a lOS 11'2--11'6 S'S 
sz-S6 100 10'1-10'9 S'S 
4S-~ 100 S'!1-9 S'S 
3&-39 95 6's--.-,'S S'S 

3&-:19 95 7'&--8 5'5 
35-]6 90 7'6---7'S S'S 
Z0-2S 90 4'3-5'4 S'S 

Remark or equivalent in Madras, Tanned 
Cost of leather hide value at the same period. 

produced. Price of prime regular raw parcels 
As, IS~.t 

(6) (7) 
RS. 

19·4:........z0·3 
16'?-17"1 
15'6-16'4 

14']-14'5 

12']-13'3 

13'3-13'5 
13°1-13"3 

}
No equivaleot price of highest quality. 

Madras tanned being 16-5 annas. 
From prime regular raw to prime 

seconds. 
Equivalent to I prime' fourths or 

, best' regular run. 
Below fourths, 

Prime I fifths or I best J fourths. I 
Just below I Prime' fifths or I best I 

fourths. 
Rejects 9']-10'3 Between fifths and rejects. 

" Volume, II, Hides Cess Enquiry Committee Report, pages a95 and 296. 
t Taken from books of exporting firms of same date, _ 

Skins.-Although the number of goat and sheep skim slaughtered 
in the municipal slaughter"houses in South India is very much 
greater than that of cattle, the number available from this source 
is still quite small when compared with the number actually tanned. 
When, however, we consider that over 90 per cent of the population 
of India is rural, it can be seen that although only a few sheep or 
goat may be slaughtered in each village that the number of these 
is very large when col1ected. Skins slaughtered in the villages 
are usually salted and then taken to the various weekly shandies 
where they are purchased direct by tanners or by local skin merchants 
who send them on to tanneries. In certain districts certain firms 
of skin merchants have an extraordinarily efficient and wide-spread 
system of purchase and have in many cases advanced considerable 
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sums of money to the butchers.in both towns and villages with 
the result that they have the first call on all skins produced. In some 
cases they even provide the salt for curing and consequently are able 
to demand the type of curing they find most suitable. In Madras 
City both sheep and goat skins are taken directly from the slaughter
houses to the tanneries without any salting and are immediately 
put into work. Elsewhere where tanneries exist near fairly large 
slaughter~houses it is almost universal to salt the skins before tanning 
them. In almost all cases skins are removed from the animals in 
the bag form, that is, the opening is made from the tail down the 
two hind legs and then the skin is peeled off over the rest of the 
body in the same way that a stocking is removed from the leg. . In 
many cases little trouble is taken to keep the skins free from blood 
and other dirt, but in certain slaughter·houses considerable pains 
are taken in this, and where this is done, as for example in Madura, 
the skins are always more sought after by the tanners, as they are 
free from blood stains and other damage. Practically all South 
Indian skins are salted with ordinary marine salt which is ground 
to powder before use. In a few cases Khari salt is used. In most 
places the butcher buys the animals and sells the skins after slaughter
ing but in Madras skins are purchased on the live animal in the 
same way described when writing of Bangalore hides. Here again 
there is no reason why the butcher should take care of the skin 
and consequently many of the skins· are allowed to become dirty 
and covered with blood which may lead to considerable trouble. 

The great majority of skins produced in South India are from 
animals that have been slaugntered for food and consequently 
are from young animals which is quite different to the case of hides. 
The skins are therefore on the whole in quite good condition. There 
are, however, certain defects which are more or less common on 
South Indian skins the chief of which are-

(I) During the rains a defect known as rain defect 
.. Malai-adi " become very prevalant on skins and in some 
cases as many as 80 per cent or even more of the skins may 
be affected. This consists of a Pustule containing pus 
underneath the surface of the skin about the depth of the 
hair root which in some cases bursts leaving an opening 
in the grain layer or in other cases causes thickness in the 
skin which may lead to damage being done by the knife 
during the Elamgaram process. These spots are commonest 
on the back of the animal, being more so towards the neck 
end, than at the butt end and are seldom found in the shanks 
and beUy. There is a difference of opinion amongst the 
tanners and shil>pers as to whether Malai-adi and Pouri Pouri 
are the same being only different stages of the same skin 
disease of the animal or whether they are quite different. 
A discussion on this question took place at a meeting held 
on 12th December 1931, an account of which may be 
found in the proceedings of the Indian Section I.S.L. T.e. 



(2) Po~.-This again is due to a skin disease but is not seasonal 
like the previous one. In this case the 4amage consists 
of circular thickenings of the skin which vary in size from 
quite small up to about the size of a silver two-anna piece. 
These spots may be found more or less all over the skin. 
The pustule is in this case lower in the skin substance' than 
with Malai-adi. 

(3) Brands.-These are not common on skins but are occa
sionally found where animals have been lame and branded 
for medical reasons. 

(4) Mange.-Certain number of animals suffer from Mange. 
. This is, however, not common except amongst the few animals 

that are allowed to grow old. It is most common amongst 
the skins of old female animals. 

(5) Thorn holes.-In districts where prickly-pear and babool 
are very common it is quite usual to find a certain number 
of thorns that have pierced the skin of the animal and remain 
in the skin even after the animal has been flayed. Many of 
these are worked out from the flesh side during the Elam
garam process but occasionally pieces, broken off on both 
sides, are found remaining in the finished skin. Where these 
are worked out of the skin a small hole is left which for 
certain work is a serious defect as it may give a dark coloured 
mark on dyeing. 

(6) In some districts there is an insect which leaves a hole 
in skins somewhat like a warble. Fortunately this is not. 
common. As far as the writer knows, the identity of the 
insect causing this damage is not known. 

Sheep skins.-The latest live-stock census of India ShOWll that 
there are well over 12 Inillion sheep in the Madras Presidency which 
is about one-third of the total of the whole of India. In addition 
to this there are in the neighbouring States of Mysore, Hyderabad, 
Travancore, and Cochin. As South Indian tanners normally tans 
from 10 to 12 million sheep skins in the year, which is about 85 to 
90 per cent of the total exported from India, it can be seen that consi
derable number of skins have to be imported from other parts of India 
to supply their requirements. 

Most of the sheep in the southern districts are of the short red 
hair sheep type which gives very nice tight grained tanned skins 
averaging about five to six pounds for ten skins. The chief districts 
where these are common are Coimbatore, Trichinopoly, Madura, 
Salem, Ramnad and Tinnevelly. But they are also considerable 
in all other districts south of Madras. As a rule, it can be consi
dered that the quality of the leather from a sheep skin varies inversely 
as the value of the wool, and as these sheep do not have wool at all 
but only hair which is only of value as manure, it can be expected 
that the skin should give very good leather. This is the case as the 
leather from these skins is exceedingly nice being both tight of texture 
and having a very fine grain. North of Madras wool sheep become 
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very common and in the Ceded districts and the Hyderabad State 
there is practically nothing but small type of sheep with black wool. 
In all tracts between these two extremes various miscellaneous types 
are found some with wool of various colours others with white hair. 
In the Nilgiris and other areas of high altitude there are a few sheep 
of the long white wool type. As pointed out previously most of 
the meat-eating population of South India are mutton eaters so that 
the great majority of the sheep are bred for food and therefore 
slaughtered young with the result that skins have not had time to 
become poor in quality as is the case with local hides. If we take 
the average length of the life of a sheep in a mutton-eating tract 
as 2·8 years (Hide Cess Enquiry Report, page 219, Vol. III) South 
Indian sheep should yield 4 to 41 million skins annually, so that 
about the same number is required from other parts of India to make 
up the amount required. These are imported from all parts of 
India and vary considerably. in type and nature. The largest 
number are perhaps imported from the Punjab most of which reach 
here as Paprya skins. These skins are the skins of long wool bearing 
sheep from which the wool has been plucked after a process of 
sweating and the skins. have then been salted. and dried for export 
to Madras. These skins are normally considerably heavier than 
the Madras skins giving in a yield of up to 8 pounds for 10 skins. 
They are, however, of much looser texture and generally of poorer 
quality. Practically the whole of the prime skins are made from 
the local hair sheep whilst most of the skins sent on commission to 
the London sales are of local origin. Tanned skins made from 
Papryas are chiefly exported to Japan and the East generally or are 
used in India a large number being sent to Calcutta. The export 
of tanned sheep skins as can be seen from the graphs in Chapter II 
has always been very much steadier than that of goat. Fluctuation 
in the demand for export in the raw state, which in normal times has 
never exceeded 10 to I S per cent -<If those available for export, is 
insufficient to cause any marked difference on the number available 
for tanning. Madras tans over 8s per cent of the skins exported in the 
tanned· condition. In addition to skins of Indian origin a certain 
number of imported skins are also tanned in Madras. For some 
years one of the.l~est skin !"",neries ~ the i.~mediate. neighbourhood 
of Madras speCialized on skins of foreign orlgm especially on Arabian 
skins which were imported into Bombay but brought from there to 
Madras for tannage. 

Goat skillS.-The goat population of the Madras Presidency is 
about 9 millions whilst the neighbouring States have about 3 millions. 
The average age at which goat is slaughtered has been worked out 
by the Veterinary department. as somewhere about 31 years so that 
it can be expected that there WIll be a supply of about million skins 
available from South Indian sources. Unlike sheep skins a lar~ 
number of goat are exported in the raw state and although the pro
portion ",xported from ~~d~ compa,red with that from other Presi
dencies, t8 very small, It IS sull considerable and amounts to from 
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so 
one to' two millions per annum. In the Madras Presidency it is the 
practice for certain skin merchants, who are in many cases tanners 
themselves, to select the raw goat on receipt and those of suitable 
sizes and weights are treated specially for export whilst the remainder 
are sent wet-salted to the local tanneries. Some similar procedure 
IS carried out in other parts of India but in most of these cases the 
skins are dry salted as they have to be sent long distances to MadraS. 

As with sheep the goat skins from different districts show consider
able difference, those from the south eastern districts are usually 
small and give very fine grained leather, whilst those from the Deccan 
are of a much larger type. Near Madras and from the Northern 
Circars a rather miscellaneous type is received varying often consider
ably in neighbouring districts. The character of the supplies from 
pther parts of India depends chiefly on the nature of the demand for 
export, for instance, at one time exporters required only large skins 
and at that time Madras received a large number of small skins but 
few large ones, later on a demand for smaller type for export developed 
with the result that Madras received many more larger skins. and 
fewer smaller ones. The quantity of goat skin tanned and exported 
varies from year to year much more than does that of sheep and this 
is not unexpected as it depends on the demand for export raw, which 
absorbs 50 to 70 per cent of the quantity available. . 

ArJaram bark.-By far the most important of the tanning materials 
used in South India is the bark of Cassia Auriculata (Tamil-Avaram, 
Telugu-'-Tandagu, Hindustani-Tarwa); This shrub is fairly 
common through the greater part of South India, Deccan, Guzarat 
and Kathiawar, except in the Hills, but is not known in the United 
Provinces, Punjab and Bengal. The reason for the shrub not growing 
in the Punjab, etc., is, I believe, that although it is very .hardy to heat 
and draught it does not stand frost well and even in South India it is 
no- known on elevations. of much above 3,000. It is most common 
in ~e Deccan. Hyderabad and Mysore produce very large quantities 
of it and export considerable quantities to l\iadras. Normally before 
the days of the export tanneries, the village tanner and his family cut 
the twigs and stripped the bark as they required it, but as tanneries 
got larger this has become an impossibility and there exists at present 
a very large trade in the collection and distribution of this. bark. 
There are, however, places where village tanners still collect their own 
bark and use it as required. Usually the rights of collecting bark 
from Government lands are sold by thll Tahsildar either annually 
or once in three years. But there is in addition to this a considerable 
'supply from zamindari and privately owned lands. The stripping of 
avaram bark is an extremely tedious process as the shrub seldom has 
branches or twigs of more than It inch in diameter and it is much more 
usual that they are about f inch. The bark is quite thin and only 
amounts when dried to about Ii tenth or even less of the weight of the 
sticks from which it is taken, that is, that quite a large headload of 
sticks will only give from + to 5 pounds of dried bark. It has always 
been found impossible to make the collection of the bark pay.with full 



time labour and it is only where there is a large' amount of part time 
labour available that the collection of this bark becomes economical 
at a price comparable with other tanning materials. 

If avaram sticks are cut and not stripped immediately they dry 
quite quickly, especially during hot weather, and when this takes 
place it becomes quite impossible to remove the bark as it then 
adheres tightly to the wood. This makes it practically impossible 
to work avaram bark at more than a short distance from the villages 
as if the sticks have to be brought in too long distances in the sun they 
dry sufficiently to make the work of stripping impossible· or exceed
ingly difficult. The normal way of working avaram is that the men 
villagers cut head loads of sticks in the morning and bring them back . 
to the village where the women strip off the bark during the day. 
'\,his is done by placing the sticks on a flat stone and beating them 
With a piece of wood or stone so as to loosen the bark which is .then 
removed by hand. During very dry weather the time sticks can be 
kept between being cut and stripped is very small indeed and hence 
little work can be dOlle. 

The value of the tanning material depends upon. several quaHties 
among which are strength, colour, class, tannin and the keeping and 
wearing properties of the leather produced. It is obviously impossible 
to take all these into account at one time when showing proportionate 
prices so that it is usual to reckon the value of tanned stuff according 
to its strength in the manner shown in the following table which was 
published by the writer in the Mysore Economic Journal, dated 
March 1915:-

Statement showing prices and values of various tanning materials 
in 1914. 

Material •• 

Average 
percentage of Price 

tanning by per ton. 
~.S.L.T.C. 
'method .. 

(1) (z) (J) 

Materials wed in England. 
£ •• 

Sumach '5 14 0 
Gambier 36 18 0 
Oak bark 9 4 1 
Oak wood extract Z5 10 • Volonia Z7 10 5 
Chestnut extract z8 10 10 
Pine bark 10 33 10 
Divi divi as 9 16 
Mimosa bark (W~ttle) 33 10 Ia 
Quebrecho wood 19 5 0 
Myrabolams 30 7 10 

Materiah lind ill I"diG. 
Avaram* 17 8 0 
Kutch 50 a. 0 
Myrabolams 30 5 7 
Babool ... 1:& 1 17 

• Ro. '7 per candy. 

£ ' • 
11 4 
10 Ci 
9 0 
8 1 
7 8 
7 6 
7 0 
7 o· 
6· 5 
5 3 
5 3 

10 0 

~ X 
3 I 



, It wilf be seen that even at that time avaram was exceedingly 
dear when compared with other commercial tanning materials. 
During and after War the price reached as'high as RS. 45 a candy as 
can be seen from the graph in Chapter II. When we consider that 
three pounds of avaram bark are used to tan one pound of leather it 
can be shown that the cost of the bark used in tanning one pound 
of leather is one anna for each ten rupees of tl\.e price of avaram bark 
per candy,i.e., if avaram bark costs Rs. 30 a candy the bark used for 
one pound of leather will be 30+10 or 3 annas; if Rs. 40, 40+10 or 
four annas. As other materials. for example, wattle bark will cost 
only about I to 11 annas it can be seen that it is uneconomical and 
impossible to use avaram except in cases where the leather produced 
has properties which will make up for the difference in cost; that is 
unless the leather produced is worth 11 to 2t annas more per pound 
than that produced by wattle, babool, etc., it cannot be economically 
us~d. 

The Light Leather Federation in England in various letters to the 
Madras Government have pressed that every effort should be made to 
encourage the use of avaram for tanning instead of imported wattle 
or other materials but as the price offered by them for avaram tanned 
hides was only about one half penny more per pound than for wattle 
tanned, the South Indian tanner has been forced to give up its use for 
hides. For skins, however, 'it is still the chief material used, the 
reason for this being that the difference in quality in tanned skins 
causes very much greater difference in price. For instance, the 
difference between the same type of skin of prime tannage and of 
medium tannage is at least several pence so that it pays to use the 
material which gives the best result irrespective of the cost of it. 
It is extremely difficult to get accurate figures showing the amount of 
avaram bark collected in South India as in many parts i,t is delivered 
straight from the jungles to the tanners without coming by rail and in 
other cases it makes at least two journeys by rail so that railway 
figures have no value. It is however, possible to make an estimate 
of the amount of bark used by the Madras tanners as the amount of 
leather tanned is fairly accurately known and the amount of bark 
used for each pound of leather produced. This calculation was made 
by the writer for the Hide Cess Enquiry Committee and after being 
brought up to date is given in Table No. 

Tanned hid .. Tanned skiha 
Year. exported. Bark used. exported, Bark used. 

( I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
AVERAGB. TONS. TONS. TONS, TONS. 

'904-'4 '.500 • 22.500 S.soot 13.,00 
I9Z3~4 11,100 33.300 4,300 10.700 

1914-25 10,900 32,700 5.300 13,200 

'92S-26 10,400 31,200 5.500 13.700 
'926--..7 9,800 29.400 6,000 15.000 

'927-28 13.900 41,700 6,400 16,000 
'928--..9 14.800 44,400 6,100 15.200 
1929-30 12,800 38,400 5.700 . 14.300 
1930-31 10.700 32,100 S,soo 13,800 
'931-33 9.600 28,800 4.900 U,300 

°At3Ib. tAt .1 lb. 
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Year. Total bark Wattle import. 
Loca1 bark 
used. Net 

used. amoWlt. 

Average. 
(6) 

Gross. 
(7) (8) (9) 

TONS. TONS. TONS. 
1904-14 36,200 .36,200 
192 3"""'14 44.000 600x 21 1,400 43,000 
1924-25 45.900 1,600 X 2f 4.400 41,500 
1925-Z6" ... ' . 44.900 4.100 X :zl- 11,200 33.700 
19zH7 44.400 5.800 X 2t 15,900 2B,so6 
192']-28 57,700 8,800 X 21 2~h200 33.500 
19%8--29 59.600 14.200 X 2t 39,000 20.400 
1929-3° 52,700 12.955 X 2t 35,600 17.,100 
1930-31 45,900 10,176 X 2t 28,000 17.900 
1931-J3 41,100 10,800 X 2t 29.700 11,400 

Nom.-To this must be added bark used on tanned hides and skins used in India 
estimated by the Leather Expert as 3,000 tons at present as against half this quantity 
pre-war or 8,000 tons bark as against 4,000 pre-war. 

Many consultations have been held in Madras at different times 
to decide as to the best means of obtaining more of this bark at 
reasonable prices. But the large amount of labour necessary in 
stripping makes it impossible to work at in many parts of the country. 
An attempt was made in the Leather Trades Institute to design 
Ii machine that could do stripping and although this was satisfactory to 
a certain extent the outturn was much too small to make it a paying 
proposition, so that there is still an opening here for inventive genius 
that will help a cottage industry. If a: simple light machine could be 
turned out that would do this work quickly the two claims (I) the 
agriculturist who requires the leaves and the twigs of the avaram' 
bark for bedding and green manure, and (2) the tanner who requires 
the bark could be worked together. Normally when avaram is 
worked for bark the leaves and twigs are cut off and left in the jungle 
whilst if the shruh is cut for green manure the bark is wasted. Test 
experiments show that about 66 per cent of the shrub when cut is 
suitable for green manure. The balance being 27 per cent wood and 
6 per cent bark which on drying gives 18 and 3 respectively. 

Tanners of sheep skin are always willing to pay considerably more 
for quite freshly stripped bark than for that that has been stocked 
for some time with the result that there are violent fluctuations in the 
cost of this according to the availability of supplies. From graph 
No. 19 in chapter II, it can be seen that normally at the new year the 
price i. rising and this rise continues until about March when it 
remains fairly steady at a maximum till the middle of June when it 
quickly falls till the end of July. It is normally the lowest during 
August, September and October, after which it rises again. The chief 
reasons for this regular rise and fan in price are (i) labour is very fully 
occupied in agricultural employment from November to March, (iil 
the bark is difficult to strip during the exceedingly hot weather of 
April and May, but becomes more so after the first summer rains. 
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Bark of Cassia fistula (Tamil-Konam, Telugu-Rela, and 
Hindustani-Ama\tas): Before the introduction ,of wattle bark, 
this bark was the only substitute used iii any quantity for avaram. 
During times of scarcity it was largely used and regularly followed 
that of avaram being normally about two-thirds as much its price in 
Madras. As it only contains from 10 to 12 per cent, it is doubtful 
whether it is worth even this amount but had to be used when supplies 
of avararn are short. The supplies of Konam are of two types, one 
that from trees cut for timber where the forests are being worked 

. and that from coppiced trees that are grown chiefly for the sake of the 
bark. This coppicing is carried out considerably in the Northern 
districts chiefly Vizianagram where there are considerable planta
tions worked on a regular routine; The cost of collecting the bark is 
considerably less than that of avaram as it is much heavier so that the 
labour employed in stripping is much less. The tannage is somewhat 
similar to avaram but duller and redder in colour, The Vizianagram 
tanners used to use this bark alone as it was relatively much cheaper 
there than was avaram. The other coast tanners also used consider
able proportion of it along with avaram for the same reason. Else
where it was only used as a mixture or at a time when avar.un was very 
expensive or not procurable. The demand for it and the production 
has decreased considerablv since the introduction of wattle bark. 
It is however occasionally' used mixed with wattle by some tanners 
considering that they get mellower and better leather from the 
mixture than from wattle only. 

Wattk bark.-During the war ~hen the demand for hideS was 
at its height the amount of leather that could be tanned in South . 
India depended on the amount of bark available and as avaram and 
konam bark became exceedingly expensive or ~carce, other bupplies 
were sought for and an experimental order for wattle was sent to 
South Africa. Tbe bark on arrival was not at first bought by tanners 
but experiments were carried out in the Leather Trades Institute and 
a short bulletin based on this work was published by the Munitions 
Board explaining how best to use it as a part substitute for avaram. 
Copies of this bulletin are however now not available. A few tanners 
then made a success of its use and at the close of the war, kept on 
obtaining further supplies. During the slump of 1920-21, imports 
entirely dropped. but when trade increased, the imports again started 
and increased considerably until 1929 when practically the whole 
of the hides tanned were either entirely or chiefly wattle tanned. 
To begin with, a good deal of trouble was experienced by tanners 
and quite a lot of leather of very poor quality was turned out. This 
was almost invariably caused by tanners not believing that it was 
about three times as strong.and astringent as avararn with the result 
that too large quantities were used, forming too strong liquors which 
causes case hardening. It was the export of these case hardened 
hides that caused the English customers to object to the use of wattle 
and the writer remembers being in the selection room of one of the 
largest users of Madras tanned kips in England when the selector 
was going through a consignment of Madras kips. Quite a large 
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number ·of ordinary wattle tl!"Jled kips he referr~d· to ·as ... good old 
avaram tahnage" and pointed out the few case hardened ones.as 
wattle tanned. There is no doubt at all that .. the good old avaram 
tanned kips" were wattle tanned as the writer knew the tannery in 
which they have been tanned and they also showed the tell tale wattle 
stain on them. Wattle bark is imported chiefly in the chapped condi
tion, in pressed. bales bound with wire and covered with gunny. 
Being an article of world commerce and varying less on account of 
age than does avaram the price has always been much steadier than 
is avaram. A departmental bulletin dealing with this bark ·has been: 
published and may be consulted if further information is required. 

lryrabolams: The fruit of Terminalia Chebula.-The South 
In'a';.;it inyrabolam, as a rule, is very much superior to that from other 
parts of the country, in that it is much stronger in tanning and gives a 
much lighter coloured impression. Practically the whole outtum is 
used in South Indian tanneries and none is exported as the local 
tanner is always willing to outbid the foreign competitor for this 
type of myrabolam. A large amount of work on the different qualities 
has been carried out in the Leather Trades Institute and also the 
Imperial Institute, London .. all of which show the great superiority 
of these types. As pointed out in chapter III, on account of the light 
colour hot water may be used in extracting it, whereas with other 
types of myrabolams they tend to give duller coloured liquors. It is 
extremely diffibult to give any esti~ate of the amount of South Indian 
myrabolams collected and used. On account of their high prices, 
there is always a certain import of cheap qualities from other parts of 
India so that the method employed under the heading .. avaram 
bark" would be less accurate than for avaram. I should however 
estimate that the amount available is in the region of 3 to 4,000 tons 
per annum. The price of good quality of myrabolams various 
considerably being highest \vhen the demand for fine skins is greatest
and less when commoner types are being bought more freely. Fur
ther details may be found in the departmental bulletin. 

Waters.-The question. of water-supply to the South Indian 
tanners is of immense importance, as regular supplies are essential and 
in addition the quality has a great deal to do with the success of the 
tannery. As is well known, there are few ·perennial rivers-in South· 
India with the result that practically all tanneries have to depeJ;ld on 
wells for their supply of water and as it is usual that tiJ.ere is little 
rain in nine rnonths of the year, there are few wells that yield a steady 
supply throughout the year. Water-supplies controlled by public 
authorities are usually insufficient to be used freely for industrial 
purposes, and where this is permitted the cost (usually over Rupee I 

per 1,000 gallons) is higher than tanners care to pay for water. Tan
neries are also generally prohibited in municipal areas where these 
water-supplies are available. In most countries, there has been a 
tendency to increase the size of the tanneries, but in South India, 
generally speacking, this has been impossible as water-supply has been 
the limiting factor and at present very many tanneries have to reduce 



the number of skins they put into work at certain ~"asons of the year 
on account of lack of water. A tannery in which the normal " Madras 
method" is employed uses about 75 to· 100 gallons for each hide 
tanned and IS to 25 gallons for each skin. Some tanners in order 
to prevent this enforced short working have excavated extra wells and 
there are now many tanneries with four or five wells, some of which 
are a considerable distance away from the tanneries. Not only does 
the water become short in supply during the·dry weather but in many 
parts of the country there is a very definite seasonal change in the 
character of the water. In some cases the seasonal change is due to 
contamination of the well by the tannery effluent which finds its way 
back into the well. This of course is much more noticeable as the 
water level in the well sinks and as the supplies of water get less. 

In practically all cases the water is drawn from the wells from 
bullock kavalais, but in a few cases, where there is power, pumps 
are med. Pumps on the whole have not been tao satisfactory and in 
one or two cases where pumps were installed, they have been removed 
for one or other of the following reasons :-

(i) The water-level in many wells varies well over 30 feet 
during the course of the year with the result any fixed pump 
will either be under the water when the water is high or will be 
too high above it when the water is low. 

(ii) Where tanners have four or five wells, it is evident that one 
pump would be of little use whereas the bullocks and the 
kavalai can work from different wells in rotation. 

(iii) Mechanical breakdowns of the pump may be very serious 
with skins or hides in the elangaram process whereas break
downs of kavalais can, as a rule, be repaired in a very short 
time. 

(iv) Wells are often well away from the tannery. 
(v) The installation of power brings the tannery under the 

Factory Act, which is not popular with tanners. 

Further details regarding South Indian waters may be found in 
Industries Departmental Bulletin No. 37 .. Stains on Madras tanned 
hides and skins," NO.3. Note on South Indian tanning waters, 
which may be had from the Government Press priced 2 annas~ 

Lime.-In Madras and most of the other regions shell lime is 
commonly used. This varies very greatly in quality. It contains 
usually, when slaked about 40 per cent available lime. As the 
burning is usually done in small kilns and on a smaU·scale, there is a 
great variation between the different samples and samples taken from 
different parts of the same consignment often show 60 per cent differ
ence in their analysis. On the whole it is considered a mild lime and 
does not lead to excessive swelling. In other parts of the country 
local kankar lime is used and as it is normal for the tanners to bum 
their own lime, here again very great difference in quality is found 
from sample to sample. 
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Oil, gingeUy or til.-The chief oil used in skins is gingelly 
which is fairly common in South India. Many tanners extract their 
own oil in order to be sure that there is no adulteration which is 
exceedingly common in oil bought in the bazaars. Several samples 
of gingelly and pungam oils analysed in the Leather Trades Institute, 
showed as much as So per cent added mineral oil and on this account, 
a simple test which can be carried out by any tanner has been pub
lished by the institute. This consists in soaking a little cotton lint 
with the oil and setting it on fire. Mineral oil is shown by smoke, 
whereas the vegetable oils bum with a practically smokeless flame. 
Til oil is exceedingly satisfactory for use as it is easily removed if 
necessary in the sfter processes. 

Groll1ldnut oil.-In a few places groundnut oil takes the place of 
til oil and if a good quality is used it is quite satisfactory. There is 
however a certain amount of doubt as to whether groundnut oil that 
has gone a little rancid or extracted from seed that has deteriorated 
slightly does not lead to a certain amount of .. spew" in the leather 
when finished. This is at present being investigated, I understand, 
by the Leather Research Association in England. 

Pungam oil.-Pungam oll is the chief oil used on tanned hides. 
It is considerably less costly than either gingelly or groundnut as it 
is not an edible oil and the leather trade is one of the few trades that 
can use it. It is produced very largely in the Bangalore district. 
Unfortunately it is very often adulterated with mineral oil as its 
colour and smell tend to make it difficult to recognize this. It is 
more viscosus than either til or gingelly and hence does not drip off 
leather when hung up, to the same extent as the other oils would. 

Tanners oil.-The Burmah Shell Company supply a mineral 
oil for oiling off leather which is used chiefly in mixture with pungam 
oil and occasionally with gingelly and til oil. It is however chiefly 
used by the oil merchants as an adulterant to oils they sell to tanners. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Washing. 

The first process that hides or skins undergo in the tannery is 
that of washing in water. In England and America this process 
is ~poken of as • soaking', but as the Tamil equivalent of this term is 
used not only for this process but for that of liming it may lead to 
confusion and hence in this book I bave decided to use the word 
• washing' for this purpose. Chatterton in his Monogrsph on 
Tanning and Working in Leather in the Madras Presidency wrote 
.. The soaking pits are usually constructed below the g!'Ound level 
along the outer walls." As it is the limepits that are usually below 
ground level the confusion in terms can easily be seen. 

S ' 
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The chief objects of this process are threefold. (I) To bring 
the fibres of the skin into a condition similar to that in which these 
were when it was removed from the animal. (2) To get rid of all 
dirt adhering to the hair of flesh such as dung or blood. (3) To 
remove the materials added in the curing such as salt or khari salt. 
This is normally done by throwing the hides or skins into a pit and 
changing the water once or several times according to the type of 
the raw material. As washing entails the use of several changes 
of water whilst the goods only remain in the water for a short time, 
the pits in which it is done are almost invariably above ground level 
to allow of easy and quick draining., They are usually shallow not 
deeper than two feet so as to make the strain of lifting the goods 
into and out of the pits not great. The size ·ofthe washing pits 
varies very much from tannery to tannery and is in fact the most 
varied of the normal tannery equipment. In some cases they are 
uniform with the pits used for the e1angaram process, but in others 
very different indeed and I know of tanneries' where they are as 
large as 8' X 12' X 2' deep and others where they are only about. 
~X~x~ , 

Fresh hides and skins from . the slaughterhouse need only be 
left in water for a very short period with sufficient' movement to 
expose all parts of the skin to the action of water so that all dirt 
may be removed. Two or three changes of water are quite sufficient 
to give the skins the necessary cleaning and make them ready to be 
taken forward to the lime. 

Th~ chief centre where fresh skins are tanned in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Madras City. During the hot weather, by the_ 
time the skins arrive in the tannery after the slow journey on the 
cart, they are often not absolutely fresh but are beginning to smell 
slightly and show signs of incipient putrefaction. In' this case the 
use of smaIl quantities of antiseptic in rpe first wash water has been 
found very advantageous. The most useful antiseptic for this 
purpose is chlorine, which being a very objectionable and poisonous 
gas must be used with great care. It can be brought compressed 
in steel cylinders and is used very largely in this form by the Madras 
and other Corporations for purifying the municipal water-supply. 
If used in this form a certain amount of apparatus is necessary in 
:>rder to reduce the pressure and to dissolve the gas. Where only 
small quantities are required either bleaching power or perchloron 
may be used. Dissolved in water the chemically combined chlorine 
in these substances acts verJ similarly to an equivalent amount of 
free chlorine. Unfortunately, bleaching powder is not very stable 
Uld ,quickly loses its strength so that for normal tannery use, I 
consider perchloron the most satisfactory.' This body acts as if it 
contained an equivalent of about 70 per cent chlorine as against 
40 in fresh bleaching powder and will keep a considerable time 
without deterioration. The amount necessary to prevent further 
putrefaction is very small. One or two parts of chlorine per 100,000 

parts of water is ,usually quite sufficient to give definite beneficial 



results. Where perchlorlin is used, this means I i to 3 . ounces of 
perchloron for each 100 cubic feet of water or for a pit 6' X 6' x a! 
one to two ounces only is required. With bleaching powder, roughly 
double this quantity is necessary. 

Wet salted goods.-Wet salted hides and skins are .usually washed 
for longer periods and in more changes of water, the time necessary' 
being from two to six hours depending chiefly on the age of the 
skin and the temperature of the water. Longer and more thorough 
soaking is necessary than with fresh skin as the fibres which have 
been partially dehydrated by the cure must be brought back to the 
original condition and curing material should be removed. Normally, 
these skins are put into water early in the morning and are left for 
a to 3 hours in the first water, then trampled and lifted into a pit of 
clean water or on to the edge of the pit whilst the water is changed. 
In some tanneries the goods are removed from the first water into 
a second almost immediately. This however is a mistake and 
leads to definite loss of weight in the tanned skins. In cases where 
the skins are put into work in the bag form, they are opened out at 
this state. Great care is necessary in the cutting open of the skins: 
as any deviation from the centre line of the belly or any irregularity 
in opening up of the front legs leads to bad pattern in the finished 
skin. Skins are then given two or three changes of water being· 
moved by trampling and are then ready for liming. In some cases, 
the skins or hides are worked over the beam by scraping on the 
flesh side with a fleshing knife and at the same time any large pieces 
of flesh are removed by the worker. This working is very advan
tageous in cases where skins or hides become dry in parts when the 
workmen can then use slightly more pressure on these hardened 
parts and so help to soften them. - As with fresh skins, the use of 
a small quantity of chlorine is recommended where skins are not 
in perfectly good condition and in very hot weather. The quantities 
mentioned for fresh skins can also be used in this case. 

Dry salted goods.-Dry salted goods need to be kept longer in 
the first water in order that the· fibres which have been thoroughly 
dehydrated by the action of the salt and of drying may absorb 
water and come back to their normal condition. In these cases 
leaving them in water over night is the normal process, the after
treatment being similar to that for wet salted goods. A considerable 
amount of very valuable -work on the soaking of dry salted skins has 
been published by McLaughlin III!'d his fell?~ worke';S in the Journal 
of the American Leather ChemISts AssOCIation dunng the last ten 
years. One of the chief. facts shown.was that in order t<;> ~eep down 
the solution of valuable hide and skm substance toa mlIl.lmum, the 
softening of the skin should take place in as concentrated a solution 
of salt as possible and that it is unwise to change the water too early 
or too often. It therefore follows, that the skins should be put into 
just sufficient water to cover-them as any excess considerably reduces 
the strength of the salt solution. The goods should also be . left 
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in the original soak water until the softening is completed and 
goods are ready for working over the beam or trampling as the case 
may be. It is only after this mechanical work and when the goods 
are soft enough that they should be washed in other changes of water 
to remove the salt A further important fact shown by these workers 
is that excessive quantities of water are both unnecessary and harmful 
at all stages of the washing process and that the quantity of water 
used should be the minimum necessary for the work required. 

An experiment can easily be done to demonstrate how stronger 
salt solution prevent damages due to putrefaction. Take two similar 
small pieces of salted hide and pu~ them into two similar vessels 
with equal quantities of water which should be just sufficient to cover 
them. (If preferred this experiment can be done on the two sides 
of the same hide instead of on a small piece). One should be left 
$tanding in the same water whilst the water of-the other should be 
changed half a dozen times during the course of the day, being left 
standing overnight. On examining them the following day the 
piece of hide in the vessel where the water was changed several 
times will be found to be definitely putrid, will have lost all the hair, 
will smell exceedingly nastily, will be slimy and ragged; all of which 
are signs of "over soaking." The piece in the original water 
will be soft and undamaged and perhaps even free from hair slip 
although as this depends on the curing, it is not invariably the case. 

Up till quite recently it is considered very necessary to remove 
the whole of the salt" from skins in the soaks as there was an idea 
that any salt in the limes would cause less swelling and would slow 
down the liming process. Very many careful experiments have 
been made and it has been definitely proved that a sIJlall amount of 
salt in the limes is not only unobjectionable but advantageous. This 
will be dealt with in the next chapter. 

Dry goods.-Dry goods require still more severe treatment and 
it is necessary for them to remain longer in water as they do not 
absorb it as quickly as salted goods. European and American liter
ature dealing with this process often mentions " soaking .. of several 
days duration for this type of goods but on account of the much 
higher temperature in most Madras tanneries it seldom exceeds 24 
to 36 hours at the most in South India, as longer periods would lead 
to considerable loss of weight if not actual visible putrefaction. To 
get a _soft mellow leather such as is required for export, it is essential 
that the hides be brought into a thoroughly soft condition before 
going to the limes but as these are very putrefiable at this stage it is 
easy to see that considerable damage may result if the hides are 
left too long in water whereas if they are taken out too early other, 
though less apparent damage follows. In other parts of the world 
it is almost universal when soaking dry hides to add certain chemicals 
to the water in which they are placed in order to increase the speed 
of the water absorption and at the same rime to slow down putrefac
tion. These chemicals are normally of alkaline or acid nature both 
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of which cause the hide suhstance to have a greater attraction for 
water and drink it in quicker. On the whole my experience shows 
that under Indian conditions the use of caustic soda is as good, if 
not better than most of the other materials recommended, many 
of which are considerably more costly. Caustic soda should be 
used at a strength of about one per thousand parts of water used, 
i.e., about I lb. for each 100 gallons of water or I oz. for each cubic 
foot.' The amount of water should be just sufficient to comfortably 
cover the goods. This normally works out at about 10 lb. of caustic 
soda per 100 hides and costs somewhere about 2 pies per hide, but· 
varies considerably according to the size of the pit and the crumpled 
condition of the raw hides .• During the cold weather, it is quite 
possible and economical to use the caustic soda water for a second 
day by adding sufficient caustic soda to bring it up to its original 
strength. As this entails the chemical testing of the water it has 
seldom been' done in South India. This amount of caustic soda 
is the amount that should be used with normally good quality water. 
If, however, the water becom~s definitely" ('nilky on .the addition of 
caustic soda, this shows that the water contains a considerable amount 
of temporary hardness which destroys an equivalent amount of 
caustic soda and consequently it is necessary to add further quantity 
in order to make up for this loss. In cases of this kind, the staff 
of the Leather Trades Institute, would always be willing to help 
any tanner who consults them regarding this matter. In the worst 
cases I have come across, it was necessary to add abo]Jt two parts 
per thousand as the water contained sufficient hardness to destroy 
one part per thousand of caustic soda. 

When using "chemicals" it must be remembered that they 
are seldom sold cent per cent pure and in many cases there is a choice 
of different qualities and strengths on the market. In making 
up solutions of various strengths this must be taken int) account. 
Thus in the case of caustic soda it is possihle to buy it in one of 
three forms-fused (7frJ7 per cent), flake (98--99 per cent) or powder 
(98--99 per cent). This means that 100 lb. of the fused material 
contains 76 lb. or 77 of the chemical and 100 lb. of the flake or powder 
98 lb. or 99. Now if we require a certain quantity of the chemical
say 10 lb.-it will be necessary to weigh out 10 X '; or 13f Ib.

of the fused or lb. 10 X ~~o or IO-I/S lb. of the flake or powder. If 
the fused form is used it is very necessary that the workman, who 
breaks it and weighs it wears goggles lest a chip should fly into his 
eye and cause considerable injury 

• Sodium sulphide Na.S has also been considerably used in the 
same process and gives quite satisfactory results but it is in my 
opinion slightly more costly and shows no great advantage over 
caustic soda. Roughly speaking, the action of weak solutions of 
sodium sulphide is the same as that of half the trength of caustic 
soda, as on solution sodium sulphide breaks up into two materia1s-
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caustic soda and sodium sulphydrate, the latter being of use in the 
unhairing but of little use in quickening the absorption of water by 
the hide .. 

NazS 
Sodium sulphide. 

+ HzO 
water. 

NaOH + NaSH 
Caustic soda. Sodium sulphy

drate. 

. Normally II to 3 per thousand of sodium sulphide is used as 
against one per thousand of caustic soda. • 

Commercial sodium sulphide is obtained in several forms the 
chief being fused and crystals. The fused form contains about 
60 per cent of the chemical and the crystals about 37 per cent. Thus 
if 10 lb. of the chemical is required it is necessary to weigh out 
10 X '6

00 or 16-213 lb. of the fused and 10 ~ or ~7 lb. of the 
o 37 

crystal. .. 

. The use of the above chemicals is not at all experimental as they 
have been used by some of the largest and best known tanners in 
this Presidency and in other parts of India for years and it is only 
on account of the difficulty of getting into touch with tanners and 
their dislike of the use of. chemicals that the use of either of these 
materials has not spread very much more than it has. Experiments 
carried out at the Leather Trades Institute during 19~9 showed 
that the use of chlorine along with caustic soda is exceedingly useful. 
These experiments were unfortunately stopped before they were 
brought to a conclusion and it is therefore inadvisable to publish 
the results. The writer who' was carrying. them out was then 
informed by Government to confine his activities to the work on 
stains. As in other cases, the amount of chlorine nece!jSary is very 
small and varies from about ~ to 4 oz. of perchIoron for each pound 
of caustic soda used or double this amount of bleaching powder. 
Chlorine cannot be used with sodium sulphide as the two substances 
react forming inert bodies such as common salt that have little or 
no action. 

Although acid soaks have been largely used in Europe and 
elsewhere, very little work has been done on this in South India 
and as the small scale experiments made in the Leather Trades 
Institute have not shown any great advantage over the use of caustic 
soda, it is not likely that the use of these materials will develop. 
Acids are as a rule more costly to transport and not so easy to deal 
with as the two alkalies mentioned above. Of the acids used in 
Europe, formic acid has perhaps given the greatest satisfaction. 
This body is difficult to pack for transport to the tropics and is not 
manufactured locally and it is unlikely to be used here on a larger 
scale at present. I have known of several cases where tanners 
in India have ordered formic acid from suppliers in Europe and 
although the latter have despatched the material, the tanners have 
only received the empty containers as the whole of the acid had 
escaped during the voyage. 



Some sort of mechanical work is of very great assistance in the 
soaking of dry hides after they have become soft enough to bear 
this without damage. In South India it is usual to throw hides 
over a fleshing beam and scrape and stretch them with fleshing 
knife on the flesh side. The idea underlying this working is to 
open out the fibres by breaking down the adhesion caused by drying 
so that the water penetrates quicker. In Europe and in large fac
tories,this working is more often done mechanically in open sided or 
other types of drums where the partially softened hides are run with . 
only a small quantiry of water and so. by their own weight receive 
considerable milling. The hand work, although not so efficient 
from a mechanical point of view, has one great advantage over the 
drum in that workmen noticing any large masses of flesh on the 
hide may remove it by a cutting stroke whereas this, of course, is 
not done in the drum. Even where a drum has been used I have 
known cases where it was found advisable to examine the hides 
after drumming and to pick out the fleshy ones which were then 
rough fleshed. After the mechanical working the hides should be 
left in water for about one to three hours so that the fibres which have 
been separated by the work may have the opportunity of taking up 
water and I?ecoming fully hydrated. . ' 

It is exceedingly difficult to give any rule!. oy which it is possible 
to tell when the washing process should be stopped. McLaughlin 
has however shown in the J oumal of the American Leather Chemists 
Association that generally speaking, goods should remain in water 
with or without chemical addition as long as they are increasing 
in weight, i.e., taking up water. As soon as the weight begins to 
fall, it shows that putrefaction is starting and damage and loss of 
weight occurring. By this mesr-" it is often possible to tell in which 
of the two tanneries tanning tile same type of material, washing is 
being done most efficiently as where the ratio of wet weight to dry 
weight is greater, the work is better. The weighing of wet goods 
needs considerable carl. and experience to get regular results but can be 
done satisfactorily aiter a few trials with hides. In the case of skins 
it is however very much more difficult to get accurate results o~ 
account of the irregular quantities of water and the large amount of 
hair on th .. skins. The table below shows how the weight of two 
types of dry salted hide varied during the washing process and it 
will be seen that this increased to a maximum, then either remained 
constant for a short time and afterwards or fell straight away. , 

Time of Weightol Weight of 
soaking. class I. class •• 

HOURS. LB. LB; 

Original weight of each class was 
, lb. 100. 

a "9 II6 

Do. 4 124 127 Do. 6 129 128 
Do. 8 128 132 
Do. 10 133 138 
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Time of Weight of Weight of 
soaking. class I. class z. 

HOURS. LB. LB. 

Original weight of each class was 
lb. 100. 

12 134- 126 

Do. 14 138 128 

Do. 16 134- 129 
Do. 18 127 124 

Do~ 
.-

20 123 124 

This shows that the best time to soak class I was 14 hours and 
class 2 was 8 to 10 hours. Class I was a hide that has been imported 
from abroad, whilst class 2. was one of local origin and hence would 
have been a much shorter period in cure and therefore might be 
expected to require less soaking. 

&jtTent:es. 
(J) Procter's Principles of Leather Manufacture, Chapter XII, page 16:1, etc. 
(aJ Department of Industries (Madras) Bulletin No. 57 •• Notes on South Indian 

Tannery -Waters,' page 3. 
(3) George D. McLaughlin and Edwin R. Theis Jalca. 1923. page 353, 

CHAPTER X. 

'Liming. 

After the washing of the hides and skinS, they have to be treated 
by some method which will loosen the hair so that it may be removed. 
The method employed in practice is that of liming which not only 
looses the hair but also swells up the flesh so that it can cut off with 
a suitable knife. Normally, hides or skins are placed in pits con
taining milk of lime and are left in them 7 to 20 days according to 
the nature of the skin and the type of the tannage done. The pits 
in which the liming is' done are invariably below ground level. 
During the course of the process tbe liquor is changed only once or 
twice so that the labour involved in lifting the water is not great. 
Where the pits are above ground level, there is always the danger 
of the· water leaking out and causing extensive damage to the skins. 
I n almost all cases, arrangements are made so that the old liquor 
(when thrown out from one pit) can be discharged either straight 
into the drain or run back into any other pit where it is required. 
The pits vary in size in diffe~ent. tanneries, but usually are about 
... feet square in skin tanneries and 6 feet square in hides tanneries. 
In some cases, tanneries that had originally been built for skins are 
now heing used for hides so that the hides have to be limed in the 4-
feet pits, resulting increases whose marks cannot be entirely removed 
by setting out. 



PLATS No.6. - SKINS IN LIME PITS. 
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It is usual for the lime liquor tq be prepared either the day before 
it is required or whilst the skins or hides are being washed and 
softened. A suitable quantity of water ~ run into the pit to which 
may be added a greater or less quantity of used lime liquor. To 
lhis water a suitable quantity of lime is added, care being taken 
that only the finely divided parti~les are added, all ~arse material 
being rejected. This is a wise precaution as the larger particles 
often contain sand, unburnt shells and other materials that may 
cause scratches. A~ any r"te w!>en this waste material is put into 
the pit it becomes much more difficult to mix the lime liquor 
thoroughly when handling the goods owing to the solid mass it forms 
at the bottom of the pit. The normal method is to put the slacked 
lime or lime slab into a loosely woven basket and to agitate this 
with a circular motion partially immersed in the water until the 
finely divided lime has passed through the blSket leaving the coarser 
matter behind. When the goods are ready to be put into the pit, 
this liquor is thoroughly stirred by the workmen stirring up the water 
with their feet and scraping the bottom of the pit with a mamti. 
The first time the skins are put into the lime liqqor, it is normal 
to pass them one by one backwards and forwards through the milk 
of lime tQ ensure penetration of the lime liquor aOlOngst the hair 
or wool. Mter the hair or wool is saturated with lime liquor the 
skins are piled in different corners of ti)e pit. In some tanneries, 
this method of handling the skins is done each time they are put 
back, but in most tanneries, after the first time I they are simply. 
thrown back and pressed down. Hides are usua Iy thrown straight 
into the pit and pressed (lawn by the wor~en standing on them. 
Goods are removed from the pit daily and the lime stirred well. 
This • handling' is done by labourers ge~ing into the pits and 
removing the skins or hides with their hands on to the dividing 
walls and on the back and front of the pit. This method is peculiar 
to Madras as in other parts of the world the goods are removed 
with tongs, hooks or other mechanical means. In cold climates, 
it would be impossible for men to carry out tl].!'l work 'is is done in 
Madras as the sharpness of lime vr ater jncre'!Ses '!S the terq.perature 
gets less. When the hair is loosened enough, usually after 7 to 10 

days, the goods are removed and unhaired and the skin pr /lide then 
returned into • new lime liquor for a further few days. At; t/l.is 
stage the goods quickly swell up considerably .nd after -4- to 6 days 
are ready for lleshing. The amount of lime used in diff.erelll: tanneries 
varies very considerably depending on the quality of lime and the 
liming required. Normally the ammmt is about I t lb. of ijll)e s~b 
or just under I lb. of dry shell lime per skin and about & tq ~ ~ 
tl~~ amount per hiQ.e. .. 

Fortunately for the tanner, lime is onlr slighrl¥ soluble lind any 
excess added does no harm to the skins 01" hides but only tends to 

. fill up the pit. The amoullt of lime soluble in a defulite volume pf 
water is IIery small and unlike ",ost other materials the aJJI.QUnt 
soluble in hot water is less than in cold w.ter. A nllmber DC tahU:s 

9 
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have been published showing the solubility of lime at different 
temperatures and the one given below is based on the determination 
made by the author when a student. 

100 c.·c. of saturated lime water at 5 CI 41 F contain 0'1350 grm. of 
Cao. 

Do. 10 CI 50 F 
" 0'1342 " Do. IS CI 59 F " 0'1320 

" Do. 20 CI 68 F 
" 0'1293 " Do. 25 C/ 77 F " 0' 1254 " Do. 30 C/ 86 F 
" 0' 1219 " Do. 35 C/ 95 F " 

0'1I61 
" Do. 40 C/104 F 

" 0'1I19 " Do. 50 C/122 F 
" 0'0981 

" Do. 60 C/140 F 
" 0'0879 " Do. 70 C/158 F " 0'0781 

" Do. 80 Cfl76 F 
" 0'0740 

" Do. 90 C/194 F " 0'0696 
" Do. 100 C/2I2 F 

" 0'0597 " 
This table gives the solubility of lime made from Italian marble. 

Lime from other materials may be very slightly more or less soluble 
than this, but as the variation is very small these figures may be taken 
as accurate enough for all ordinary work. 

From this table it can be seen that the amount of lime actually 
.soluble in water at temperatures common in Madras being only 
",bout 1 i parts per thousand, the water in a pit 4' X 4' x 2' deep 
will only dissolve 4 x 4 x 2 X I i oz., or z! lb. of lime. As skins 
which are put into a pit of this size will require much more lime 
than this amount, it can be .seen that it is necessary not only to place 
. them in a clear saturated hme water but to have an excess of lime 
present. The water from which the lime is removed' by the skins 
is then able to recover its strength from the excess of lime present 
in the pit and so to pass on the lime to the hide or skin. Adding 
large quantities of lime to the water in the pit does not increase the 
strength of tbe solution but only makes it possible for the hides to 
go on absorbing lime for a longer period. 

If we take a piece of freshly slaughtered hide, carefully wash it 
in water containing two parts of chlorine per 100,000 parts of water, 
in order to prevent putrifieation starting, and then put it into milk 

: of lime the hide will swell up become firmer and increases consider-
ably in'weight .. There however ~il1 be very !ittle action on the hair 

( which will reanun firm for a considerable penod. If after a certain 
number of days this piece is removed and another similar piece 
placed in the same liquor, .it will be no?ced that ther~ is less ~welling 
action but that the loosenmg of the h8lT takes place In less tIme. If 

, fresh pieces of hide are ~gain ~d again a~~ed there will fin:ally come 
, a time when the swe1hng Will be neghglble but the hlUr will be 
'removed very quickly. The lime liquor which originally was 
. odourless and white will during the course of these experiments 
~ have become highly charged. with ammonia and other similar bodies 



and wilt have a strong smell, whilst its colour will nave changed 
considerably. If the pieces of hide used in this experimellt are 
delimed and tanned, the first will be found to give a fairly heavy 
and firm leather, whilst each of the following samples will show less 
weight and greater softness. This shows that the chief property 
of a new lime is that of swelling up the hide or skin whilst it has 
very little unhairing action. On the other hand old limes have a strong 
unhairing action but cause much less swelling than does a nc:w ~>ne. 
By carefully regulating the use of the lime liquor from this prm~.ple. 
the tanner is enabled to vary his liming so as to get the most sUltable 
results for his particular needs. As an example if a tanner ~~ds 
that he has great difficulty in removing the short hairs the additl(~n 
of less water and more old liquor in making up the first lime w.ll 
most likely make the removal of this short hair much easier. On 
the other hand a tanner who finds his leather too loose and flabby 
can do much to overcome this by using a fresher lime. 

The general practice in the West during recent years has 'been 
to shorten the process of liming by the addition of sodium sulphide 
and similar chemicals to the lime. By this means it is possible to 
loosen the b.air and swell the hide very quickly thus saving the double 
process which is necessary with lime only. Up to the present, 
the use of sulphide has been very restricted in Southern India, the 
reasons for this being (i) that its use does not give any improvements 
to the particular types of leather tanned by the South Indian tanner 
for export and (ii) that its use necessitates protection of the worker 
as the solvent action of sulphide is just as great on the epidermis of 
living people as on that of the dead skins and consequently it is 
impossible for workmen to do the handling, unhairing, etc., as is at 
present done. In a few cases where tanners have saught help from 
the Leather Trades Institute on account' of having lots of skins 
that would not unhair by normal means, due to some mistake having 
been made in the curing, the use of sodium SUlphide has proved 
exceedingly useful. It has, however, been necessary to make 
arrangements for the protection of the workmen's hands and legs 
in these cases. 

As pointed out above, the action of lime liquor varies according 
to whether it is old or new and practice has shown that it is advisable 
to first treat the goods in an old liquor and finish in a new. This is 
usually done here in two stages whereas in the West, it is often done 
in several stages by means of working the hides or skins through a 
series of pits instead of leaving them in the same pit throughout 
the process. The nl,lmber of pits of this type through which a lot 
of hide passes is known as 'set' and is worked in such a way that 
the skins or hides are regularly, passed forward into newer and 
newer liquors. For details of the method of working such a • set' 
any book dealing with European and American method of tanning 
may be consulted, (e.g., Manufacture of Leather, by Bennett, 
Chapter 7). 
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At first sight it may be ClInsidered that the methods employed by 
the Madras tanner of putting the washed skin into a freshly made 
lime Is 'tery different from this. However, as skins washed at the 
temperature common here carry forward a very active bacterial 
growth and considerable quantitieS of putriflable matter on which 
they can develop, even a fresh lime liquor very quickly becomes 
• old'. In this Wliy the normal unhairing lime after about five days, 
uSe may be considered to be old having developed considerable 
ammonia and having unhairing rather than swelling properties. 
The unhaired skins or hides on the other hand carry forward a much 
smaller bacterial growth and still less soluble matter on which these 
can thrive so that these. 8welling-or elangaram limes as they are 
spoken of here-show little alteration after several days. 

At bne time; It was considered v'ery important that no salt should 
be permitted to ·enter the lime pits and consequently great care was 
taken to wash out all salts from the salted goods .. Modern experience 
and experiments have, however, shown that a certain amount of 
salt in a lime li<tuor is not normally detrimental and in some cases 
may be actually useful. Salt undoubtedly stops swelling in tan 
liquors and in acid liquors generally and many tanners have been 
led by this to expect the same to take place in lime liquors which, 
however, is quite a different case as these are alkalies and not acid. 
ExperimentS have shown that there is normally a slightly greater 
swelling in lime Ii quors in which there is a small amount of salt 
than in those without salt .. 

The warm temperafure of South Indian tanneries tends to increase 
the solvent action of lime liquor on hides and to cause the unhairing 
to be quicker but introduces several difficulties. Wood, one of the 
most careful British Chemists, ~tates in his book ", The Puering. 
Bating and Drenching of Skins" that a fully limed skin begins to 
dissolve at a temperature of about 82° F though partially and fully 
delimed once 'will stand a considerable higher temperature. This 
temperature is considerably below the normal summer temperature 
in most South lndian tnrieries and consequently excessive liming 
and swelling m'ust be avoided. This high temperature is undoubtedly 
one of the chief causes of the weakening of the grain of skin causing 
the scudding knife scratches (,.~ji)QJfTfilfJ/j) so common in South 
Indian skins. 

In the case of sheep skin. having wool of a commercial value. 
it is wise to t~eat them in such a method that the wool is not damaged 
by immersion in the lime. The method most ·commonly used is 
that of painting the flesh side of the skin with a thick cream of lime 
then folding the skin flesh to flesh and leaving them in the pile 
overnight. The painting of the flesh side with lime is done much 
quicker than it can be described.. Skins are piled flesh up. the 
Workmen standing behind the pile seizes the hind shanks while 
another standing in front dips a short wool skin into a thick cream 
of lime and drops this on the top of the pile. The first workman 
now throws over the hind part of the top skin and by means of a 
pulling motion coats this with the cream of lime carried forward on 



the short hair skin. The dipped skin is then dipped into the lime 
again so as to be ready for the next skin, the coated one being 
folded into a bundle in such a way that as little as possible of the 
wool comes in contact with the lime. These bundles are then 
piled overnight. 

The following morning the wool although not loose enough to 
be removed with the knife, can be pulled out and this is normally 
done by women who hold the skin with their feet and pull out the 
wool either with their fingers and thumbs only or by gripping the 
wool between their thumbs and a small piece of wood. Whilst 
doing this the women keep the different coloured wool separate. 
Pulled wool of t~is type _ suffers little or no damage from the lime 
and is hence of much greater commercial value than limed wool 
which has lost the greater part of its strength and a considerable 
amount of the felting properties. This painting process is general in 
districts where wool sheep predominate, such as the Ceded Districts 
and Hyderabad. In the central districts both methods may be found 
in use, whilst in the southern section where only hair sheep are 
found practically all skins, are limed in pits. After wool has been 
removed f.om the skins they are thrown into lime pits and undergo 
a similar though slightly shorter liming than do other skins. 

I know of one tanner, 'who adds small quantities of sodium 
sulphide to the cream of lime used in this process as he considers 
he gets considerably better results than with lime only. He has, 
however, to supply his workmen with rubber gloves to protect their 
hand from the sulphide. 

Both unhairing and fleshing are carried out by throwing the 
skin or hide over a beam and pushing or cutting off hair or flesh by 
means of a soft iron knife. The beams are made by splitting the 
lower few feet of a palmyra palm and smoothening the surface so 
as to make it semi circular in section. These beams are usually 
about three feet nine inches long and one foot six inches across at 
the top and three inches less at the bottom. The workmen sup
port the beam at an angle-usually about 60 from the horizontal, 
which he finds most suitable to his size and method of work by 
placing a plank or bamboos tied together in a l( (cross) form in 
hollow cut in the back. Plate No. I shows the differences in 
knives. used for the different processes for skins and hides. The 
concave is the working edge in all cases and should approximately 
fit the curve of the beam. 



, Unhairing is done by first making a cushion of skins or hides 
over the beam and then throwing the skin or hide· to be unhaired 
over the cushion .and removing the hair by a pushing stroke. In 
cases where the hair or wool has a commercial value other than for 
manure it is usual that the different coloured hair or wool is separated. 
In some tanneri.es this. is done by the. workmen himself, whilst in' 
others a woman stands in front of him and. picks out the white and 
black wool as it is removed and places it on separate heaps. 

Fleshing is done over the same beam but no other skins are use& 
as a cushion as is done during unhairing, As skins normally have 
very little flesh on them and that present is much less firmly attached 
than on hides it is normally removed by a pushing stroke with the 
knife roughly at right angles to the surface of the skin, but where 
larger masses of flesh are found and with hides this has to be removed 
by a slicing out with the knife held practically parallel to the surface 
cjf the beam. The Madras hide fleshing knife gives a narrower 
stroke than does the English fleshing knife and henc.e has a smaller 
Gutturn. On the other hand workmen become proficient in its use 
in a shorter time, it can be used with ease by a smaller type of man 
and is less liable to cut into the substance of the hide at the centre 
of the stroke than is the English knife. The English knife unlike 
the Madras knife has two edges; cutting is done on the convex 
edge. whilst the scraping is done on the concave . 

. Five South Indian export skin tanners have installed fleshing 
machines which they consider to give better results than hand work 
especially when working extra heavy skins. 
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CHAPTER XI.,' 

. . Elangaram. 

When hides and skins have been fleshed there are still several 
processes which they must undergo before they are ready to be 
tanned, the chief of these being (I) ~e removal of the lime, (2) 
removal of the short hair, the broken off hair roots, broken down 
epidermis structure and pigment from the hair pores, (3) removal 
of the lime soap formed by the reaction of lime on the fatty matter 
in the skins and (4) the pulling down of the skin from the swollen 
condition in which it is, to the soft and pliable condition which is 
required to give a leather suitable for export. All this is done 
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during the elangaram process which consists in alternatively soaking 
the goods in water with or without movement and in working by 
means of a knife over the beam. 

In Europe there is a saying that "leather is made in the bate 
house" and as the elangaram process includes the South Indian 
equivalent of bating, this saying is applicable to the elangaram 
process. As· the character of the finished leather, particularly as 
regards feel and appearance, depends more on this process than 
any other the meaning of this saying can be easily understood. , 

Unfortunately, this process is scientifically one of the most 
difficult to understand and to control effectively as the process 
depends on very complicated bacterial, biochemical and chemical 
actions of bodies of which even the constitution is not thoroughly 
understood. 

As skins or, hides are washed in very many changes of water 
during this process it can be seen that quick drainage is essential 
and as in the case of washing, pits for this process are invariably 
built above ground level. They are usually not more than z feet 
6 inches deep and vary from 5 feet to 8 feet square according to the 
size of the tannery and the amount of material worked. In large 
tanneries it is found handier to work in a number of smaller pits 
than in a smaller number of unduly large one. 

The length cf time the goods remain in this process and the 
number of workings depends on several factors such as the quality 
and the temperature of the water, the class of raw material being 
worked and the quality of the finished leather required. The time 
the goods remain in this process is normally from 3.0 to 96 hours 
whilst the number of washings runs from 8 to zo, Generally speaking, 
the primer the quality of the skins, the longer will they remain in 
process and more workings they will receive. The normal tanner 
judges the quality of the tannery water by its action in this process. 
The water in which the skins can be left a longer time without 
suffering damage is considered to be the better water. At present 
the e1angaram process is very similar to that used in parts of France 
for the finest French kid and was almost certainly introduced origi
nally from Lyon in France where it was then used in the calf kid 
industry calf kid was a very popular type of leather about the middle 
of the last century. Everything points to the fact that this process 
was introduced into the South India by DeSusa about 1850 and that 
it reached here via Mauritius where DeSusa is supposed to have 
learnt tanning methods. 

Lime cannot be removed from hide substance, for which it has 
a very great attraction, by merely washing in pure water. If a fully 
lime hide or skin is placed into pure water, a certain amount of 
lime will diffuse out into the water but if further lots of fresh water 
are added, the amount quickly lessens and however long and with 
whatever number of waters the washing is carried out a certain 
amOllJlt of lime still remains in the skin. This can be seen from 



~he following table and diagram taken from Chapter l of Wood's 
book -" l'uering, bating and drenching. of skins." 

Lime ~emO'Ved fTom lime skins by washing in water. 
Time of washing. 

Aa taken from lime ... 
1 hour 
a hours 
3 " 

.6 " 
7 " 

14 " 

Per cent Cao 
on dry skin. 

4'6 
3·05 
2'20 

I"75 
t'S5 
"55 
1'50 

Per cent lime 
removed. 

34 
52 
62 
66 
66 
67 

As however most tannery waters are far from pure, it is neces
sary not only to consider the action of water but also that of the 
soluble impurities contained in the water. If these will react with 
lime, it can be seen that although present in .small quantities their 
·effect may be very important on account of the large amount of 
water used. One of the commonest impurities in ordinary waters 
is temporary hardness which consists of bicarbonate of calcium 
or magnesium. Caustic lime reacts with temporary hardness forming 
an insoluble body calcium carbonate corresponding to unburnt lime 
stone or shell. 

Ca (OH)z 
Caustic lime. 

z Ca C03 
Calcium carbonate. 

Ca Hz (C03)z 
Bicarbonate of lime 

(Temporary bard
ness). 

z H. 0 
. Water. 

Gives. 

When calcium carbonate is produced by the reaction of the caustic 
lime in the hide substance some of it may remain mechanically held 
in the fibres of the hide or skin and this is often the cause of .. water 
stains" which are the causes of very considerable trouble and damage 
in many tanneries. 

The amount of water used in elangaram process is very large 
indeed and normally amounts to from two-thirds to three-fourths 
of that employed in the whole process. In this process it is not 
unusual for skins to pass through as many as eo different lots of 
water. The amount used per skin or hide for each washing varying 
considerably in different tanneries but is normally 1 to I gallon 
per skin and about 6 times this amount for hides. The following 
is one of the many methods employed by skin tanners. On the 
removal of the skins from the limes, they are washed by trampling 
in two lots of water and then fleshed .. Salla" that is placed flesh 
side up over a beam and scraped with II fleshing knife so as to remove 
as much of flesh as possible. They are then washed again by tramp
ling in two more waters and then are scudded "Khar." Scudding 
is done by placing the skin grain side up over the beam over which 
several skins have been stretched so as to act as a cushion. It is 
. very important that the knife usee;! for this purpose "as a very clear 
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and even edge. After the first' scudding' they are again washed 
and then left over night in fresh water. The following day they 
receive a second fleshing and are again washed by trampling in two 
waters and then get the second scudding. After this they are washed 
twice in water and left over night. The following morning they 
receive a third fleshing followed by two more washings and finally 
one or two more scuddings with two washings and tramplings between 
each., In addition to this working, washing and trampling goat 
skins are usually given a certain amount of beating. ,This is done 
either with cylinderical wooden blocks fixed on to the end of bamboo 
about 6 feet in length or by the workmen feet. In the former case 
a line workmen stand on either side wall of the elangaram pit in which 
the skins are placed with just sufficient water to rna ke them slide 
over one another easily. The beating is carried out in a regular 
and definite system, the time of each stroke being kept by means 
of a vocal effort by one of the workers or a maistri-which is repeated 
in turn by the whole of the men working. Where this is done 
with the workmen feet, the same number of men get into the pit at 
either side and whilst standing on one leg use the sole of the other 
foot as a hammer. In this case time is kept either vocally as with 
the beaters or by means ofa drum-usually either on empty kerosene 
tin, bucket or upturned tanning tub. This beating is usually done 
after each of the last two scuddings, but the exact place where it is 
done and the severity of it varies considerably from tannery to 
tannery. 

Each scudding is done in its own particular way and maistris and 
workmen know these by different names such as "ota khar" or 
" chapa khar" depending on the direction and method of scudding. 
As however the exact working of these different "khars" is not 
the same in different tanneries it is useless to try to describe this in 
detail here. ' 

The first scudding is usually of a light nature and more or less 
in the direction of the hair. The second scudding is usually much 
severer and more prolonged, whilst the wor king is done not only 
in the direction of the hair but against it, and at every angle possible. 
The following scuddings may be more or less severe or slight according 
to the nature of the skins and the pulling down property of the water. 

In my experience in South India I have only come across two or 
three waters which have been .. too good" to give good results 
with the normal Madras method. In these cases it was necessary 
to add something such as acids to make it possible to completely 
remove the lime. One of these waters contained under five parts 
per one hundred thousand of total impurities of which only two 
parts consisted of temporary hardness. On the other hand I know 
of many waters which have no much temporary hardness that they 
destroy the caustic lime very rapidly and so allow the skin to fall 
very quickly and often give considerable trouble as this produces 
water stains. A lot of work has been done in the Leather Trades 

10 
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Institute ·on the effecf of different chemical impurities of water in 
this process, but there i~ still a very large scope for 'York on the bac
terical and biochemical side of this question of which very little is 
known. Experiments have shown that it is impossible to get 
a good pulling down in a sterile water and a certain amount of bacterial 
action seems necessary. This is shown by the fact that if small 
quantities of chlorine are added to the water used in the e1angaram 
process it is slowed down tremendously and does not yield the 
required result. The use of chlorine at this stage may be exceedingly 
useful in cases of any disorganisation which makes it imperative 
to keep the skins longer in this process than normal. The addition 
of small quantities of chlorine, say 2-10 parts per 100,000 will 
make it possible to keep the skins one or two days longer at this 
stage without any serious damage taking place. 

As. pointed out earlier the reaction between the caustic lime 
in the skin and the temporary hardness in the' water is one of .the 
chief causes of water stain "tani charai." To avoid these, as 
far as possible, care should be taken to never allow skins, whilst 
they contain caustic lime to remain any length. of time without 
movement in water containing considerable quantities-say over 
IS parts per 100,000 of temporary hardness. It is quite easy to 
test if a skin contains any caustic lime, by cutting it in a thick part 
and dropping on. to the cut surface a little of phenol phthalein 
test solution (! to I part of phenol phthalein dissolved in 190 parts 
of rectified spirit) which in the presence of caustic lime gives an 
intense red colouration. The absence of red colour does not indicate 
that the skin is free from all forms of lime and is ready to go forward 
to bark, but only that the caustic lime has been removed or transferred 
into some inert form. Thus limed skins washed in hard water 
several times without scudding would show no red (iIi certain cases 
a very light pin/t colour may be noted) but will contain considerable 
quantities of carbonate of lime. If this carbonate of lime is spread 
evenly throughout the skin little damage takes place, but if there 
are accumulation at certain places and none at other, stains are often 
produced. 

Investigation has shown that the most pronounced water stains 
are usually produced when skins are thrown into fresh water contain
ing a large amount of hardness immediately after fleshing. As. at this 
stage tbe skin containing a large amount of caustic lime and as the 
fleshing process takes a considerable time, say often 2 or 3 hours 
to carry out, it can be seen that the first few skins fleshed and thrown 
into water often remain a long time without movement and to begin 
with at any rate are in a relatively very large quantity of water. This 
.a1lows considerable action to take place between the lime in the most 
·exposed portion and the impurities in the water. Where water 
contains over 20 parts hardness and in some cases with even less, 
I consider it is wise to return them into some of the same water in 
which they have been washed before they were fleshed, or into a 
mixture of this with a certain amount of fresh water, 'or fresh wate.r 
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to which a suitable amount of clear lime water has been added. 
Only when the goods are all completely fleshed, should they be 
moved forward into fresh water and immediately well trampled so 
that the reaction will take 'place evenly throughout the goods and 
not in particular places only. The same precaution should be taken 
after the first scudding if any caustic lime is still present. In the 
same way before goods are left in the water overnight or during meal 
time, they should be kept in motion in the water in which they are 
to be left for some time so that ·the reaction between the hardness 
and caustic lime will be lessened and hence the chance of damage 
will be greatly reduced. In certain tanneries, where previously bad 
water stains were common, but where these precautions are now 
taken, water stains have been very considerably reduced if not 
completely got rid of. In most cases, the elangaram process and the 
deliming is not carried out as thoroughly for hides as for skins and in 
some cases a certain amount of caustic lime is left in the thicker po," 
tions of the hides. Where avaram bark is used this is of little conse
quence as the bark contains sufficient non-tannin substances that on 
fermentation produces products of an acid type which will remove 
the lime. With wattle bark, however, the case is different as this 
produces very little acid 'Pld hence does not remove any lime left in 
the same way and this in some cases leads to irregular colour and 
stains. • 

McFarlane strongly recommends the use of bran drench for 
hides during elangaram process and under certain conditions it has 
been found to give much better colour and feel to the hides than 
where water alone has been used. It has also been used for skins 
in certain cases especially when water has been scarce and unsatis
factory. To make a bran drench, a suitable amount of wheat bran 
is placed in a tub and scalded with sufficient boiling water to comple
tely cover it. The amount of bran used is often about 5 lb. for 
each 100 lb. of lime pelt but very much smaller and sometimes 
larger quantities are used under particular conditions. For use 
this solution is diluted down in sufficient water to completely cover 
the skins or hides to be treated. The action that takes place· 
causes a considerable amount of gas to be· evolved and at the same 
time produce a considerable amount of weak organic acids, chiefly 
acetic and lactic acid, which dissolve out the lime. The accumula
tion of the gas produced in the hides and skins cause them to rise 
to the surface and they must be pressed down every now and then to· 
prevent those on the top being damaged by drying or by bacterial 
agency. This rising of the hide or skin to the surface is known 
to the English tanner as .. working" of the bate and the number' 
of times that they come to the top may be ·taken as a rough measure--' 
ment of the amount of drenching that takes place. . 

During the last few years, the use of oxalic acid by skin tanneries. 
has become fairly common. It is normally used some time during 
the second day and at a stage when all the caustic lime has been 
removed from the skin, but before the skin is thoroughly pulled dow",~ 



Oxalic acid "is the strongest . of the organic acids and is able to· react 
with any calcium carbonate formed in the skin where some of the 
weaker organic acids and boric acid cannot do tliis. Oxalic acid 
forms witbsalts of lime a.· white insoluble body which however 
.differs from carbonate of lime in that it has no action on tan liquor 
and . hence even if mechanically carried forward by the skin does 
Bot cauSe stains. It should be used in just sufficient water for the 
skins to comfortably move over one another as the action required 
is a surface one. Many tanners who have previously got some 
slight water stains have found that the use of oxalic acid in this way 
has prevented the formation of these or made them very much less 
noticeable. The amount used varies very considerably but about 
half a pound per hundred skins is more often used than any other 
amount. It is important that the skins be kept in movement during 
the whole time they are in the oxalic acid solution and should be 
washed in fresh water immediately after this has been done. Boric 
acid has been used by a few tanners and is especially useful in cases 
where the water is too good to pull down the skins or to remove 
the lime from them. It is an exceedingly weak acid and does not 
remove calcium carbonate if previously formed. 

CHAPTER XII. J 
Tannage • 

. Up to ·this state of the process, all work done has been with the 
object of getting rid of those portions of the hide or skin, which are 
not wanted in leather formation and in bringing the portion required 
into the most suitable condition for the production of leather. The 
hide or skin is still • raw' and of a very putrefactive nature so 
that any delay in the process at any point previous to this, with the 
exception of the time the hides or skins are in the lime pits, will lead 
to considerable damage due to putrefaction taking· place. The 
next part of the process, that is. tanning, entirely changes the nature 
of the skin or hide turning the putrefiable skin substance into leather, 
which is exceedingly stable and resistant to decay and to al\ forms of 
organisms except mould. During this process also the jelly-like 
fibres of the skin or hide change in nature and lose their stickiness, 
so that on drying it does not become hornlike, as does the raw hide, 
but remains reasonably soft and pliable.· The fibres also become 
more absorbent to oil or grease so that the application of this softens 
leather without giving it an oily feel. 

The method of tannage used in South India is that known as the 
contact process. Hides aad skins are brought together with the 
tanning material and water into pits or tubs so that the gradual 
transference of the tannin from the bark to the water and from the 
water to the hide or skin can take place. Up to the War, the barks 
used were always avaram (Cassia auriculata) and konam (Cassia 
fistula) but since the War, larger and larger quaatities of imported 
wattle bark have been used for hides. as can be seen from the diagram 
in Chapter II. 
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As the processes used are still based on the avaram tanning, I , 
shan first descdbe the normal avaram tannag~ of skins. The day 
before the skins are to complete the elangaram process, a tan liquor 
is prepared to receive them, by taking a clean old liquor, from which 
a previous lot of skins has been removed, and adding to it from 1 to 
11 lb. of bark for each pound of leather expected. This is allowed 
to soak for 24 hours or more in the liquor before the skins are 
brought into it. The bark liquor thus prepared is known as the 
, Medichal.' . 

Great care is always taken to remove, as far as possible, all extra
neous matter from the bark by first of·all sieving it and rejecting the 
fine material that passed through the sieve. This contains a good 
deal of earthy matter, sand, etc. When the bark comes from a red 
soil or laterit~ district, the earthy 'matter may contain a good deal 
of iron, which, if left in, would tend to cause discoloration and stains. 
The dust removed from the bark is not wasted, but is usually sold to 
village tanners who use it to tan pieces or bad rejection hides and 
.kins. It normally contains about 12 per cent of tannin but gives a 
liquor very much higher in colour than does the rest of the bark_ 
Mter sieving, the bark is put quickly into water, stirred up for a 
few secondS and then put into another one to three waters. After 
remaining a few seconds in each of these, it is removed and drained 
and then taken to the pits or tubs into which it is to be used. This 
washing tends to further clean the bark as large stones that have not 
bun removed by the sieves immediately sink to the bottom and are 
hence not carried forward whilst a good deal of dust is also washed 
off the bark which leaves it much cleaner for use and consequently 
gives a brighter coloured liquor. There is, in this process, 
undoubtedly a definite loss of tannin, but as the colour of the leather, 
at any rate in the case of skins, is an extremely important matter to 
the South Indian tanner, it is worth while carrying out this process 
thoroughly as the gain in colour and quality fa.r exceeds the loss. 
During the 24 hours that the bark remains in the liquor, it is stirred 
up several times. 

When the elangaram process is complete, skins are brought to the 
tannery by the elangaram labourers and are immersed in the tubs 
or pits by quickly drawing them one by one backwards and forwards 
through the liquor and then pressing them down. Whilst doing 
this, the workmen count the skins so that the pre-arranged number is 
placed in each pit or tub. The normal number of skins put into a 
tub 3 feet 6 inches in diameter is about SO and about 4 for each 
cubic foot of liquor in pits. Almost immediately the boys or men 

, engaged in handling the goodS" in the tannery remove these skins, 
again checking the number in each tub or pit, and pile them on the 
edge of the pit or over the sides of two tubs. Care is taken so that no 
part of the skin touches the outside of the tub and does not come in 
contact with the hoop iron with which the tubs are bound. When 
all skins have been removed, the bark and liquor are stirred up and 
the skins replaced in the liquor often being paired grain to grain 



so that the absorption of the tannin from the grain side is slow whilst 
much more is absorbed by the flesh. This tends to an evener and 
lighter colour on the finished skins. Each pair of skins is pulled 
backwards and forwards through the liquor and is then immersed. 
A second similar handling may be given after one or two hours and 
the skins are then left in the liquor overnight. The following day, 
the skins receive two further handlings and on the morning of the 
third day are removed from the pit and given the first bark working. 

The bark working consists in first squeezing as much water 
from the skin as possible and then working them on the flesh side 
with the fleshing knife. The squeezing is done by placing 3 or 4 
skins together and passing one of the hind shanks of all skins over a 
fixed beam and turning these into the folds of the skin which is then 
twisted by the workmen's hands, thus getting rid of the greater 
part of the water held on the surface or between the fibres of the skin. 
The same process is carried out with hides except that a second 
bamboo is placed in the same way in the opposite front shank and the 
hide twisted by means of this either by using a fixed bamboo as a 
lever or by having a second man sitting on the bamboo so as to give 
an extra weight to it. In some tanneries, a number of skins or hides 
are twisted into a kind of rope and then twisted from the ends in a 
similar way. The knife work should be done in such a way that the 
pattern of the skin will be as square as possible and dso so as to 
give as large an area as possible.. Although skins and bides are 
sold by weight, the buyer almost always sells them by area (R.F.) and 
so when he buys considers the area more than tbe weight. The best 
method of working is to first work lengthwise from the centre 
lightly to the tail and heavily along the ridge to neck end and then 
working from the ridge to the shanks and belly, great care being 
taken to get the greatest stretch possible out at the neck end. During 
recent years there has been a great improvement in the pattern of 
the skins from many tanneries. In certain cases, however, the cross 
working is now only being done with the result that the skins become 
much broader than they are long. Too great breadths without 
corresponding length is just as bad as too great a length without 
breadth and as this cross working often leads to creases being formed 
in the skin, running from the ridge about the shoulder to the front 
shank, which after drying can never be removed, the lengthwise 
working should never be altogther omitted. 

After this working, the skins are· replaced in the tan liquor, 
but the bark which has previously been lying at the bottom of the 
tub is now placed between each skin. so that the feeding of the skin 
is now much quicker and evener. The skins are handled daily 
for another four days by which time the greater part of the tannin 
will have been transferred from the bark to the skin and the liquor 
wiII show very little strength. The skins are therefore removed 
and are 'then given a second bark working which is similar to the 
first. 
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Immediately the skins are removed from the tubs, the spent 
bark is thrown out and the liquor allowed to stand for some time so 
that any sediment may settle to the bottom. The clear liquor from 
the tub is now removed either by means of buckets or small tubs 
or by a syphon and is put into another tub. The amount removed 
varies considerably in different tanneries. But it is usually some~ 
where about two thirds. The balance which contains a large amount 
of sediment is thrown out. Water is now added to bring up the 
volume to the required amount and from i to I! lb. of bark per pound 
of leather expected is added and allowed to soak. This bark has 
previously been sieved and washed as mentioned in dealing with the 
first bark liquor. After the skins have been worked, they are placed 
into this liquor, usually being left without any bark between them 
every night, and the following morning are handled and bark placed 
between the skins. They are handled in this liquor daily for about 
one week and are then removed for a third bark working. 

By this time all except the very heavy skins are tanned through 
and are ready to be given the myrabolam bath which follows. The 
heavier goods are sometimes given an extra bark liquor and an extra. 
working. The total amount of bark given usually works out at 
ahout 3 lb. for each lb. of leather produced, i.e., for skins weighing 
6 lb. per ten about 17 to IS lb. of bark will be required for each ten 
skins. 

When goods are finally removed from the bark liquors and are 
being worked out as previously mentioned, a myrabolam bath is 
prepared by soaking a suitahle quantity of myrabolams (usually less 
than i lb. for each lb. of leather expected) in boiled water and dilut
ing down with sufficient water to cover the skins. 

Leather tanned with avaram bark is of a very light colour but 
on exposure to light and air, the colour quickly changes into an 
ohjectionable hrick-red. This change of colour is not peculiar to 
leather tanned with avaram but is common to that tanned with 
many barks of which wattle and konam are other examples. The 
tannin in these materials is of a similar chemical nature and belongs 
to a class which is called 'catechol,' from one of the materials 
produced if this is treated in a certain chemical way. Fortunately 
other tanning materials of another class-' pyrogallol' class, of 
which myraholams is an example do not give this fault. If leather 
tanned with one of the first class is given a final bath in one or the 
Oth

1
, this property of changing colour is considerably diminished 

par cularly if this liquor is more astringent than the liquor in which 
it h.' previously been. On this account, all skins and hides tanned 
in ~dras are put into a myrabol.m liquor before being, finished. 
It is elieved that this 'process was first introduced by DeSouza who 
has viously been mentioned and who may be considered as tre 
origin tor of the process used at present. It may be asked if it would 
not be advisable to give up the use of avaram altogether and to use 
only m;ytabolams in order to entirely avoid this change of colour. 
Unfortunately myrab9lams and most other materials of the pyroga1l 
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class if used alone give a very spongy leather which is both unsatis
factory in col~ur and feel and also does not fini~h or wear well, 
whereas leather tanned with avaram is mucn better in all these ways. 

Macfarlane in his description of the work of the Government 
tannery at Bombay strongly recommends the soaking of the myra
bolams in cold water (R.F.·) whilst in Soutb India hot water is 
invariably used and tanners who have tried Macfarlane's proposals 
inform me that their results have never been in any way as good as 
when boiling water is used. This seemingly contradictory experience 
may, I think, he explained in the different myrabolams used in the 
Government tannery at Bombay and by the tanners in South India. 
That there was considerable difference between the two types of 
myrabolams used in Bombay and South India is, I think, shown 
by the difference in tbe price paid for them. According to the 
statement of cost given by Macfarlane (.) the myrabolams used in 
Bombay were bougbt at a price corresponding to Rs. 20 per candy 
of 500 lb. wbereas South Indian tanners were at the same time 
paying Rs. 50 or more per candy for favourite South Indian varieties 
such as the' Salems.' Generally speaking, the South Indian myra
bolam gives an infusion of a much lighter colour than do the various 
Northern and Central Indian types (RF6). There is undoubtedly 
Ii considerable difference between the myrab infusion made from 
Central Indian types by hot and cold water whereas with Salems and 
other South Indian types there is no visible difference. The use of 
hot water also breaks down the flesh of the m yrabolams quickl y 
and thus allows a fuller extraction of the available tannin thus causing 
a saving in the amount required. For use with skins all coarse solid 
matter is removed from the liquor by pouring it through muslin 
cloth which removes all except very finely divided solids. The 
removal of the coarse material is advisable as if any ·broken pieces 
of the stone of the myrab get between the skins, they would cause 
small indentations which would show up in the finished skins. With 
hides it is usual to use the liquor without removing the pulp, the 
greater part of which is poured on to the top of the tub in which the 
hides are placed. 

The skins, after working, are passed one by one through the 
filtered myrab liquor and are then piled into another tub on to which 
the remaining liquor is poured. Care is taken to avoid air bubbles 
being formed between the skins as these tend to give black edged 
round stains. After remaining in this tub for a short tim~. _the 
skins are handled into another tub on to which the liquor i:'ti,\!len 
poured and are left overnight after which the tannage of the s~s is 
c;omplete. , 

The working of the hides or skins during tannage is, I think, 
peculiar to the Madras Presidency and has a great deal to do with the 
excellent pattern and the spread of the skin and also to the mellow 
nature of the leather and to the speed with which the goods are 
tanned. These and the weak nature of the liquor, which seldom 
exceeds 10· barkometer. and is often under 5°, also accounts for 



the low ratio of tannin to hide substance in Madras tanned leather 
and this for the small amount of bark used by the Madras tanned. 
Some time ago a well· known Cawnpore tanner, who visited Madras. 
would not believe the writer that most of the tanneries using wattle 
bark use under ,t lb. of wattle for each lb. of leather produced _ 
and it was only after he saw the work being done in several tanneries 
that he was satisfied that this statement was correct. 

The method employed where wattle bark is used for hides is' 
very similar to that described above. But as wattle bark is much 
more astringent very much smaller quantities of bark must neces
sarily be used. If we reckon that the .... verage tannin contents of 
avaram is '7 per cent and of wattle 35 per cent it appears at first 
sight that I lb. of wattle will be equal to only z lb. of avaram. In 
practice, however, a considerable amount of tannin is not extracted 
from the barks and as this average is about 7 per cent with avaram 
and 9 per cent with wattle, it can be seen that actually only 10 per 
cent and z6 per cent are extracted from the two barks. From these 
figures it can be seen that I lb. of wattle can replace over zi lb. of 
avaram. In practice, it is usual for the South Indian tanner when 
using wattle bark to use about 35 to 40 per cent of the amount of 
avaram bark he previously Used. . : I 

. When wattle was first used in Madras, the local tanners spoilt' 
considerable numbers of hides by using too large quantities of this 
bark and by this means caused case hardening of the leather. Case 
hardening is the condition formed when raw hide is put into too 
strong a liquor, as a hard surface of tanned leather is formed on 
either side of the hide, which prevents further penetration of the 
tannin so that the centre of the hide remains more or less untanned. 
The South Indian tanner has now become experienced in the use of 
wattle and is turning out leather that is almost as good as that on 
which avaram is used as can be seen by the difference in price received 
from the users in England which is only I d. per lb. less for wattle 
tanned than for avaram tanned. The Federation of Curriers, light 
leather tanners and dressers, London, have protested several times 
against the use of wattle bark by South Indian tanners and. have 
stated that they very much prefer hides tanned with wattle. At the 
same time, however, thay have never been willing to pay more than 
i d, or at most I d. more for avaram tanned leather than for that 
tanned with wattle. As the difference in cost to the South Indian 
tanner has been at certain times as much as 21 to 3 annas per lb. and 
even when avaram has been exceedingly low in price has been at 
least one: anna, it can be seen that under these conditions it has been 
economically impossible for the South Indian tanner to use avaram. 
In the opinion of the writer, the objection of the English curriers 
and leather dressers to the use of wattle has been caused by certain 
exporting firms including a certain number of case hardened hides 
in some of their parcels. Whilst in England in 19z7, the writer 
visited several users of kips to find out what they objected to in wattle 
tanned ones and in all cases he was shown these case bardened hides. 
One of the largest users, when asked to show exactly what type of kip 
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he liked, picked out some that he described as • Good old avaram 
tanned kips.' These were certainly either wattle or mixed wattle 
and avaram tanned as they showed a number of the tell-tale wattle 
barks stain. 

Wattle bark unfortunately contains some substance, believed 
to be the gum, that under certain conditions causes unsightly brown 
stains on the grain side of hides and although it has been impossible 
directly to prove that the gum is the cause of these stains, there is 
such a large amount of indirect evidence available that it is generally 
believed to be the case. It has been found that where hides are tanned 
flesh side up, whenever fresh bark is given, these stains do not appear 
(RF)6. As, however, in practice it is impossible to prevent the shanks 
and other portions of the kip to be grain up in the pits, it is wise 
to hand pick the wattle bark and remove all pieces containing quanti
ties of gum. These pieces should not be added to the pit in which 
the hides are placed but should be extracted in a separate tub and the 
liquor produced should be added to the tan pitS at some part of the 
process and well stirred up before the hides are added. In tanneries 
taking these two precautions, the wattle bark stain is seldom found. 

During the last five or six years, it has become general for tanners 
of prime skins to treat their skins with a bleaching material after they 
are removed from the bark and before going to myrabolams. The 
most regularly used material is tannic media, a product of the Havro 
Trading Company. On removal of the skins from the bark, they 
are given the usual working out and then rinced through the tannic 
media and then trampled in it for from 5 to IS minutes. It is import
ant that this should be done in a wooden vessel and not in cement 
pita as the material is of very acid nature. It is also important 
that the amount of water used should be as small as is practicable. 
After the trampling, the skins are washed in one or ~ore changes of 
water, squeezed and worked out over the beam again and are then 
sent to myrabolam bath. Skins thus treated have a greater attrac
tion for the myrab liquor than if brought straight from the bark tubs 
and it is consequently advisable to use slightly less myrabolams as 

, otherwise they get an appearance of having had too great a quantity. 

The Madras process of tanning is very different from the normal 
- process used in Western countries where it is usual to only bring the 

tanning materials into direct contact with the hide or skin when a very 
heavy tannage such as sole leather is required' (RF). For lighter 
leathers it is more usual to use a liquor tannage, the strength being 
extracted from the barks, etc., used in one set of vessels, and the. 
hides treated in the liquor in other vessels. In many cases, skins or 
hides are tanned in either regular or intermittent motion in paddles or 
drums or by suspension. In either case, it is arranged that the 
tannage is started in a very weak liquor which is strengthened as the 
process proceeds, whereas in the Indian method, the tannage is 
started in the strongest liquor. The Western method has certain 
advantages over the Madras method, the chief one of them being 
that a more complete extraction of the tanning materials may be made. 



Practically all European tanners and many European trained 
Indian tanners from other parts of India to whom I have shoWn 
South Indian tannery methods have been horrified at the amount of 
unextracted tannin left in the waste barks amounting as it does to 
about t of the amount available in the case of avaram and to a quar
ter with wattle. Western tanners and the chemists employed in 
tanneries have spent a large amount of time and money in finding 
means of preventing this waste and have reduced it very considerably. 
The problem in South India is complicated by the demands of the 
consumers at Home. It is a well-known fact that with most tanning 
materials (amongst which are avaram and wattle) the more easily 
extracted portion of the available tannin is lighter in colour than the 
remainder. It therefore follows that further extraction can only be 
obtained at the expense of the colour of the skins. Now Madras 
tanned skins are particularly valued on account of their light colour 
and when an extremely slight dullness causes a drop of 6 d. per lb. 
in the price obtained, it can be seen that it may and in fact does, 
often pay a tanner to forego the extraction of extra tannin. Even with 
hides there is normally a difference of about one anna a lb. between 
prices and bests or bests and goods which chiefly depends on the 
colour so that here again it is doubtful ~ further extraction would pay. 

A serious defect .that sometimes appears in the early stage of 
tanning of the skins is that known as pitting, where the skins 
show minute blisters under the grain surface which show up in the 
finished leather as slight hollows. This defect is much commoner 
in the hot weather than at other times of the year. The cause of 
this has been found to be that the original tan liquor has not been 
mellow enough or has been too strong and has tended to quickly 

- tan the surface without penetrating far into the leather, permitting 
the putrifactive bacteria brought forward from the elangaram to 
continue to act under the surface. This is in fact somewhat similar 
to the case hardening mentioned with wattle bark but as avaram is of 
a much mellower type the centre portion does tan afterwards. Pitting 
has been stopped in a number of tanneries by either lessening the 
time and the number of workings in the elangaram process or by 
reducing the amount of bark used in the first liquor or alternately 
using a greater proportion of old liquor in making up new liquor and 
less water. Blistering of the hides may be caused in the same way. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

Finishing and exporting. 

The South Indian tanner does not' finish' the leather in the sense 
of dressing it suitably to be used for boots or for the thousand and 
one other uses to which leather is put, but does just sufficient finish
ing to make it stand packing, selection and export without suffering 
damage. Even in England the businesses of tanning, leather 
dressing and currying used to be quite separate until quite recently 
and is still so in many cases. This is shown by the name of one 
of the chief associations connected with the trade "The Federation 
of Curriers, Light Leather-Tanners and Dressers Inc." Even 
w~ere tanning and leather dressing are carried out by the same firm 
leather is often dried out and stocked in the 'crust' condition 
which corresponds to that in which it is exported from Madras. It 
is normally impossible to select skins with sufficient accuracy in the 
raw state for different uses as the hair cover many grain defects and 
consequently selection has to be again made after the completion 
of the tannage. As in many cases the selection at the crust stage is 
for very many different uses it is often essential to dry out at least 
a portion of the goods as they are not immediately required. 

On the removal from the myrabolam bath, goods are well squeezed 
out and worked on the flesh side as described for the bark workings 
and are then oiled. Particular care is taken in this working out 
to get the very best pattern possible. Owing to the action of the 
myrabolam liquor on the iron knife which forms ink it is necessary 
to use great care in preventing stains being formed on the flesh side 
which quickly happens if the knife is left in contact for any length 
of time. I have little doubt that the use of stainless steel knives 
for this process would prove of great advantage and would soon 
pay their cost. 

In the case of skins oiling is done by sprinkling a suitable amount 
of oil on to the grain side of the skin and then rubbing it in with the 
the hand placing them in pile for a few minutes, and then well re
rubbing by hand on grain and flesh. The workmen employed on this 
process get wonderfully skilled in giving just the right amount of 
oil ordered which is regulated according to the weight and class 
of skins dealt with. For hides, oil sprinkled on to them and 
then rubbed in on the grain by hand, the goods being left in pile 
so that the flesh of each hide is in contact with the oil on the grain 
of the one below. This is often done on a table or on the floor 
on which spent bark has been spread with the result that any oil 
that drains off is absorbed by the bark or runs away into the floor 
and is wasted. A much better plan is to use the Bombay floor 
which consists of a cemented square large enough to take the largest 
hide, slightly raised at the centre and with a channel all round so 
that any oil that runs off collects in this channel and can be recovered 
by running it into a sump from which it can be removed. Unfor
tunately, oil slowly reacts with cement forming dark coloured bodies 
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so th t it is necessary to cover the floor with matting before putting 
hides on it as otherwise they become stained. This, however, 
is qu· e easily done as palm leaf mats that are used are extremely 
chea and so the added cost of production is negligible. The amount 
of oil used varies considerably with different class of goods and this 
can easily be regulated by varying the condition of the hide or skin. 
If the working out of the myrabolams has been very heavily done 
/ and consequently the hide contains little moisture, there will be 

(

a greater absorption of oil than if the hide has been lightly worked. 
and contains much more moisture. The amount of oil that can be 
saved by the use of this floor is very considerable and I know of 
one tannery where the value of the oil saved during the first month 
was equivalent to the pay of one of the students of the Leather· 
Trades Institute who introduced its use. In addition to the saving 
effected, the oiling of hides done in this way is more even as if goods 
are simply laid on the floor or on a flat table, they tend to develop 
hollows in which oil collects and consequently soaks into the hide 
unevenly, whereas if the centre of the hide is raised, any excess is 
drained off. For hides pungam oil or a mixture of pungam and 
mineral oil (supplied by the Burma-Shell Company under the 
name of leather oil) is usually used and for skins gingelly (Til) or 
ground-nut oil. 

Before the war control period the flesh side of hides was usually 
coated with grease or a mixture of grease and some filling and weight 
ing material such as flour or Baryta. This was put on either during 
or immediately after the final setting out process the amount and 
method of application varying in different districts so that it was 
often easy to know in what districts hides had been tanned. The 
opaque coating made any selection for flesh cuts, etc., very difficult 
and also added considerable useless weight to the hides and was 
consequently prohibited during the control period and has for
tunately not been restarted. Warehouses where hides are stored 
or selected are now much cleaner and softer than when this dope was 
applied as the floors then became extremely slippery and dangerous 
owing to becoming coated with flakes of dope which had fallen 
off the hides. It was also estimated that a saving of many thousands 
of pounds was made during the control period by this change due 
to the savings on freight, etc. 

Mter the secortd rubbing of the oil in the case of skins, they are 
hung up till sammed, i.e., until half dry and in a condition that only a 
little moisture appears on the surface when the skin is given a .double 
bend and squeezed strongly. The skins are now taken down and 
piled tightly in tubs in which they are covered and left overnight 
in order to obtain a greater quality of the moisture contents. In 
the case of hides, the goods are hung up in the drying room until 
they are sammed and are then taken down and left in pile in the 
same way that the skins were placed in the tub. The following day 
the skins are set out on the table by means of brass or copper slicker. 
In the case of skins, this setting out is done on a glass or marble· 

fa 
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table the 'work being done on the 'flesh S.id.e" whilst the glass or mirble 
gives the necessary polish to the grain. When ~he workin out 
of the myrabolam'liquor has been well done, this setting out is not a 

. difficult business, but otherwise considerable skill is requir, ,d to 
avoid the formation of creases in the shoulders of the skins. Rec~ptly, 
a peculiar stain arising in this process has been brought to my nov:.ice. 
When the glass tables are new and highly polished, no harm is dOIr"!, 
if the workman permits the slicker to rub along the glass but after 
long use' the glass becomes more or less frosted especially where 
this running off happens and then a minute amount of brass or copper 
may be left on the table. If this happens and the skin is then set 
over this, the brass adheres to the skin. and although it does not 
cause any stain immediately, on keeping, a brown stain will develop. 
On this account, workmen should be trained to use their slickers 
without running off the skin on to the table and where this happens, 
the table should be well rubbed with a cloth before another skin 
is put on and before the position of the skin is changed. Hides are 
normally set out on wooden tables and the setting in this' case is 
done on the grain side as it is necessary to be able to see .the creases 
and irregularities which must then be worked out by paying attention 
to those portions. It is extremely important to clean the tables 
thoroughly each morning before use as otherwise there is a tendency 
for mould to develop quickly on the hides. The use of some forms 
of chloriI;le disinfectant is the most suitable for this purpose. After 
setting out, the goods are again hung up and dried out. This com
pletes the process for hides which are then sent to Madras for selection 
and sale. ' 

Ski1lS undergo two further processes. First of all they are 
staked that is the flesh side is pulled over an upright knife in order 
to soften 'the skin and to separate the fibres. This staking should 
be dope, more or less, in the same direction that the final working 
out of the myrabolams bath has been done, as if done in a different 
direction it is liable to pull the skin out of shape and to leave it baggy. 
After this, they are fluffed also on the flesh side by rubbing them 
with a piece of over-burnt brick or by glass paper fastened to a suit
ably shaped wood. To do this work a number of skins are piled 
over a wooden beam about the height of the shoulder of the workmen 
and another beam' is then forced down on this pile so as to grig the 
skins. After the first skin has been fluffed it is thrown over the ,to p 
beam and the next worked., 'When.the whole pile has been com
pleted, the gripping beam is removed, the pile turned round and 
held by the beam at the opposite end so that the opposite half may 
be done. In some cases, instead of the skins being held between 
two beams a number of them are hung on a rope which is tightly 
stretched just below a beam and the bundle is then passed round 
the beam several times until it is gripped sufficiently tight by the' 
ropes for the work to be carried,out, In a few factories where power 
is available fluffing machines have been installed to do this work. 
The working tool of these machines' is 'a revolving cyclinder covered 
with emery cloth of the suitable grade or in' other cases the emery 
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powder is fixed directly on to the cylinders by ~lue. The skins are 
pressed against this and pulled over it in such a way that all parts 
are dealt with sufficiently. Fluffing removes any rough pieces of 
connective tissues that have been missed out in the various workings 
and leaves the flesh with a nice • nap.' Skins after this are ready 
for selection for sale or export. 

The method of export and of sale differs considerably between 
tanned hides and skins. Tanned hides are almost always sold to 
exporters in Madras who select and pack them whilst skins, at any 
rate most of the prime and good middle class tannages are often 
packed by the tanners in original bales and exported to be sold at 
the public auctions held in London. This packing . and exporting 
is in some cases done by the tanners themselves but more often done 
by one of the export houses, who che~k the selection and carry out 
the business of exporting. 

Most of the larger hide tanners have warehouses, or mundies 
in Periamet, to which their tanned hides are sent, whereas small 
tanners send their goods to various commission mundies which spe
cialize in this. Here the hides are superficially examined by repre
sentatives of export houses who then make an offer depending on 
the selection of the goods. .1£ this tentative offer is accepted, goods 
are then sent to the godown of the exporting firm; where they are 
examined divided into different selection, class and assortment 
and a revised price then worked and offered to the tanner who either 
accepts or rejects as the case may be. In case of rejection the hides 
are then removed from the exporter's godownand are taken to the 
mundy or to some other godown. It is now necessary to describe 
as shortly as possible the selections, etc., into which the hides are 
divided .. These usually are (I) district of origin or type, (2) selec
tion, (3) assortment and (4)· weight. In some cases other special 
things are taken into account such as well grown, spready, etc. 

(I) District.-During the pre-war peri9d, tanned hides were 
exported always under the name of the district in which they were 
tanned; such as Bangalores, Pallavarams, Amburs, Coasts, etc. 
During the control period, owing to the immense importation of 
hides from Northern India and the rules regarding clean flesh, the 
class of hides from different districts became much more alike 
and classification by "districts was altogether given up and was 
re-placed by" spready" and" well grown" groups. Since the 
abolition of the control, the district classification has to some extent. 
been re-introduced and now hides are normally classified as either 
Bangalores and Cocanadas which are standard groups and the ones 
on which prices are quoted in the trade statistics. ThuS the standard 
prices quoted in trade papers, e.g. .. The Leather World," 
London, are for Cocanadas 7-7. lb. and Prime Bangalores 8-8! lb. 
Certain exporters have other classes such as Madras A-I but these 
are not nearly so general of the two other classes mentioned. 
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(2) Selection.-Selection is the division of the goods into 

primes, bests or goods according to the nature of the tannage as 
regards colour, mellowness, feel and general appe'arance, but this 
does not take into consideration the individual faults and damages 
in hides which is taken into account in assortment. The difference 
in value between primes and bests, and bests and goods varies consi
derably from time to time but has recently been somewhere about 
one anna in each case. 

(3) Assortment.-Hides are assorted into seconds, thirds, fourths, 
fifths, rejections, etc. In the assortment such things as grain defects, 
brands, flesh cuts and other defects on individual hides are taken 
into account. Seconds means hides practically free from defects ; 
thirds those wjth one or two slight defects; whilst fourths may have 
a brand on one side and other slight defects whilst fifth should be 
sound but may have brand, etc. Hides that have suffered putrefaction 
are classified as rejections or if very bad as cobblers. These are 
usually not brought into the merchants' godowns but are usually 
picked out either in the tannery or in the mundy and sold separately. 
As with selections, the price between the different grades varies 
from time to time but recently has been somewhere about one anna. 
During the control period, a much bigger, difference was paid for the 
different assortments so as to encourage the production of the better 
assortments which were chiefly required. By still keeping the basic 
price of the goods the same, but by increasing the price of seconds, 
whjlst decreasing the price of fourths considerably, the proportion 
of seconds obtained was more than doubled within a very short 
time. In some cases, these assortments are again subdivided into 
• superior' and • inferior.' This is more usual with poor assortments 
such as fourths than with the better assortments, seconds and thirds. 

(4) Weights.-All hides are divided before being exported 
into definite limits of weights. Although all exporters have not 
the same standards and even those with standards sometimes vary 
these in order to suit special customers, the normal selections are as 
follows: Cow hides--alf skins up to 3 lb., light weights with an 
average of 5 to st lb. containing hides of 3 to 8 lb., medium 
averaging 7 to 7t for Cocanadas and 8 to 81 for Bangalores with 
hides 3 to 12 and 3 to 14 lb. respectively. Heavies 1St to 16 lb. 
contain hides of 14 to 18 lb. and overweighs, those above 18 lb. 
For buffaloes--calf to 3 lb. occasionally to 4 lb. is accepted. Light 
weights 3 or 4 to 8. Medium averaging II to 12 and contains hides 
of 8 to 20 lb. and overweights of above this limit. 

It can thus be seen that exporters may pack as many as 120 kinds 
of kips which explains why the individual tanner cannot export 
aeparately to the same advantage. Quoted prices are based on what 
is known as the regular run which normally consists of 20 per cent 
seconds, 60 per cent thirds, 20 per cent fourths. In some cases 
other proportions are mutually agreed upon between shipper and 
buyer such as 25, So, 25 or even 30, 40, 30 but in almost all areas 
the number of seconds is the same as that of fourths. Excesses 



of any class are charged plus or minus these prices as the case may be. 
Hides are usually packed in oblong bales of about 625 lb. in weight 
and measure approximately 18 to 20 c. ft. being about 3 feet 6 inches 
long of 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches breadth and height. The hides 
are first covered with palm leaf mats and then compressed in hydraulic 
or screw presses and the pressure kept up by means of binding with 
country rope. The bales are finally wrapped in gunny. Most 
of the hides are exported on the c.iJ. basis but a certain amount is 
exported either to the auctions or for commission sale. 

As mentioned previously many skins are exported to the London 
auctions by the tanners themselves or by exporting houses on 
their behalf. In these cases the skins are selected for assortment 
and weight and the assortment stated and the bale sold on this basis 
but the other separations are not done. In some cases different 
weights may be packed separately but this depends on the tanner 
and the amount of work done by him. As these are packed under 
the tanner's own mark the district classification is of course unneces
sary whilst the same may be said for selection as the buyer examines 
the goods and bids accordingly. 

In addition to the sKins exported to the public auctions, there is 
a certain' amount exported to England on the c.i.f. basis either by 
exporters or on tanner's behalf. This kind of business seems to have 
increased considerably in the last few years. 

Skins bought by exporters in Madras are generally though not 
entirely of the cheaper qualities, and are dealt with somewhat similar 
to the hides. Here however selection is made much more 'according 
to the quality required for export to different countries than to the 
general appearance. Amongst the selections of the poorer qualities 
made in this way may be mentioned Japans, Singapores and CaI
cuttas which are regularly separated and are quite well known 
selections of sheep skins. Skins are packed in square bales of about 
500 to 550 lb. by weight measuring approximately 16-18 cubic feet 
and being from 21 to 21 feet in length and breadt)J. and a little longer. 

As mentioned previously a considerable trade in reptile skins 
has developed within recent years. The most important of the 
reptile skins are sold by sizes, the sizes being taken by measuring the 
breadth of the skin. A good deal of export of this class of skins 
has been done by parcel post, as they are light weighing, valuable 
and not available in, huge quantities. 

CHAPTER XIV. j 
By-products and waste Materials. 

One of the chief difficulties that the tanner has to face in all parts I' 
of the world is that of the disposal of his effluent in the least 
costly manner. In most countries it is necessary that the effluent 
be treated in such a way as to bring it within the limits prescribed 
by the health authorities for discharge into some stream. This 



varies considerably in different parts of the world and according 
to the size and nature of the stream into which i~ is discharged. 
The restrictions are as a ,rule least stringent with tidal estuaries 
and are most so with streams which later on in their course are used 
for domestic use. This is one of the chief reasons for the tendency 
which has developed during recent years of constructing tanneries 
near tidal estuaries in England and elsewhere, as in thi.~ case it is often 
permissible to 'discharge the effiuent without any treatment and 
thus cause a great saving in cost. 

In India, however, the problem is further complicated by that 
fact that during the greater part of the year there are no running 
streams in most districts with the result that it is necessary to dispose 
of the effiuent in some other manner. Where tanneries are well 
away from towns or villages there is often no trouble about this, the 
effiuent is simply run on to land and allowed to soak in, but in other 
districts, there is a great deal of trouble and diffic,ulty with the health 
authorities. Where the effiuent does not contain a too large proportion 
of salt, it can be used profitably for irrigation purposes and there 
are many tanneries where this has been done for years with the result 
that there has never been any smell or other offence. Where this 
has been regularly done, the wells in the neighbourhood show 
little or no change in the quality of the water and where the writer 
has been consulted regarding this, he has always recommended 
this method of disposal. Even where salted goods are treated 
there are many crops that will stand a certain amount of salinity 
and as a final case the planting of casuarina may be tried. In one 
case, on the recommendation of the writer, the owners of a tannery 
planted casuarina and irrigated it with their effiuent which contained 
much more salt than that of a normal tannery. The casuarina grew 
remarkably well and it was possible for them to worf!: it on a rota
tion of seven years whereas other plantations in the same neigh
bourhood were only cut once in 10 or I2 years. In all cases where 
the effiuent is used for irrigation the water should be directed to 
different portions of the ground each day so that there is time for the 
ground to become dry between or after each inundation. By this 
means, the organic matter in the effiuent which would otherwise 
putrefy and become offensive, is either destroyed or made inoffensive 
by the bacterial action of the soil or is used as plant food by the 
vegetation. The chief crops irrigated by the tannery effiuent are 
the garden crops such as brinjals, maize, etc., whilst among trees 
cocoanut and casuarina are the commonest. 

Another method that is sometimes used is to mix all the waters 
except the washing water which contains the greater part of the salt, 
which is led off in a special drain and allowed to evaporate in a special 
place, the saline mass being removed occasionally. In the opinion 
of the writer it is advisable that where the effiuent is used for irrigation 
that it should first be passed through a masonry tank of sufficient 
capacity to hold one days' effiuent. If this is done, a very large 
proportion of the impurities both soluble and insoluble are removed 
as they mutually react on one another forming an insoluble matter 
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which settles down as sludge. Some arrangement should be made 
by which the sludge can be removed and dried at regular intervals. 
This is not difficult in the dry weather if there is sufficient ground 
on to which it can be run so as not to be of too great depth. The 
sludge contains considerable quantity of lime, hair and various other 
organic matters and forms quite a useful manure for which there is 
regular demand from ryots. In places where the eflluent runs 
on to a piece of low lying land and soaks into the earth, the wells 
in the neighbourhood are usually affected as can be seen from the 
examples given in the Departmental Bulletin No. 37. Stain on 
Madras tanned Hides and Skins and No. 3 Note on South Indian 
Tannery waters. It has been somewhat difficult to absolutely 
prove that the seasonal changes in the tannery wells are chiefly due 
to the effiuent, but the case of a tannery in which leather for export 
had been tanned for many years and which has become a chrome 
tannery goes a long way to prove this. When the tannery was 
doing bark tannage, the water of the well, although it contained both 

_permanent and temporary hardness contained very little of soluble 
sulphates. When chrome tanning had been done for sometime, 
the amount of soluble sulphates in the water increased very conside
rably and as this is the chief impurity in waste chrome liquors, 
the evidence is very strong that some of this had returned to the well. 

All chrome salts are very poisonous to the vegetable kingdom 
and hence effiuent from chrome tanneries need more care in their 
use for irrigation than does that from ordinary tanneries. With 
chrome liquors it is very necessary that sufficient alkali be mixed 
with chrome liquors to completely precipitate all the chromium. 
This should as far as possible be done and separated from the other 
liquors and the sludge thus obtained can be separated and not mixed 
with the other as it spoils its value as a manure. Where a considera
ble quantity of weak chromium liquor has to be got rid of, it may be 
treated after preliminary settling or filtering with sufficient soda 
ash to precipitate the chrome hydrate which is then either allowed 
to settle or filtered off and redissolved in acid to form a new stock 
liquor. This procedure has been in use in one tannery for some 
time and has proved that the cost of the treatment is considerably 
less than the value of the liquor produced. 

Siudge.-As mentioned above, the sludge from effiuent from 
other than chrome tanneries is a valuable manure and is usually dis
posed of to the local ryots who are willing to pay a small amount 
b~ -

Used Lime.-The balance of the lime removed from the lime 
pits is quite useful in many districts as a dressing for fields. There 
is unusually little difficulty in getting it removed and in many cases 
as with the sludge above mentioned, the ryots are willing to· pay a 
small amount for the right of removing it. In certain districts,the 
lime slab is a perquisite of the workmen who dispose of it for putting 
on the fields or for building purposes. 

Wool and Hair.-Most of the wool produced in South India 
is of poor quality and is only used for ch~p quality blankets and 



carpets. Where it is obtained by painting the flesh of the skins with 
lime, it is little damaged and ahnost equivalent to the clipped ",,.001 
from the same type of sheep. Where it is obtained from limed 
skins, it contains a large quantity of lime and has lost the greater 
part of its strength and felting properties but is nevertheless used 
considerably in the manufacture of cheap blankets and carpets. 
Hair produced in hide tanneries is of a very short nature and has no 
commercial value other than as manure. Hair from sheep although 
slightly longer is also almost used as manure. Hair contains a 
considerable amount of nitrogen and is therefore quite useful as 
manure. The nitrogen, however, is only given off slowly and 
hence its benefit is not as noticeable as is the case with soluble 
nitrogen manures such as ammonium sulphate or nitrates, but on 
the other hand the effect on the land remains longer. Hair from 
goat skins has a commercial value for mixing with wool in the cheaper 
quality blankets and carpets and there is quite a large demand for 
this and for similar purposes. As pointed out under unhairing it 
should be separated into different colours as by this means better 
prices are obtained. 

Fleshings.-Hide fleshings should be washed and dried and 
are then valuable as glue stock or manure. Unfortunately they are 
extremely bulky and exceedingly difficult to compress and bale 
with the result that the charge for freight often makes it uneconomical 
to export. During the greater part of the year, the manufacture of 
glue from fleshings on the plains of South India is impossible without 
costly plant and experiments made by the Department of Industries 
tend to show that even with up-to-date plant it is an uneconomical 
proposition in this climate and with the small demand for glue that 
there is in South India. The report on the glue experiments is 
found in a Departmental Bulletin entitled "The Manufacture of 
Glue in the Tropics from tannery refuse." It is rather astonishing 
to find that the yield of glue from South Indian fleshings was as low 
as 12 to 20 per cent whereas in other countries glue factories expected 
to get a yield of a bout 30 per cent. 

Spent Bark.-The great bulk of the spent bark in South India 
is used in brick kilns as a source of fuel and it is very suitable for 
this work. In the immediate neighbourhood of Madras, a good 

. deal is used on the race course and on the riding track on the Marina. 
Firms who use steam power use their spent bark after drying as 
fuel and certain firms have tried to use it in suction gas plant but 
for this it has not been very successful on account of the difficulty 
found with the large amount of tar produced. In some case, this 
like lime is a perquisite of the workmen who dry it and dispose of it 
as fuel. 

Bark dust.~ The dust sieved out from the bark is usually sold. 
to the village tanners who use it in tanning pieces or bad rejection 
hides. 

References. 
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No. S.-Graph showing Madras Share of the Export Trade of India in 
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No. Jz,.-Imports of Raw Hides and Skins from Rangoon to Madras in Tons. 
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No •• ,.-Value of Raw Hid .. and Skin. Import from Raogoon to Machas. 
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No. '4.-Ratio of Export of Tanned Sheep Skins to different Countries. 
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No. IS.-RatiO of Exports of Tanned Goat Skins Exported to different Countries. 
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U. S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. 

.NO. 280. WASHINGTON. NOVEMBER~ J9ie • 

WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOR IN mE BOOT AND SHOE 
INDUSTRY: 1907 TO 1918. 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. 

Rates of wages (or oomings) per hour, hours of labor per weck, 
and full-time and IIctUal weekly Nlrnings in the year 1918 in the 
boot and shoe industry of the United States lire pt'esented in this 
report. Compar,able figures for 1916, and summaries for each year 
from 1907 to 1918, except 1915 and 1917, are also shown. Data 
vere not collected for 1915 and 1917.' 

In 1918 the average full-time weekly earnings of male employees 
ill the selected occupa.tions shown varied from $19.36 for treers or 
ironers, ma.chine, to $32.29 for Goodyear welters. 

The full-time weekly earnings of female employees varied from 
$12.06 for button fasteners to $16.11 for vampers. 

A summary of the rates of wages (or earnings) and. hours of labor, 
in 1913, 1914, 1916, and 1918, in the principal occupations of the 
industry, and of other employees, is presented in Table 1 which follows: 

I Previous investigations of w~ and hours 01 labor In boo, a4d shoe ma.nu.facturiIJg have hom made 
lWld published by the BW'E'au, as follows: Nlneteentb AllDUal Report. coverms: lS90 to 1900; Bulletin 
No.S9 (July,l905)'-ooverinC 1903 aud. 19M; BuUetlDXo. 66(July,l906).covel'lDl.e.9IHand 19(I.S; BullEoLiD 
No. 71 (luly .1907), covering 1905 and lUi Bullp.tia }1o.77 (July ,19(8), cOV<':riDg)906 and 1907; Bulletin 
No. t:M (Augast, 1913). covering 1907 to 1912; Bulletin No. 1';4 (May. 19lt),eovering 1912 and 1913; Bull~ 
t.ln No. 178 (Aapst. 1915). COvering 1913 and 1914; aDd BulIetID No. ZJ2 (1laJ'.19J8). COVMng 1914 aDd 
1&10. 
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